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Abstract
In the present thesis, possibilities to combine the object-oriented (OO) and the logic software developing paradigms have been studied. A number of existing proposals and solutions has been reviewed and categorized. A proposal has also been made towards a new
solution which tries to capture the essence of OO in terms of modal logic, and which could
be implemented as a modal logic programming system.
Within the proposal, a logic MUU , and its advanced variants MU0U and MU00U , allowing
di erent varieties of inheritance modes, have been designed and studied. All three are
meant for reasoning about a static object hierarchy with static objects. Dynamics has
been treated in a logic 2MUU , and in its corresponding advanced variants. Their design
proceeded from a belief that in OO essentially two orthogonal but similar dimensions
of evolution are involved|object hierarhy and time. Values of dynamic attributes can
be understood as inherited along the (usually linear) hierarchy of time instants. The
pragmatics of the resolution calculi of the mentioned logics has been discussed on the basis
of examples.
Keywords: object oriented paradigm, logic paradigm, modal logic, resolution calculi,
modes of inheritance, dynamic states.

Objektorienteeritud ja loogilise paradigma kombineerimine
Tarmo Uustalu
Resumee
Kaesolevas diplomitoos on uuritud v~oimalusi objektorienteeritud (OO) ja loogilise tarkvaraparadigma kombineerimiseks. On kirjeldatud ja klassi tseeritud olemasolevaid ettepanekuid ja lahendusi. On ka tehtud ettepanek uue lahenduse suunas, kus OO m~oisteid
ja tehnikaid on puutud haarata modaalse loogika vahenditega ning mida saaks realiseerida
modaalloogilise programmeerimise susteemina.
Ettepaneku raames on valja tootatud loogika MUU ning tema erinevaid parimise mooduseid
v~oimaldavad arendatud variandid MU0U ja MU00U . K~oik kolm on m~oeldud deduktsiooniks
staatiliste objektidega staatilise objektide hierarhia ule. Dunaamikat kasitavad loogika
2MUU ning tema vastavad edasiarendused. Nende valjatootlus lahtus veendumusest, et
OOsse on sisuliselt katketud kaks ortogonaalset, kuid sarnast evolutsioonidimensiooni|
objektide hierarhia ja aeg. Dunaamiliste atribuutide vaartusi v~oib vaadelda parituina
ule (tavaliselt lineaarse) ajahetkede hierarhia. Nimetatud loogikate resolutsiooniarvutuste
pragmaatikat on arutatud naidetele tuginedes.
V~otmes~onad: objektorienteeritud paradigma, loogiline paradigma, modaalne loogika,
resolutsiooniarvutused, parimise moodused, dunaamilised olekud.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation, Goals and Results
The purpose of the present thesis has been to study possibilities to combine the objectoriented (OO) and the logic software development paradigms. These two paradigms di er
vastly in many respects.

 OO o ers modularity, encapsulation and sharing. Logic o ers reasoning and deduc-

tive retrieval via uni cation and backtracking. The two paradigms exhibit di erent
advantages and disadvantages, and the hope to bene t from their synergic merits has
given an impetus to numerous studies on their merging perspectives.
 But even more signi cantly, the paradigms di er in their initial motivation. OO
strives to ease software writing|to conduce reuse etc.|i.e. to provide convenience,
and is generally very practically-minded. The logic paradigm puts more stress on
uniformity, on some inner clarity which may appear hardly noticeable for an outsider, and seems to be less concerned about applicability in wide practice, being
more ambitious with regards to gaining success as a research tool. The di erence in
motivation turns out to become an obstacle to merging. In the research communities
that work on the two paradigms, we nd a respective \cultural" di erence, and this is
natural, since a software paradigm is similar to a world-view, assuming a certain way
of thinking. We do not make assertions about superiority of any of the two (as none
of them is superior), but rather intend to suggest that any merging attempt ought
to consider this \deeper" di erence, and adopt some position in this connection.
The thesis contains an overview of more than 20 implemented or suggestion-level mergers
(the \related-work"-part). Most of the mergers fall under the two following categories:

biased mergers There is a bias towards one of the paradigms. This paradigm is ruling,
and has provided the base language, whilst the concepts and techniques of the other
have been adjusted to become incorporable.
hybrid mergers Both paradigms have undergone major transformations before merged.

Hybrid mergers teach us that exibility in treating the paradigms often occurs fruitful.
The thesis also contains a proposal towards a new solution. This proposal emerged from
a conviction that the convenience and uniformity ideals are badly compatible in principle.
To overcome the diculty, a two-layer architecture of a merger system is suggested, where
1

2

Chapter 1. Introduction

the internal layer pretends to adhere to the uniformity ideal, while the user-visible frontend layer cares more about convenience. The internal layer is elaborated in detail in the
thesis, whereas the design of the front-end layer and implementation have been left for
future work.
The internal layer rests on modal logic. At the present stage of development, it allows to
reason about static object hierarchies where the objects can be either static or dynamic.
All the designed modal logics use the concept of unit. Units are chunks of knowledge, and
they roughly correspond to possible worlds in Kripke semantics.
For the case of static objects, a logic MUU (Modal Units), and its advanced variants
MU0U and MU00U , allowing di erent varieties of inheritance modes, have been designed and
studied. In these logics, units embody objects. Dynamics has been treated in a logic
2MUU , and in its corresponding advanced variants. Their design proceeded from a belief
that in OO essentially two orthogonal but similar dimensions of evolution are involved|
object hierarhy and time. In these logics, units correspond to pairs hobject, time instanti.
According to the mentioned belief, the essential distinguishing characteristic of methods
and attributes is that the former are inherited along the object hierarchy, whereas the
latter are inherited along the (usually linear) hierarchy of time instants.
For all the named logics, if not more then at least the resolution calculi are given. Their
pragmatics is discussed along with examples.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 serves as an outline of the OO paradigm and as a platform for further presentation.
Chapters 3 and 4 constitute the main part of the thesis. In Chapter 3, an overview and
a comparison of a collection of existing proposals and solutions in combining the two
paradigms are given. Chapter 4 contains a description of the author's own proposal. Most
attention there is paid to elaboration of the logics of the internal layer of the two-layer
merger architecture.
Chapter 5 draws some general conclusions and points out some directions for future work.

1.3 Assumption about the Reader
It is assumed that the reader has a computer science background. Knowledge of the basics
of both of the two paradigms under study will be necessary. Though Chapter 2 is an outline
of the OO paradigm, it is meant more to x a proceeding point for further presentation than
to provide a comprehensive introduction to the eld. The thesis contains no introduction
into the logic paradigm.
The internal layer of the two-layer architecture proposal that we make in this thesis, rests
heavily on modal logic. Section 4.5 provides the most necessary preliminaries, but concentrates only on the distinctive features of modal logic from classical logic. Some acquaintance
with (general) proof theory and model theory would therefore be of help.

1.4. Terminology

3

1.4 Terminology
The OO terminology that we use throughout the thesis, will be xed in Chapter 2. There
is much confusion in the basic terminology of this eld currently, and we will simply try
to keep hold to one of the possible sets of terms.
The terms of logic and logic programming that we use, are standard. It must be noted
only that preference is given to logic terms, when speaking about \pure" logic, and to logic
programming terms, when speaking about \applied" logic. In connection with axiomatic
calculi, we thus use the terms of logic, whilst in connection with resolution calculi, we
choose to adhere to logic programming terminology. The following two pairs of terms
require special attention:
Logic
Logic programming
individual constant
atom
literal
atomic formula
Also, the implication \if A then B " is written either as A ! B or as B A, dependingly
on whether the formula occurs in the context of \pure" or \applied logic". Letters p, q, r
usually stand for atomic formulae, whereas A, B , C denote arbitrary formulae.
As regards to modal logic, the terms and notation of the textbook by B. F. Chellas [Che80]
are followed mostly.
Proof trees are written with the root (the theorem) in the bottom.

4

Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 2

Object-Oriented Paradigm
During the recent years, OO has become increasingly popular. As B. Stroustrup, the
designer of the C++ language, has expressed, \ \object-oriented" has become a hich-tech
synonym for \good" "[Str88]. One of the circumstances that enables people to label many
products as OO, is a lack for a universally accepted de nition of OO. There are several
reasons behind this confusion:

 The OO area is relatively new, and hence in a status of ongoing developments.

Though Simula67 stems from the mid-60s, explosive interest in OO started during
the 80s.
 Highly abstract concepts (and paradigm-scale concepts de nitely are abstract) tend
to lack clear boundaries. Generalizations can last forever. One faces a dilemma:
either to proclaim a notion completed, negating further improvements, and thus reach
a fruitless standstill, or to allow its further expansion, being aware of the danger that
some day it may extensionally incorporate almost everything, and intensionally make
no sense. The more we win in generality of a concept, the more we loose in interesting
properties common to all its exemplars. To nd the reasonable borderline is not so
easy.
 Much of the fuzziness comes from disagreement about lower-level concepts. People
misinterpret each other. There is less philosophical excuse for that, but it still will
take some years till the basic terminology reaches stability.

 Some exibility is never too bad: it helps to avoid falling into dogmas. This especially
important with fastly evolving areas.

Several attempts have been made to unify the views on OO, e.g. in [Str88, KM90, BGHS91].
In the following sections, we enumerate the most characteristic features of a software
development paradigm and of the OO paradigm in particular.

2.1 What Is a Software Development Paradigm?
In software development, the word `paradigm' usually indicates how a software engineer
perceives the \art" of producing software, emphasizing the \images" he considers to be
primary about programs. To some, programming is basically about procedures and control
ow. This may bring them into the procedural paradigm. To others, computation of
the desired value via nested functions is the most important (the emphasis is more on
5
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Chapter 2. Object-Oriented Paradigm

data ow). That might lead to the functional paradigm. Even others concentrate on
relations between data items, thus appreciating the logic paradigm. And fourth could
view program execution as communication between relatively autonomous entities named
\objects", exploiting the OO paradigm. An elementary comparison of di erent paradigms
has been presented in [BS86].
Note that a paradigm need not be (and hardly ever is) universal to t all sorts of application
areas. Each paradigm speci cally suits for some areas, but may be completely inadequate
with respect to others. The logic paradigm, for instance, supports tasks involving deductive
retrieval but disencourages numeric computations.
There are at least ve generally accepted phases of software lifecycle: requirements speci cation, analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance. Again, di erent paradigms
are not equally suitable for all of them. The idea of logic might support requirements speci cation but prove ine ecient later. Functional programming ts many kinds of problems
but produces poorly readable programs (deep nestings!), being dicult to maintain. The
OO paradigm claims to be universal in this respect [KM90, HE90]. We return to this point
later.
Di erent paradigms need di erent languages and tools|compilers, software engineering
environments|to support software development \in accordance with them". These must
encourage, not merely enable to work within both the facilities and discipline (purposely
introduced limitations) foreseen by the paradigm [Str88].
A software development paradigm can be compared to a world-view. It is relatively easy
to work uently with a couple of languages, but to reorient oneself onto a new paradigm
is hard. And even if one succeeds, quick switches back and forth remain still dicult.
This demonstrates that any merging of paradigms requires two aspects to be handled.
First, theoretic possibilities to perform the merging, and second, practical useability of the
proposals drawn from theoretic considerations. Besides, last not least, there has to be a
general idea about the overall purpose of the merger.

2.2 What Is Object-Orientation?
Many authors keep satis ed with a claim that object-orientation is basically just thinking
in terms of objects, classes and (class) inheritance, and do not seek for any deeper principles
behind OO. This also is nds re ection in a rather widely accepted sliding scale towards
object-orientation:

object-based: objects (communicating, hopefully),
class-based: object-based plus classes,
object-oriented: class-based plus inheritance.
In contrast to that, a broader view is considered in [BGHS91]. Chapters 1,2,4,5 of that
book present a uniform and rather philosophical basis which is further supplemented by
detailed studies on languages, databases, distributed systems and user interfaces, and also
on the applicability of OO to the design phase of software lifecycle. Unfortunately, the
carefully and systematically introduced terminology of the rst chapters is not always
adhered to in these further studies, e.g. with regards to polymorphism, and distinctive
features of set, class and type.
In [KM90], a di erent unifying OO paradigm is suggested, where the principles and basic
concepts of OO, and the problems of lifecycle model and tools are considered in parallel.
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2.2.1 General Principles and Framework
In [BGHS91] four principles are suggested as measures of the \rate of object-orientedness".
These are:






data abstraction,
behaviour sharing,
evolution,
correctness.

Data abstraction encompasses two aspects: modularization and information hiding. Modularization is concerned with stepwise breakdown of complex systems into self-contained
and manageable entities, and it is crucial for coping with complex systems. Information
hiding is a further stage of abstraction, hiding implementation details from the client and
restricting access to each module by a protected and declared interface. The interface of a
module (the discipline enforced) is called its behavior. Sometimes, behavior is also referred
to as speci cation to emphasize its di erence from implementation (the hidden part of the
module).
Another pair of principles is used [KM90] to express approximately the same ideas. Strong
cohesion and weak coupling are guidelines for modularization. A module should be suciently self-contained and independent on other modules. Coupling of modules is further
weakened through information hiding.
Behavior sharing deals with interfaces. It might be desirable to have modules with similar
interfaces. To provide this, ( at) classi cations and (hierachical) taxonomies are utilized.
Evolution in OO involves two levels. Requirements evolution means stepwise (top-down)
re nement of the speci cation. Solution by evolution is the inverse: a synthesizing activity,
building up a solution (bottom-up) in an incremental manner. The OO philosophy is to
provide a uniform approach for the whole software lifecycle [HE90]. In [BGHS91], it is even
claimed that the evolutionary approach is unique to OO computing. Though the latter
statement is disputable|stepwise prototyping, for instance, is thinkable also within other
paradigms|the evolutionary feature of OO still provides powerful support to exploratory
programming.
Correctness is the most \questionable" principle of OO, since actually it is hard in OO to
get convinced about correctness. As many decisions are made dynamically (at run time)
in OO, it is not always possible to predict the execution details at compile time. This
lays certain requirements on exception handling. Another issue is concerned with semantic
correctness (w.r.t. requirements speci cation), i.e. veri cation. Still, it is not clear whether
correctness really should be listed among the basic principles of OO, since though an
important problem, it is not unique to OO. Correctness has been under research in more
traditional elds|like concurrent programming or embedded systems|and treated much
more seriously there.
Correctness is in no way opposite to exibility. Though evolution allows di erent levels of
\precision" in di erent stages, it is possible (and even desirable) to maintain correctness
with respect to a given level at each of these stages.
Besides the above principles, the so-called \framework" is formulated in [BGHS91] to
systematize the techniques of OO. Encapsulation is a generic term for techniques realizing
data abstraction, so it is in an one-to-one correspondence to the data abstraction principle.
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Techniques that realize behavior sharing, fall under two categories|classi cation sharing,
which is more traditional, and exible sharing, which includes more powerful and dynamic
techniques (and therefore also realizes the evolutionary principle of OO). Lastly, there are
interpretative techniques which resolve the previous ones on the implementational level.
They tend to vary according to the timing of interpretation, i.e. at compile or run time.
However, the framework classi cation of techniques are of auxiliary value, helping to see
which principle a particular concept or technique is utilized to realize.

2.2.2 Basic Concepts and Techniques
In this subsection, we brie y summarize the essence of the basic concepts and techniques
of OO, mainly basing on the approach of [BGHS91].

Objects
Objects are the fundamental building blocks in OO. At the conceptual level, an object is
any perceived entity of the system being developed. In the rst approximation, objects
represent real world entities. Actually, objects may also represent abstractions without
direct counterparts in the real world.
In terms of physical realization, objects map directly onto the framework category of
encapsulation|an object is an encapsulation of a set of operations or methods, which can
be invoked externally, and of a state (stored in (state) attributes), which remembers the
e ect of the methods. The methods and variables of a given object together constitute
its properties. Synonymously to `(state) attribute', also the expressions `(state) slot' and
`(instance) variable' are frequently used.
Attributes are private to the object they characterize, and inaccessible directly for other
objects. They are the ultimate realization of encapsulation. Methods serve as the interaction interface of the object. Thus, object interaction is equivalent to remote invocation
of methods. In OO, invocation is often described as being achieved through message
passing|requests by an object for a method of another object (or self) to be invoked are
communicated in a form of messages. Physically, no messages need be sent in a system
with message passing. Equally, some controlled form of procedure calls is possible. Though
the syntax for message sending di ers from system to system, the following components
are generally present: (sender-object), receiver-object, method-name, parameters.

Classes
Classes support the classi cation sharing category of the framework. They allow groups
of objects to share properties. A class serves as a template from which objects may be
created. Objects belonging to a class are called its instances. In a class, the descriptions
of the attributes (state descriptors) and the de nitions of the methods of its instances are
stored. The values of attributes are stored in instances themselves. Note that though all
the instances of one class exhibit common behavior, they are not identical since the values
of their attributes can be di erent.
In class-based systems, given a template (in a form of a class de nition), objects can be
created (instantiated) dynamically. Instantiation is carried out by asking a class to create a
new object according to the template. The object is then initialized with a state (attribute
values) determined by the request parameters.
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Inheritance
With classes alone, all class de nitions in the library of classes would have to be written
out fully. In many cases, this would be an unnecessary waste, because similar classes exist
in a system. Inheritance means a part of the behavior of one class being de ned in another,
and it is a way of structuring and \slimming" the library. The inheriting class is said to be
a subclass, and the inherited class is said to be a superclass. In strict inheritance, a subclass
inherits all the attribute descriptions and method de nitions stored in a superclass (plus
may have some of its own). In non-strict inheritance, a part of the behavior of a superclass
can be changed (overloaded) or deleted in a subclass.
As an OO system develops, subclasses are constructed out of existing classes until the
appropriate functionality is developed. As a result, a class hierarchy emerges. Normally,
the hierarchy is rooted by a special built-in class (usually called object) which contains
attribute descriptions and method de nitions common to all classes.
Subclass/superclass relations are often described as isa links. Correspondingly, the term
isa hierarchy is used synonymously to class hierachy.
One of the consequences of inheritance is that the complete knowledge of an object's
properties is no longer concentrated into a single place (its class)|in order to execute a
method, its appropriate de nition must be searched in the class hierarchy. In the present
thesis, the class who possesses this de nition, will be often called its owner (following
the terminology of [DH91]), in contrast to its inheriting classes. Association of a method
name to a de nition (implementation) is called method binding. Method binding can
be performed either statically, during compile time, or dynamically, at run-time. Static
binding is often too rigid, whereas dynamic one causes much computational overhead, and
makes code hard to read and verify. Usually the binding is carried out dynamically, thus
allowing bindings to change from invocation to invocation.
In many OO systems, a class can have multiple superclasses. The respective inheritance
is called multiple inheritance, in contrast to the simple single inheritance. Multiple inheritance has more expressive power than single inheritance, but causes binding con icts for
properties theat could be inherited from several branches of class hierachy at a time. To
solve these, various strategies are used (bottom-up left-to-right in Flavors, for example).
Sometimes special abstract classes, called mixins, that cannot have any instances, and act
only as superclasses of other classes, are used to enrich the single inheritance mechanism.
Mixins exist to add functionality to ordinary classes. In case of binding con icts, preference
is given to an ordinary superclass, rather than to a mixin. In some systems, mixins are
used at the level of instances (new functionality is added not to templates, but to instances
directly).

Metaclasses
Like similar objects are grouped into classes, similar classes also could be grouped. Several
systems support metaclasses, which serve as templates for classes. In these systems, classes
are objects in their own right. There is a close analogy between the pairs \instance|
class" and \class|metaclass". Besides holding descriptions of instance attributes, classes
can have their own, class attributes. Their values of are stored in their possessing classes,
but descriptions are stored in their metaclasses. Classes can also have class methods with
de nitions stored in their metaclasses. The most typical of such is new which, when being
invoked on a class, causes instantiation of a new object.
Class attributes are seen by every instance of the class: their values are available to (in-
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stance) methods held in that class. Like instance attributes, they are inherited along the
class hierachy and visible to subclasses. Unlike instance attributes, also their values (not
just descriptions) are visible to subclasses.
Each metaclass is a class in its own right, and thus must possess a metaclass. In this way,
besides the class hierarchy, a metaclass hierachy arises. Class methods are inherited along
the metaclass hierarchy. The metaclass hierarchy can be rooted by a special class (most
frequently called class) containing de nitions of class methods common to all classes (e.g.
new).
Metaclasses add much power to an OO system, but they also may make it complicated.
Their main mission is to provide uniform treatment of objects and classes, and to create
system-level self-containedness. A classic language supporting metaclasses is Smalltalk80.

Delegation
In so-called classless OO systems, no distinction is made between classes and objects; only
objects are dealt with. In these, delegation may be utilized to accomplish property sharing
and binding. Delegation allows incremental de nition of all objects, enabling attribute
values and method de nitions to be shared. If an object delegates some properties|
attributes or method|to another object (its prototype), then they will be stored only
in the prototype. Any changes to those properties will a ect both the object and the
prototype. In this way, the object and the prototype mutually depend on each other.
In [Ste87], it has been proven formally that inheritance and delegation can model each
other to a certain extent. The proof that inheritance can model delegation, is based on
the observation that strict inheritance is \delegation on the class-level". The objects of
a classless system have to be mapped into classes without objects, attributes into class
attributes, methods into (instance) methods (de ned in classes), and the object/prototype
relation into the subclass/superclass relation.
Delegation cannot model inheritance so precisely, because in delegation, attributes cannot
be described in one object, and have their values stored in another, which is exactly what
happens to instance attributes in class-based systems (they are described in classes, but
have their values stored in objects). Still, a concept of two models being equivalent up to
instance templates can be de ned, and inheritance can be modelled by means of delegation
to the precision of this equivalency.

Types. Abstract data types
A type (in general, not merely in the OO context) is an abstract description of a related
group of entities. In an untyped world, it would be impossible to reason about individual
entities, as they would all appear di erent and unconnected. Typing enables similar entities
to be grouped, so that similarities can be promoted and di erences ignored. Three di erent
roles of typing can be identi ed:
1. types are abstracting over the underlying properties of entities,
2. they allow higher level abstractions (e.g. more complex types) to be developed,
3. and they provide a level of protection against incorrect or undesired actions.
The latter role of type system is called type checking. The two possible sources for type
errors are parameter passing and assignment. Type checking, just as method binding, can
be static or dynamic, according to its timing.
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Types in OO, like elsewhere, abstract over the underlying properties of entities, i.e. over
objects, in the case. All private properties of an object are encapsulated within the object,
and this encapsulation is protected behind an abstract interface which we term as behavior.
An OO type, consequently, is a collection of objects with the same behavior, i.e. with the
same set of methods (more exactly, method speci cations, not their implementations).
Subtyping is concerned with behavior sharing. A type T is a subtype of a type T' i T
provides at least the behavior of T'. An object of the type T can then be used as if it were
of the type T'. Note that type is not class, nor is subtyping the same as subclassing. Two
objects of same class must have identical method implementations. To belong to same
type, only speci cations of their methods must coincide.
Abstract data types (ADT's) are an advanced development of the principle of data abstraction. This principle emerged in the mid-1970's as a major technique in handling
complexity. However, the roots of ADT's are older, curiously, and can be traced back to
Simula67. ADT's extend the principle of data abstraction by separating the speci cations
of data abstractions from their implementation. ADT's thus can be considered to consist of
two parts: the speci cation part and the implementation part. The former incorporates the
syntax (the signature) and the semantics (operational or denotational (algebraic)). The
latter is given by a representation (data structures) and associated algorithms. Subtyping
in ADT's is de ned through the conformance rules.

Polymorphism
Polymorphism provides exible typing disciplines. It is de ned as an ability for an entity
to act as of more than one type. According to a classic taxonomy by Cardelli and Wegner
[Weg87], techniques of polymorphism can be divided into ad hoc and universal.
Ad hoc techniques are older and work only on a speci c number of types in an unprincipled
way. The best known of these techniques are coercion and overloading. Coercion means
having built-in mappings between some types (like from integer into real). Overloading
allows a function to have di erent de nitions for di erent types of parameters (like add
being de ned for both integers and reals).
The two techniques of universal polymorphism have more relevance to OO. In parametric
polymorphism, a function (coded once) can work uniformly on a range of types. Type is
left open (i.e. it is a parameter) in the function de nition code, and is instantiated at each
call in accordance to the type of the actual argument. Parametric functions are sometimes
called generic functions. Inclusion polymorphism is more limited: it allows a function to
operate on a range of types determined by subtyping relationships.
Inheritance involves two kinds of polymorphism. First, a method de ned in a particular
class is automatically de ned for all its subclasses, and identically thereby, in the general
case (subclassing). Second, it is also possible to override this sharing through rede ning
the method in a subclass, thus overloading its implementation from the superclass. Both
kinds can be considered to fall under inclusion polymorphism. Besides that, the second
kind is clearly a form of the ad hoc overloading, too. On one hand, the label `ad hoc' is
justi ed in the case, since, indeed, universal rede nition generators do not exist. On the
other hand, a doze of universality is also present, because the binding mechanism itself is
universal in inheritance (the inherited de nition is the default, and the new de nition is
the explicit).
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2.2.3 OO and Software Lifecycle
The interest towards OO in the software engineers' community has been gradually increasing. OO is often claimed to be equally suitable for all the phases of the software lifecycle.
The evolutionary principle of OO is in correspondence with the very idea of systematic
development. The arguments on the bene ts of this circumstance from [HE90, KM90],
plus some of ours, can be brie y summarized as follows:

 As OO applies to all lifecycle phases, no \translation" from the output documentation






of one phase into an input document of the next phase is needed. Moreover, such
output can possibly even serve as an initial layer for the next phase.
The above-mentioned di usion of phases makes their boundaries blurring.
The lack of distinct boundaries and the iterative nature of OO development (the
\fountain model" of software lifecycle [HE90]) amplify each other. One one hand,
due to the di usion, reiteration in the software development process is not as painful
as it is in more traditional paradigms. On the other hand, the same reiteration even
more blurs the boundaries.
The similarity between semantic data models (SDM's, the Entity-Relationship Model
being the simplest) and OO is of their mutual bene t. First, it has given an impetus
to OO databases. Second, it allows one to think in SDM categories when doing OO
analysis and design.
Encapsulation, classing and exible sharing all encourage software reuse. Thus, the
fate of always starting up from scratch can be escaped.

Chapter 3

Reported Mergers
In this chapter, our attention is paid to the existing proposals and solutions in combining
the two paradigms. Section 3.1 discusses the objectives for combination. Sections 3.2-3.5
give an overview of a collection of mergers. In Section 3.6, these mergers are compared
and categorized.
The set of mergers, considered below, does not pretend to be complete, but rather to
illustrate the variety of the approaches taken.

3.1 Merging Aims
The main objective to merge two paradigms is to exploit the synergic merits of both, and
to eliminate the disadvantages of both. Signi cantly, authors of di erent solutions point
out very overlapping pros and cons of each paradigm, though having set forth completely
di erent purposes in their merging e orts [BMS90, FH86, FY88, IC90, KE88].
Modularity, encapsulation and sharing (both classed sharing, i.e. inheritance, and exible
one, i.e. polymorphism etc.) constitute the advantages of the OO paradigm.
Declarative framework with pattern matching, uni cation and backtracking are the main
bene cial characteristics of the logic approach. Even its context-sensitivity (non-monotonicity, in other words) which usually causes trouble, may appear as a pro, if we speak about
production rules. The main disadvantage of the logic approach lies in the atness of clause
base, which makes deduction ine ective and reduces modi ability.
The rst area where a demand for joint exploitation of both paradigms appeared, was
knowledge bases. On one hand, there was a need to structure knowledge, to build up
the architecture hierarchically. On the other hand, e ective deductive retrieval via pattern matching was required. Many of the solutions considered below, stem from practical
applications in knowledge handling.
Two main approaches to combining the two paradigms can be observed. The rst is to
modify the basic ideas and concepts of one paradigm so that they become incorporable
into the other in a more or less natural way (biased mergers). The second is rather to
bring them together into a synergistic uni cation under a new subsuming paradigm, which
may require both original paradigms to undergo major transformation (hybrid mergers).
The second approach has been underlined in [BMS90], though it is disputable whether it
actually is followed there.
In [GM87], concern is expressed about the dangers of integration for the sake of integration,
13
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stating that \experience (with languages like PL/I) has shown that patching together
features from di erent paradigms in an ad hoc way results in a complex language without
intellectual coherence".
Most of the solutions reported in literature, are biased. One paradigm has remained ruling
and provided the basis language, while features from the other one have been adjusted to
suit that context. In one case, a \language interface" was reported. Hybrid mergers are of
special interest.

3.2 Introducing Logical Features Into OO Languages
3.2.1 Orient84/K
The language Orient84/K [TI84, IT86], designed at Keyo University, Japan, relies on the
so-called distributed knowledge object modelling (the authors' method for OO knowledge
systems). The syntax and semantics of Orient84/K owe much to, and are extended from
Smalltalk80. It has the metaclass/class/instance distinction, and allows multiple inheritance. In order to provide a combination of OO, demon-oriented (which really means
access-oriented), concurrent programming and logic paradigms, each object consists of
monitor, behavior, and knowledge-base parts.
A class de nition has the following form:
CLASS class-name
INHERITS FROM superclasses
CLASS SECTION section-body
INSTANCE SECTION section-body

where section-body is of the form
OWN VARIABLES own-variable-de nitions
MONITOR PART monitor
BEHAVIOR PART method-de nitions
KNOWLEDGE-BASE PART Horn-clauses

The term `own variable' corresponds to `attribute' in our terminology.
The functions of the monitor part are access control, prioritized message handling, and
statistics gathering. Priotized methods allow to encompass access-orientation|active values are speci ed in the monitor part.
The behavior part contains method de nitions. In order to enable to add and delete
methods to and from objects dynamically, the methods add method and delete method
have been prede ned.
The knowledge-base part determines the local knowledge base of an object. It can be
viewed as a collection of the object's special own variables (i.e. instance attributes) storing
rules and facts, since it can be changed through message passing. On the other hand, the
visibility of rules and facts along the inheritance path is equivalent to that of methods.
In the knowledge-base part, three kinds of variables can be used: own, K-formal, and
temporary variables. Both the K-formal and temporary variables correspond to logical
variables in logic programming. The di erence is that K-formal variables are used to pass
information between the behavior part and the knowledge-base part, whereas temporary
variables are local to the knowledge-base part. K-formal variables are pre xed by ?.
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Interaction between the behavior and knowledge-base parts is accomplished via the predened unify and foreach unify methods.
In the following example, a method which sends mail to all brothers of a person, is de ned:
OWN VARIABLES
john tom mike andy peter henry robert
BEHAVIOR PART
sendToBrothersOf: m mail: mess1 |x|
foreach_unify(brother(m,?x))
do:[:x| -> x sendMail: mess1].
KNOWLEDGE-BASE PART
"RULE"
brother(?x,?y) |f|
father(?x,f),father(?y,f).
"FACT"
father(john,henry).
father(tom,robert).
father(mike,henry).
father(andy,robert).
father(peter,robert).

The following example demonstrates how a knowledge base can be changed. In order to
acquire facts about the mother-child relation, a method for querying mothers about their
children is de ned.
askMother |m x|
foreach_unify(name(?x))
do:[:x| m <- x mother.
appendKB(mother(x,m))].

3.2.2 CBL = Constraint-Based Language
The language CBL [BMS90] has been designed at Columbia University, NY, USA. It is
based on CLOS (Common Lisp Object Speci cation System). It pretends to be the rst
instance of a new, constraint-based paradigm (di erent from what is called constraint-based
in [BS86]!), a synthesis of the OO and rule-based paradigms. Though the approach can be
worth the label, CBL strongly relies on CLOS. Constraints in CBL are formulated through
predicates. The three underlying ideas of the constraint-based paradigm are:

 Constraint-based invocation: method invocation is dispatched (\guarded") by programmer-de ned constraints.

 Instance inheritance: understood as an analogous notion to class inheritance in the

sense that if class inheritance structures classes (builds up a hierachy of them) then
instance inheritance does the same with instances. Instance inheritance in CBL is
grouping of objects into collections de ned by constraints, rather than being delegation.

 Procedural attachment: functions can be bound (attached) to attributes, objects,

classes and collections that will always be invoked when these are accessed (i.e. addressed to or modi ed).
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An example of CBL is the de nition of a method computing the greatest common divisor
of two numbers:
(defmethod gcd (n m) (:constraint n {> m})
(gcd m (mod n m)))
(defmethod gcd (n m) (:constraint n {= 0}) m)}

The authors of CBL point out a similarity between constraints and Dijkstra's guarded
commands. There is also a relation to constraint logic programming (for a survey on
the perspectives of the latter, see [JL88]). A careful study on this connection might be
worthwhile.

3.2.3 KSL/Logic
The language KSL/Logic [IC90] is a product from Detroit R&D, MI, USA, and is an
extension to KSL. The latter is a \pure" object-oriented language where \everything is
object" (variables, methods, main programs etc. incl.). All objects in KSL belong to
classes, and all activities are initiated by message-passing. To construct KSL/Logic from
KSL, a subclass PredicateBehaviour has been added to the class Method and a class
BuiltInPredicateBehaviour has been added to the class ClassBehaviour in order to
facilitate logic programming. Additions to the class ExpressionObject also have been
made.
The resulting language allows to use logical expressions like logical (i.e. unifyable individual) variables, predicates, Horn clauses, cut etc. KSL method calls can appear as members
of Horn clauses. This is a helpful feature in incorporating procedurality into the deductive
part of the language. Two restrictions apply in this connection: rst, the logical variables
in a KSL method expression must become instantiated before the actual invocation of the
latter; and second, the side e ects of KSL methods will not be removed when deduction
comes up to backtracking.
The ForAll expression is an inverse link between the procedural KSL code and logic, and
allows passing deduction results (answer substitutions) to KSL procedures.
The following examples illustrate the use of the above features:
(HC
(P getLoan %Person %Amount)
(P bankLoan %Person (Debts %Person) %Limit)
(LessThan %Amount %Limit)
(Print "Loan Available"))
HC stands for Horn clause, P for predicate, and % is used to denote logical variables.
refers to a programmer-de ned KSL method.

Debts

(ForAll $Self (P newmail %QualifiedPerson %Age %Income)
(#List
(Print (Name %QualifiedPerson))
(Print (Address %QualifiedPerson))))

A successful resolution of the newmail predicate behavior will bind a quali ed person
to the %QualifiedPerson variable, basing on a given age and income. For each of these
resolutions, the KSL Print message will access the value bound to the %QualifiedPerson.

3.3. Interfacing Languages of Di erent Paradigms
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3.3 Interfacing Languages of Di erent Paradigms
3.3.1 Prolog/Loops
The article [KE88] reports on a language interface designed at Xerox AI Systems, IL, USA.
It is ambitiously titled \Bridging the gap between object-oriented and logic programming".
Unfortunately, the solution is more like \ lling in", rather than elegantly bridging the
gap. An interface has been established between Loops (the Xerox AI environment of OO
programming) and Xerox Quintus Prolog. What has been implemented, is a facility to
make calls to Loops objects from Prolog and|vice versa|to set Prolog goals from Loops
(treated as messages in the latter). Finally, Prolog clauses can be treated as Loops objects.
To perform a slot-value substitution of a Loops object (i.e. to change the value of one of
its attributes) from Prolog, the following Prolog clause might be exploited:
substitute_slot_value(Object,Slot,Old_value,New_value):get_value(Object,Slot,Old_value),
put_value(Object,Slot,New_value).}

A Prolog goal
?- pred(arg1,X,arg3).

could be invoked from Loops calling
(PROLOG 'pred (LIST 'arg1 *VALUE* 'arg3))

Though a language interface like Prolog/Loops involves no real integration, it advantageously imposes no degradation of performance, since none of the languages has been
implemented on top of the other. Generally, disturbing overhead is often the case when integration is achieved through introduction of the features of one paradigm into a language
of another.

3.4 Introducing OO Features Into Logic Languages
3.4.1 Extension to Prolog by Zaniolo
The extension to Prolog suggested by C. Zaniolo, Bell Laboratories, NJ, USA [Zan84], is
an early attempt to introduce OO features into a logic language. Three xfx operators isa,
with and : have been implemented on top of UNSW Prolog.
An object de nition has the form
object with method-list,
where object is a Prolog predicate with zero ore more arguments, and each method in
method-list is a Prolog clause. This usage of the word `object' is not adhering to correct
terminology. In fact, the arguments of the predicate associated with object correspond to
attributes. Hence, the above de nition actually \creates" objects only when the argument
terms of this predicate become ground, and generally de nes classes (templates) only.
The fact
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reg_poly(N,L) with
[perimeter(P) :- P is N*L,
what_is_it(a_reg_polygon)].

de nes reg poly's to be objects with number and length attributes, and with perimeter
and what is it as methods.
The : predicate is used to imitate message passing in the form form
receiver:goal.
For example,
reg_poly(6,10):perimeter(X) ?

The inheritance network is declared through a predicate isa in the form
sub-object isa object,
where|again|actually subclasses and classes are meant. E.g.
rectangle(Base,Height) isa parallelogram(Base,Height).
square(L) isa rectangle(L,L).
square(L) isa reg_poly(4,L).

The \states" of objects in this implementation cannot be changed. They are static, and
serve also as identi ers to objects|an object is essentially referred to by indicating its class
and the values of its attributes. A method declared in a subclass overrides the method
with the same name of the superclass. Multiple inheritance is allowed.

3.4.2 Prolog/KR
Prolog/KR [Nak84] is an extension to Prolog, but was implemented originally in versions
of Lisp. Its design aim was to provide Prolog with modularization in order to cope with
knowledge representation tasks. Prolog/KR di ers from other solutions considered in this
paper, as it follows OO ideas only vaguely. There are no objects, classes, nor messagepassing in Prolog/KR. Instead, the concept of multiple worlds is used to structure the
clause base. Neither is inheritance hierarchy a primary notion in Prolog/KR. Worlds are
linked dynamically in general, though xed hierarchies are possible.
Prolog/KR adopts Lisp's syntax of S-expressions. All sentences of a program are executed,
and they are called predicate calls. Clauses can be entered into knowledge base only
using assert-like predicates. With this syntax, Prolog/KR is able to provide higher-order
control predicates like complex conditions, conditional branches, repetitions, accumulation
of solutions, process objects, partial concurrency etc.
Prolog/KR worlds are de nition spaces. Predicates de ned in another world must be called
indicating the name of the world:
(with world-name predicate-calls).
Inheritance of predicate de nitions from other worlds is achieved through dynamic nesting
of worlds|the innermost de nition is used. Suppose that a predicate P is de ned in two
worlds A and B:
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(with A (assert (P) ... ))
(with B (assert (P) ... ))

Then the meaning of P is di erent in the following two calls:
(with A (with B (P))) ; P from B is used
(with B (with A (P))) ; P from A is used.

There are two predicates for making assertions in Prolog/KR, and they have di erent
e ects when assertions are done in nested worlds. If the assert predicate is used, the
de nition of the head predicate of an asserted clause in a given world becomes the union
of all clauses with the same head predicate that are visible from the world at the assertion
time. Alternatively, the define predicate can be used to override any previous de nitions
from the outside. By using define, a number of clauses can be entered at a time.
The following example clari es this mechanism:
(with A
(assert (P a1))
(assert (P a2))
(assert (Q qa))
(assert (R ra))
(with B
(assert (P pb))
(define Q ((qb1)) ((qb2)))))
(with A (P *x)) ; *x = pa1, pa2
(with A (Q *x)) ; *x = qa
(with A (R *x)) ; *x = ra
(with B (P *x)) ; *x = pa1, pa2, pb (A+B)
(with B (Q *x)) ; *x = qb1, qb2 (B only)
(with B (R *x)) ; no definition in B
(with A (with B (R *x)) ; *x = ra (A only)

If some static hierachy is kept in mind, the ugly nesting of with can avoided, if it is
described as an AKO (isa) hierarchy. The AKO predicate can be de ned as follows:
(assert (AKO *x *y)
(asserta (WITH-WORLD *x *p)
(WITH-WORLD *y (with *x *p))))

After having executed this and the following \declarations"
(AKO penguin bird)
(AKO bird animal)
(AKO animal object)

the sentence
(WITH-WORLD penguin (NUMBER-OF-WINGS *n))

will be expanded at run-time into
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(with object
(with animal
(with bird
(with penguin (NUMBER-OF-WINGS *n)))))

Prolog/KR allows multiple inheritance and conditional AKO (cf. collections in CBL, Subsection 3.2.2). Since there Prolog/KR is classless, its inheritance is similar to delegation.
An advantage of Prolog/KR is its reliance on a very simple idea of worlds with a neat
semantics, that allows natural expansion towards several more complicated concepts.

3.4.3 Mandala
Mandala [FTK+ 84] was designed at ICOT Resarch Center, Tokyo. It has been implemented on top of KL1. The latter is a logic programming language with stream-ANDparallelism like Concurrent Prolog, and was developed for the Fifth Generation Computers'
project Parallel Inference Machine (PIM).
Mandala distinguishes between unit worlds (classes, in other words) and instances (objects). Between these, four kind of links can hold. The instance of link is the usual
object/class relation, and the is a link is the traditional subclass/superclass relation. A
part of link is used to de ne a composite instance having lower-level instances as its parts.
This link has a metalogical meaning that some theory refers to other theory as data objects. (In OO, the situation when attributes of objects are regarded as objects on their
own right corresponds to the case.) The manager of link, similarly to instance of, connects instances and world units, but its meaning is completely di erent. One manager of
link is attached to each unit world, connecting it to its manager. The functions of this
manager instance include modifying the axioms stored in the unit world and creating and
destruction of instances of the unit world (cf. the notion of metaclass).
The classic predicate demo of metaprogramming in Prolog [BK82] has been generalized
into simulate for the purpose of Mandala, being its concurrent version.
Message passing in Mandala is expressed through streams. A stream is a list of messages
that the object receives during its lifetime (in actual occurrences of streams in programs, of
course, tails of them|yet unspeci ed future messages|are logical variables). Assertions
about a unit-world are stated as facts
unit-world-name(axiom).
An instance is implemented by a perpetual process which takes local states as arguments.
In other words, an instance is realized as a chain of goal reductions. A goal always takes
the form:
instance(instance-name,stream,world)

where world conceptually represents a set of axioms, contained in the unit world of the
instance. The second and third arguments are always read-only. The internal implementation of instance (written in Concurrent Prolog here) clari es the usage of streams in
Mandala.
instance(Name,[Message|Input],World) :simulate(Name,Message,World,NewWorld),
instance(Name,Input?,NewWorld?).
instance(Name,[],World).
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(The ? post x in Concurrent Prolog is read-only annotation.)
Mandala also provides a kind of rule-orientation. Weights can be associated with rules,
and certainty factors of deduction results can be estimated on their basis.

3.4.4 ESP
ESP [Chi84] was developed as the system description language of SIMPOS, which is the
programming and operating system of (the Fifth Generation Computers' project Personal
Sequential Inference Machine). ESP has been implemented on top of KL0, a Prolog-like
high-level machine language.
From a logic programming viewpoint, an object of ESP is a set of clauses. This clause
set is basically (extensions follow below) the union of clauses de ned on the inheritance
path of the object. A class may have more than one superclasses. Besides logic language
features, KL0 also has Lisp-like constructs corresponding to cons, rplaca etc. Based on
those, time-dependent state slots have been introduced into ESP, to model the OO concept
of attribute.
There are three type of predicates in ESP: local predicates (which guarantee information
hiding), built-in predicates, and methods. Methods are distinguished from other predicates via pre xing them by a colon. Inheritance operates on both methods and and slots.
Method de nitions cumulate|they are disjungated if there are several de nitions for a
given method along the inheritance path. If some slot name has been declared more than
once along the inheritance path for a given object, the object still has exactly one slot with
that name.
Traditional non-monotonicity of method inheritance, i.e. method overriding, seems to
con ict with the basically cumulative nature of the ESP method inheritance, but it can be
introduced via two mechanisms.
First, cut can be used to accomplish overriding, as in the following simple example:
class bird has
nature animal;
instance
:fly(Bird);
...
end.
class penguin has
nature bird;
instance
:fly(Penguin):-!,fail;
...
end.

(nature determines the superclasses of a class. The keyword instance has nothing to do
with any object instance, rather it serves as a delimiter starting the template part in a
class de nition.)
Second, the unique ESP demons' feature could be utilized. Clause heads in de nitions of
a method can be pre xed by before and after. These clauses are said to de ne before
and after demon predicates. Clauses without such a pre x are said to de ne a principal
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predicate. The method itself is physically implemented through a method predicate. The
body of the single clause of its de nition is the combination of following:

1. The bodies of all the before demon predicate de nitions conjugated (ANDed), in the
order of inheritance.
2. The bodies of all the principal predicate de nitions disjungated (ORed), in the order
of inheritance (the basic case).
3. The bodies of all the after demon predicate de nitions conjugated (ORed), in the
reverse order of inheritance.
The usage of demons is illustrated in the following example:
class with_a_lock has
instance
component lock is lock;
before :open(Obj) :- :unlocked(Obj!lock);
...
end.
class door has
instance
component state := closed;
:open(Door) :- Door!state := open;
...
end.
class door_with_a_lock has
nature door, with_a_lock;
end.

(component is used to de ne slots; is determines the class of the slot; ! enables to make
remote calls to slots; := means assignment to a slot.)
The example states that if something has a lock, then, in order to get opened, it rst
has to be unlocked, and only thereafter other necessary \operations of opening" can be
performed.
ESP also exploits metaprogramming, but only for de ning macros (to simplify writing of
arithmetical computations etc.).

3.4.5 LOOKS = Logic-Oriented Organized Knowledge System
LOOKS [MOK84], like Mandala and ESP (see Subsections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, resp.), owes its
birth to the Fifth Generation Computers' project. It has been implemented in DEC-10
Prolog.
A LOOKS class has ve properties: superclasses, metaclasses, instance attributes, class
attributes, and methods. A method is predicate, de ned by a single Horn clause. Multiple
inheritance is allowed. Method sending is expressed in the form
receiver<-method-name,arguments.
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If a message is sent to a given object itself, self is indicated as receiver. An instance is
created by sending a message to the desired class.
Metaprogramming (through the predicate world demo/4) is used to deepen multi-paradigmality. In a concrete application|the LOOKS/Glaucoma medical expert system|there
are three worlds: the object-world, which is formalized as described above, the decisionworld, containing heuristic knowledge in a rule-oriented language, and the patient-world,
being de ned by simply making assertions. world-demo is exploited to dispatch interaction
of the worlds.

3.4.6 SPOOL
The language SPOOL [FH86] was designed at IBM Japan Science Institute. It has been
implemented on top of VM/Programming in Logic (an IBM implementation in Prolog).
A class in SPOOL, similarly to LOOKS (see Subsection 3.4.5), has ve properties: superclasses, metaclasses, instance attributes, class attributes, and methods. A method is a
predicate de ned by means of a set of Horn clauses. Multiple inheritance is allowed, and
method search is done in a Flavors-like manner.
Message passing in SPOOL means to set up a goal for the receiver object, and its syntax
is:
receiver<<message.
The receiver object and << can be omitted, if the target is self. SPOOL allows either the
message or the recipient to be an uninstantiated logical variable. The authors nd that
through the foreseen opportunity to omit the receiver, a feature is created, which might
be called intensional, in contrast to the Smalltalk's extensional one. Instances are created
by sending the new message to the desired class.
The authors point out that since Prolog exploits the closed-world assumption, there is
externally no di erence between falsity of a de ned predicate and a non-existent predicate.
In OO, an error occurs when an object receives an unknown message. Since such handling
helps debugging, << is also programmed to cause error in a similar situation. If we want
to get the Prolog-sense failure, we can use either ?<, <? or ?<?, according to our exact
intention.
To facilitate access to instance attributes and class attributes, two built-in methods have
been provided. One has the form
attr::value,
and is used for value retrieval. It succeeds, if the receiver object has an instance attribute
named attr, whose value is unifyable with value. The other has the form
attr::=value,
and is used for value assignment. The e ects of :: and ::= are irreversible.
In the following example, snoopy is an instance of employee, and asks permit for a domestic
trip from his manager charlie, who is an instance of manager:
class employee has
super-class root-class;
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instance-var his-manager;
methods
request(Subject) :his-manager :: M &
M << give-me-approval(Subject,Answer);
end.
class manager has
super-class employee;
methods
give-me-approval(Subject,approved) :unimportant(Subject);
give-me-approval(Subject,rejected) :unreasonable(Subject);
give-me-approval(pending);
unimportant(domestic-trip);
unreasonable(double-salary);
end.
employee << new(snoopy, {his-manager: charlie}).
manager << new(charlie, {his-manager: X}).
snoopy << request(domestic-trip).

3.4.7 POKRS = Prolog-Based Object-Oriented Knowledge Representation System
POKRS [FY88] was designed at Hefei Polytecnic, P.R.C., to serve as an environment for
large knowledge systems. POKRS has been implemented on top of the Prolog-KABA
language, and is meant to run on microcomputers. The POKRS knowledge representation model is based on OO of Smalltalk80 and Loops, and draws heavily from LOOKS,
Orient84/K, and SPOOL (see Subsections 3.4.5, 3.2.1, and 3.4.6, resp.) multiparadigm languages/systems. For some reason, the authors of POKRS distinguish between method-set
and local-KB parts in class/object de nitions. Method-sets are meant to incorporate more
procedural, and local-KB's to incorporate more declarative knowledge, though both are
expressed in Prolog syntax. POKRS o ers metaclasses and multiple inheritance. Message
sending is realized through the predicate send(receiver,selector,parameters).

3.4.8 POL
The POL [Gal86] proposal seems to have no implementation, and is mostly theoretic. The
main principles,set forth while designing POL, were the following. POL is to be a superset
of Prolog. A relational framework has to be used to appropriately re ne OO concepts such
as inheritance and method evaluation1 . Finally, POL must allow dynamic creation of and
hierarchical links between objects, classes, and methods. Attributes are not discussed, as
they are claimed to be orthogonal to handling of inheritance, which constitutes the kernel
of the proposal.
Literals to represent method calls (or message sending) are written as receiver:goal, where
the predicate of goal must have been de ned in an associated method de nition. To deal
1 This

is in contrast to functional, but also to \chunk" framework; by the latter we mean the style
of many suggestions with long ll-in de nitions a la class ... has supers ..., metas ..., vars ...,
methods ...etc end.
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with hierarchies, two predicates, subclass isa superclass and object instance class, are
provided.
The author distinguishes sharply between the call/return and success/failure paradigms
of message passing. In the call/return message passing, the de nition of a method from
a speci c class always overrides that from a more general class. In the success/failure
message passing, if a method call evaluates to false, according to its de nition in a given
class, search for a \better result" goes on, according to inheritance hierarchy, generally.
The de nition of a given method in a more speci c class overrides those from more general
ones only in the successful case. The success/failure approach, taken by POL, coincides
with cumulation in ESP, but non-monotonicity is introduced di erently into POL. POL
also supports the idea that all existing solutions generally are to be found.
Method de nitions are spread over facts of the following forms:
class with clause,
class withdefault clause, class withdeterministic clause.
The head of clause must always be a method call. The with predicate is used for writing
down the normal de nition cases of methods. The withdefault predicate is exploited to
specify the default response. If no other de nition clause of a given method was successful,
its argument clause will be tried. In the case of some solutions already found, the clause
speci ed in withdefault will not be attempted. The withdeterministic predicate is
meant to accomplish the inverse: its argument clause is prioritized, and hence, if it is
attempted and succeeds, no other de nition clauses will be pursued. This could have been
implemented also through cut, but the author argues that his approach is cleaner.
The di erent method de ning facilities are illustrated in the following example.
student_researcher isa researcher
student_researcher isa student
fundam_researcher isa researcher
researcher isa person
franz instance student_researcher
joe isa fundam-researcher
age(joe,35)
age(franz,no_value)
courseworks(franz,oo)
in_team(franz,best)
in_team(joe,best)
topics(best,databases)
fields(joe,logic)
researcher with X:is_aged(Y) :- age(X,Y),y=/=no_value
person withdefault X:is_aged(Y) :- askuser("age",X,Y)
student with X:topic(Y) :- courseworks(X,Y)
researcher with X:topic(Y) :- X:in_team(Z),topics(Z,Y)
fundam_researcher withdeterministic X:topic(Y) :- fields(X,Y)
?- joe:is_aged(Y)
Y=35
/* single solution, askuser not tried
?- franz:is_aged(Y)
Enter age of franz:
/* default applied */

*/
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?- joe:topic(Y)
Y=logic
/* databases suppressed, as a stronger preference
is given to fundam_studies with fundam_researchers */
?- franz:topic(Y)
Y=oo
Y=databases
/* two solutions */

As in SPOOL (see Subsection 3.4.6), the so-called anonymous or extensional method calls
are allowed in POL. In this case, deduction is done on all objects of relevant classes (i.e.
withdeterministic applied to some object does not suppress further search for solutions
for other objects, and|similarly|withdefault can apply to some object, although solutions for some other objects might have been found already).

3.4.9 CPU = Communicating Prolog Units
The keyword of the solution originally proposed in [MN87], and further elaborated in
[Mel91], is metaprogramming (similarly to Mandala, Subsection 3.4.3). While the main task
of metaclasses in traditional object-oriented systems is to serve as templates for classes, the
role of metaprogramming in logic programming languages is more general [BK82]. Many
information hiding and sharing disciplines can be more easily and exibly implemented
using metaprogramming.
Each Prolog-unit represents a chunk of knowledge about a particular domain. It is conceptually an autonomous world able to solve queries asked of by user. To solve a goal,
a unit also can query other units. Communication between units is achieved through the
predicate ask(receiver,goal,answer). To each unit a metaunit is associated, which stores
metalevel knowledge, usually concerned with appropriate search disciplines.
A unit works as follows. If it has to demonstrate a goal, it asks its metaunit for
todemo(caller,goal,Result). If todemo succeeds and Result is true, the substitutions
made during deduction are communicated to caller. If todemo succeeds, and Result is
bound to a value di erent from true, or if it fails, the unit considers goal as failed and
performs backtracking.
The main task of the metaunit is to decide how to solve goal (cf. managers in Mandala). It can do it directly, ask a di erent unit for the solution, or send a request for
goal or a di erent goal back to caller. The latter case is expressed by invocation of the
odemo(caller,goal',Result) predicate. The odemo predicate always succeeds.
As an example, consider how method search and default overriding can be implemented
through metaunits.
todemo(Caller,Goal,Result):-odemo(Goal,Result).
todemo(Caller,Goal,Result):my_name(Myself),
/* my_name finds the name of */
super(Myself,Mysuper),
/* the current receiver unit */
ask(Mysuper,Goal,Result).
metaunit(penguin).
todemo(Caller,[fly],false):-!.
/* any attempt to demonstrate penguins flying has to fail */
todemo(Caller,G,R):-ask(birds,G,R).
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/* everything else about penguins holds with birds as well */

Metaunits can be used to de ne mechanisms for event synchronization, asynchronous activation, and can assist in handling other aspects of concurrency.
In a more advanced variant, a unit can have several metaunits. Also, instances are introduced to enable dynamic states. Thus, units appear to correspond to classes, and
instances act like objects. CPU instances change their state not by using assignment, but
by recursively calling themselves with di erent argument values. To facilitate communication between instances, special queue units are used to serve as communication channels.
By that, senders and receivers of messages are subordinated to auxiliary request sender
metaunits and request server metaunits.

3.4.10 Vulcan
The language Vulcan [KTMB87] was designed at Xerox PARC, CA, USA. It is a higher
level language, translating into Concurrent Prolog. It draws heavily from the approach by
Shapiro and Takeuchi [ST83] to OO in Concurrent Prolog, thus basically being a syntactic
sugaring to remedy some syntactic awkwardness and verbosity of OO programming in the
\bare" Concurrent Prolog. The key ideas behind Vulcan are similar to those of Mandala,
but there is no meta-interpretative processing at run-time in Vulcan. Instead, Vulcan is a
preprocessor for Concurrent Prolog.
On the Concurrent Prolog level, objects are represented by perpetual processes consuming
streams, where streams serve as message communication channels. On the Vulcan level,
this basis is invisible, and the awkward and mistake-provoking syntax (in much consisting
of various repetitions), characteristic to stream programming, can be escaped from.
The form for a class de nition is
class(class,[inst-var1,. . . ,inst-varN],[super-class1,. . . ,super-classM]).

Attribute names must begin with capital letters, and they are used as ordinary logical
variables, expect for their scope being not limited to just a single clause, but extending to
all method de nitions and message sends, associated with that class and its objects. The
superclasses' list can be omitted, if empty.
For method de ning, there are two ways:
class::message-pattern.
and
class::message-pattern --> body.
Messages are terms, and so are message patterns. body is a collection of message sends,
separated by commas. If patterns from more than one de nition unify with the call on a
method invocation, one de nition is chosen non-deterministically. When a de nition with
a body is chosen, the statements of the body are executed concurrently. An assignment
operator new preceding an attribute name, refers to the attribute's value after the update
caused by an invocation. The inheritance mode in Vulcan is overriding; multiple inheritance
is provided.
Message sending is written as
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object:message1:. . . :messageN,

and this queues message1 through messageN for object in order. A special object variable
can be used in the bodies of method de nitions as a reference to the receiver object.
Another object variable, Super, can be exploited to bind a send to a de nition from the
superclasses, rather than from the class of the receiver.
Instance creation is accomplished through a special class method make in the following
manner:
Self

class:make([value1,. . . ,valueN],new-object),
where new-object is a name beginning with a capital letter, acting as a logical variable with
wide scope analogously to instance variables. At the creation, the new object is bound to
that variable.
Besides that messages can be sent, they can also be delegated. Then Self remains bound
to the sender object. The syntax is
delegateTo(proxy,message,client).

As an example of Vulcan and its underlying mechanism, we show the following fragment:
class(window,[X,Y,Width,Height,Contents]).
window::moveBy(DeltaX,DeltaY) -->
new X is X + DeltaX,
new Y is Y + DeltaY.

This translates into Concurrent Prolog as follows:
window([moveBy(DeltaX,DeltaY) | NewWindow],
X,Y,Width,Height,Contents) :plus(X,DeltaX,Result1),
plus(Y,DeltaY,Result2),
window(NewWindow?,Result1?,Result2?,Width,Height,Contents).

Vulcan provides several simpli cations in writing arithmetic computations.
As an additional feature, messages in Vulcan can be sent not to objects only, but also
to terms. Terms appear e ective in modelling immutable (static) objects: if attribute
variables do not change, there is no need to store the message stream within an object to
distinguish between its revisions.

3.4.11 SCOOP = Structured Concurrent Object-Oriented Prolog
The language SCOOP [VLM88] was developed at University of Montreal as an experimental
extension of Prolog. Both classes and objects are modelled through Horn clause databases.
All objects of a particular class have a common set of predicates.
Each predicate is either static or dynamic. Static predicates are de ned in the de nition of
the class (or its superclasses), and are common to all its objects. These predicates can be
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viewed as methods. De nitions of dynamic predicates may have some initial clauses common to all objects of a class, but they also can obtain new clauses passed via a parameter
at object creation and have clauses asserted/retracted during program execution. Dynamic
predicate clauses function as local databases of objects, and they can model changeable
states (attributes). To improve SCOOP's performance, dynamic clauses are limited to
facts, whereas static can be either facts or rules.
Dynamic predicates can be of two kinds|\add" or \replace" (\add" predicates are marked
by + pre xes in the header of the class de nition). If a predicate is \add", the new facts
for its de nition, which are passed as parameters when creating an object, are added to
the facts originating from the class de nition. If a predicate is \replace", new facts replace
the old ones. In inheritance, contrarily to creation, the subclass clauses of a predicate
de nition always replace those of a superclass. In SCOOP, cumulation, di erently from
ESP and POL (see Subsections 3.4.4 and 3.4.8, resp.), happens only while creating an
object, not later.
An object in SCOOP is created with a new/3 predicate, which takes object-ID, class-name,
and dynamic-clause-list as arguments. An object can obtain a reference to itself with the
primitive thisobject/1.
As an example, we de ne a class person, and create an object Fred:
class person (name/1,child/2,sex/1,+needs/1).
dynamics.
name(unknown).
sex(male).
needs(love).
statics.
son(S) :- child(S,male).
daughter(D) :- child(D,female).
end.
new(Fred,person,[name(fred),child(ann,female),
child(joe,male),needs(money)]).

The local database created for Fred will contain the following facts:
name(fred).
sex(male)
needs(love)
needs(money).
child(ann,female).
child(joe,male).

%replacing name(unknown)
%default setting
%default setting not replaced
%added to the previous default

Message sending is imitated by calls which in the remote case can be of two forms:
receiver:goal,
with the obvious semantics, and
receiver as class:goal,
which means that goal is attempted on the receiver object treated as belonging to class.
In order to protect locality, the asserta, assertz and retract predicates are forbidden
as goals of a remote calls.
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SCOOP also facilitates concurrency, and has a discrete simulation capability.

3.4.12 LOCO = LOgic for Complex Objects
The design philosophy of the LOCO [LVV89] language is very di erent from that admitted
in most merging attempts basing on Prolog. The language syntax closely resembles Prolog,
but the treatment of the concept of predicate is rather unusual. Besides that, LOCO
does not distinguish between objects and classes|both are called objects|, thus having
commonality with the classless OO languages.
Objects in LOCO are sets of Horn clauses. As terms, only object names can occur. The
speci city relation is de ned on objects, which is a combination of isa and instance-of
relations. One object can be declared a specialization of another either in the de nition
of the subobject/instance or in that of the superobject/class. In the rst case, a typedeclaration like syntax is exploited. In the second, a special predicate instance/1 is
used. In the following example, both nautilus and neptuno are instances of hotel:
hotel =
{name(str).
nrOfRooms(int).
street(str).
city(str).
address(street=Street,city=City):street(Street), city(City).
telephone(int).
_instance(nautilus)};
nautilus =
{name("Nautilus").
street("av. de la Piscinas 2").
city("Bajamar").
...};
(hotel) neptuno = {...};

As shown in the example, predicate argument places can be named, and in this case,
succession of arguments is arbitrary, and omissions are allowed. The example also clari es
why the LOCO philosophy perceives hotel like an object, not a class. By hotel not a
set of all possible or existing hotels (the extent of the hotel concept), but rather a typical,
default image of one hotel is meant. This \proto-hotel" can be further re ned using the
speci city relation.
The instance predicate adds much power to the language. The instance property of
an object need not be a fact. It can as well be derived, like in the following example:
(hotel) romanHotel =
{_instance(H):hotel._instance(H),
H.city("Rome").};

where `.' corresponds to message sending. Note that romanHotel is de ned very similarly
to collection formation in CBL (see SubsectionCBL).
Inheritance in LOCO operates on the speci city relation. If a predicate is de ned in more
than one object along the speci city path, two cases arise. Atoms p(a) and not p(b) are
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said to be inconsistent i a=b or if a is an instance of b. Atoms p(a) and p(b) are said to
be con icting i neither of a and b is an instance of the other, nor do they have common
instances. In both cases, the atom provable in a more speci c object overrules the other.
Exceptionally, the so-called own predicates like instance are never inherited.
The above de nitions of inconsistency and con ict are quite strange, but they lead us to the
LOCO understanding of predicates. A usual predicate in LOCO is \single-valued"|it can
be valid for object-tuples among which there must be exactly one which is a specialization
of all the others. Thus, a LOCO predicate is like a slot, meant to store an array of
values. Nevertheless, the ordinary \set-valued" predicates are also supported by LOCO
(distinguished by using braces instead parentheses around arguments), but they are not
typical of the LOCO style. The LOCO understanding of predicate enables expression of
default and delegation mechanisms.
The authors of LOCO claim that, in their approach to the concept of object, inheritance
becomes a special case of delegation. This is even stronger a claim than that by Stein
[Ste87] discussed above. As an example of the LOCO delegation, consider:
gonzales =
{name("Gonzales").
profession("hotelkeeper").
owns{nautilus}.
owns{neptuno}.
...};
(gonzales) pedro =
{name("Pedro").
owns(perdoInn).};

inherits everything thats true about gonzales, except for the latter's name which
is overruled.
If negation by failure (the not predicate) is supported, a complicated non-monotonicity
emerges in LOCO. There exist programs for which there is no unique minimal model etc.
The logical theory behind LOCO, the so-called ordered logic, has been thoroughly studied
in [LV91].
LOCO has an automatic versioning feature (former revisions of objects get a numeric
sux). Also, to objects clauses can be attached that execute at updates (triggering, cf.
access-orientation).
pedro

3.4.13 Objects as Intensions
W. Chen and D. S. Warren made their proposal [CW88], searching for a neat and adequate semantics for dynamic objects. There is no implementation behind their model. It
basically deals with objects having dynamic states. Methods, classes, and inheritance are
not considered.
Objects are viewed as intensions, i.e. they are identi ed with their histories of states,
thus being mappings of time instants to states. (The authors, unfortunately, use a quite
confusing di erent terminology, with the word `state' applied for time instants, not for
tuples of attribute values.)
The underlying language is Prolog. Besides the ordinary static individuals, intensions are
introduced (only as variables). Each argument place of each predicate is reserved either
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for static individuals or for intensions. Logical variables for intensions are marked by a
pre x I.
There are two kinds of predicates: static predicates and dynamic predicates. They are
de ned in static and dynamic clauses, respectively. Static clauses (indicated by :-) are
like ordinary Horn clauses, except that they may contain members for retrieving current
states of objects. Dynamic clauses (indicated by ::=) are more like procedures which may
update objects, thus shifting the current time instant.
The predicate for intension value retrieval is ::, and it can be used in the form intensvar::static-term. Since static-term may be ground, this predicate can also be exploited
for value checks of intensions. The update predicate := is used in the same form as ::,
but an invocation of a := goal changes the current time instant into the next, and binds
the state of intens-var at this new current instant to static-term. For other intensions, the
frame assumption applies: their states will not change, and become what they were at the
previous instant.
For intensions, always only the beginning of their history is constrained. The query is
always invoked at the instant 0. During deduction, more and more of the histories of
intensions becomes constrained. As a result of deduction, the time instant reached at
and the bindings of static variables, as well as the bindings at that instant of intensional
variables, are returned.
There is an implementational problem about uni cation of intensional variables. If the
beginnings of the histories of two objects coincide, it doesn't necessarily imply that these
objects are identical. As a compromise, the deduction procedure adapted disallows unication of two intensional variables when both are constrained. Only when nothing yet
is known about one of two intensional variables, they can be uni ed. This convention
does not appear to be limiting, since in OO systems usually anyway only current states of
objects are kept.
Consider how a stack can be implemented as an intension.
isempty(IStack) :- IStack::[].
top(IStack,El) :- IStack::[El|Rest].
push(IStack,El) ::= IStack::Curr, IStack:=[El|Curr].
pop(IStack,El) ::= IStack::[El|Rest], IStack:=Rest.

The proposal has a clear semantics in intensional logic.

3.4.14 Object Clauses
The proposal [Con88] by J. S. Conery of Oregon University, OR, USA, in many respects
resembles that of the previous section. Its main objective is to cope with dynamic states.
The base language is Prolog. Though methods and classes are considered, inheritance
still is not discussed, and it is not obvious how to incorporate it into the model. The
idea that it is the deduction procedure, who should automatically shift the current time
instant, has been preserved. Objects themselves, though, are modelled not via individuals,
but via predicates in this solution. Another di erence is that semantically an object is
characterized only via its current state, not via its whole history.
There are two kinds of predicates in the model. A procedural predicate is normal Prolog
predicate. An object predicate stands for a class. It has got argument places for an instance
name (the rst argument, by convention) and for attribute values. Procedure literals have
the usual interpretation. As the head of a clause, a procedure literal indicates to a de nition
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case of the procedure, and in the body, it is a call to the procedure. Object literals can
be explained as follows. A positive object literal means that there exists an object of the
predicate-determined class with the arguments-de ned name and attributes at the current
time instant. A negative object literal means that such an object will exist at the next
instant. A clause where a given object predicate (with a given instance name argument)
occurs in the head, but not in the body, means destruction of this object. Otherwise, the
object is transformed.
To control the order and timing of object transformations, object clauses are introduced.
Their head is a conjunction of a procedure literal and an object literal. For pure logic,
this would be only a syntactic sugar, because such a "clause" would be equivalent to two
ordinary clauses.
In the query and in the clause bodies, procedure literals must precede object literals, and
this is to be maintained during resolution. The resolution algorithm is the following.

 If the leftmost goal is a procedure literal, it is removed from the current goal state-

ment, and the system nds a clause with a matching head. If this is a Horn clause,
its body is merged into the current goal statement. If it is an object clause, the
system must nd an object literal somewhere in the right hand side of the current
goal statement, that uni es with the head object literal of that object clause. The
object literal found is then removed from the current goal statement, and the body
of the clause is merged into it.
 If the leftmost goal in the current goal statement is an object literal (i.e. there are
no procedure predicates left), it is removed from there, and the system has to nd a
Horn clause with a matching head, and merge it into the current goal statement.

The following activities associated with a class can be imitated in the model:

 Validation procedure is a set of Horn clauses where each head is an object literal.

These clauses describe all the valid objects of the class.
 Creation procedure is a set of Horn clauses where each head is a procedure literal, and
each body contains at least one object literal with the predicate symbol corresponding
to the class.
 Method is a set of object clauses where the predicate of all the head object literals is
the one corresponding to the class, and the head procedure literals all have the same
predicate.
Encapsulation can be provided by forbidding object head literals elsewhere than in class
de nitions. If this is ensured by a preprocessor, the only way to create an object, is to call
a creation procedure, and the only way to access or modify an object, is to call a method.
The three components of a class are used at di erent phases of computation. The query
should be a set of procedure literals. Some of its goals lead to object creations. Next,
objects are transformed by methods, and some more objects may be created, until no
procedure literals remain in the goal statement. Last, the validation procedures check
the \legitimacy" of objects and simultaneously destroy them, nally reaching at empty
resolvent.
Consider an implementation of the class of integer stacks:

Validation procedure :

stack(ID,[]).
stack(ID,[El|Rest])

integer(El)

^

stack(ID,Rest).
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Instantiation procedure :
new stack(ID)

Methods :

stack(ID,[]).

^
^
^
^

isempty(ID)
stack(ID,[])
stack(ID,[]).
top(El,ID)
stack(ID,[X|Rest])
stack(ID,[X|Rest]).
push(El,ID)
stack(ID,Curr)
integer(El)
stack(ID,[El|Curr]).
pop(X,ID)
stack(ID,[El|Rest])
stack(ID,Rest).

^

Since in all method de nitions, the action on an object is essentially implemented through
re-creation of the object, the predicate of the object must always be repeated in the body
of the object clause, even if no state change is involved. This is, of course, an e ect of the
uniformity of the model, but practically, the lack for the default of \no changes" causes
some inconvenience.
The model facilitates anonymous method calls. Another remarkable feature is that if an
object is sent a message, and it returns a result that cannot be used, then if the method
de nition consists of several clauses, the system backtracks, and the object tries to handle
the message in a di erent way. In this, turnbacks in time are involved, and so time is
reversible in a sense!!

3.4.15 ObjVProlog
The design of the ObjVProlog [MLV89] language has been guided by the example of ObjVLisp model, which provides metaclasses and handles metaclass/class/instance concepts
in a systematic and re exive way. It was proposed by the same research group that earlier
worked out SCOOP (see Subsection 3.4.11). In SCOOP, classes were statically de ned and
were not objects, and metaclasses were missing. In ObjVProlog, all classes are objects,
and all metaclasses are classes (and therefore, also objects).
ObjVProlog, like ObjVLisp, relies on two classes: class and object. object is a superclass to all classes, and does not have any superclass itself. It is the root of the inheritance
graph. class is the rst object of the system, and an instance of itself, thus being the
root of the instantiation graph. It is also the rst metaclass. class is manually created,
whereas object is created from class automatically thereafter.
Every object has an attribute isit described in object, which stores the name of its
instantiation class. Each class, being an object, also has the same attribute, storing the
name of its metaclass. Its other attributes name, supers, i v, dynamics, and statics
(their descriptions, to be more exact), and its method new, are inherited from class
already.
Like in SCOOP, objects in ObjVProlog are Horn clause databases. These clauses implement the state of objects, which in ObjVProlog is modi able through assume and forget
predicates (semantically \cleaner" versions of assert and retract, respectively). The
inheritance mode is overriding, and relies on supers to access the superclasses' shadowed
de nitions. Multiple inheritance is provided using CLOS-like linear extensions.
The following example illustrates the elegant uniformity of treating metaclass/class/instance concepts in ObjVProlog:
class::new(point,
[[name(point)],
[supers([object])],
[dynamics([x/1,y/1])],
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[statics([
[(replace_x(NX) :- ...)],
[(replace_y(NY) :- ...)],
[(initialize(...) :- ...)],
[(display :- ...)]
])]]).
point::new(P2,[[x(10)],[y(20)]]).
P2::display.

is used as message sending operator here. First, a class point as a subclass of object,
and then an instance P2 of point are created. Finally, P2 is displayed.
::

3.4.16 Prolog++
Prolog++ [Mos90] was developed by Phil Vasey at LPA, and is a layer on top of Prolog.
Prolog++ is a classless language, and what it terms as inheritance, is like delegation (cf.
LOCO, Subsection 3.4.12). Objects cannot be created dynamically, and their attributes
cannot change|their values are xed forever, and can just be computed if stored implicitly.
Quite unusually, an attribute can have a number of values at a time, and it can also have
arguments.
An object de nition is a set of clauses, braced by the open object and close object
keywords followed by the object name. Note that these keywords do not denote any action
(close does not mean destruction!), but serve as delimiters only. The heads of the clauses
for attributes are of the form
attribute=value,
where both attribute and value are terms. Since methods are modelled by predicates, the
heads of the clauses for methods are literals acting as patterns of calls. Both types of clauses
can be either facts or rules. Hence even the values of attributes can be set conditionally.
In the bodies of these clauses, attributes and methods of other objects can be called. The
syntax for attribute calls is receiver::attribute, and for methods it is receiver<-message.
In support of encapsulation, attributes can be declared private to their object. The declaration in the form
private

attribute/arity.

must appear before the de nition of the attribute.
Each object can have a number of superobjects (prototypes) whose names are stored in its
special attribute super. If an attribute or a method is not explicitly de ned for a given
object, the closest de nition upwards in the object/superobject hierachy is appropriated.
The de nition clauses do not cumulate. An object variable self can be used in attribute
calls and method calls as a substitute for the receiver. As the receiver can also be logical
variable, intensional calls are enabled.
Consider a family relationships example.
open_object human.
father=self::eldestSibling::father.
private eldestSibling/1.
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eldestSibling=Eldest :self::olderSibling=Elder ->
Elder::eldestSibling=Eldest
;
Eldest=self.
married :- self::spouse=_.
sibling(older)=X :self::olderSibling=Y,
(Y::sibling(older)=X ; X=Y).
sibling(younger)=X :self::youngerSibling=Y,
(X=Y ; Y::sibling(younger)=X).
brother=X :self::sibling(_)=X,
X<-male.
age is general::thisYear - self::birth.
close_object human.
open_object male.
super=human.
spouse=self::wife.
retirementAge=65.
sex=male.
male.
close_object male.
open_object chris.
super=male.
name='Chris Moss'.
height=183.
birth=1944.
wife=karen.
olderSibling=jane.
close_object chris.

In this program fragment, the father of a family is stored only in the object for the eldest
of children. For each person, only his next older and next younger siblings are stored in
his/her object. Data about the father and other siblings can be derived through methods.
Since eldestSibling was introduced only for deriving father, it was made private for
human.
To provide dynamics, Prolog++ makes use of instances. (`Object' and `instance' are not
synonymous in Prolog++). Prolog++ instances can be created and deleted dynamically
from Prolog++ objects in the same way as objects from classes in class-based OO languages. Besides static attributes, instances can have dynamic attributes, described (declared) in the object de nition. Dynamic attributes act more like traditional OO object
attributes. A dynamic attribute must be an atom, and cannot be a general term. It can
only have a single value, though repeatedly changeable by assignments. Its value is computed only on assignments, not every time it is retrieved. It cannot have any associated
conditionals (but a de nition clause of a static attribute may have a body).
Instance creation and deletion are methods of a special object instance. To create an
instance, one must use a goal
instance <- new(object,instance).
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Deletion is achieved through a goal
instance <- delete(instance).

The literal for assignment has a form attribute:=value. For retrievals, the ordinary = is
used.
It is curious that both static attributes and methods have been implemented in Prolog++,
since having only one of the two would have suced. It is merely a matter of convention
whether to write
smth(term1,...,termN)=term

or
smth(term1,...,termN,term).

In the rst expression, smth is a multi-valued function, in the second, it is a predicate determining the graph of this function. Cf. also Vulcan (Subsection 3.4.10) where immutable
objects could be represented as terms instead of perpetual processes (the latter were the
only internal representation for mutable objects in that language).

3.5 Hybrid Mergers
In some solutions, no evident bias towards one of the two paradigms under merging can be
detected. These approaches usually rely on advanced generalizations of some characteristics
of the \source" paradigms. A selection of them is reviewed below.

3.5.1 ALF = Alltalk Logic Facility
ALF [Mel88] has been developed to o er a Prolog-like model for logic programming to the
users of Alltalk, a system which provides persistence to Smalltalk objects without adding
new language syntax. Since ALF itself has been implemented in Alltalk, ALF also provides
persistence for its speci c objects, i.e. for rules, facts and queries.
ALF draws heavily on LOGIN [AN86], a logic programming language with built-in inheritance. LOGIN generalizes uni cation, putting it to take into account the lattice relationship among types which closely corresponds to the OO class hierarchy. However,
LOGIN is more complicated than ALF, which, due to its origin in Smalltalk, only has
single inheritance. In LOGIN, also the syntax of predicates and terms has been expanded,
allowing \attribute labels" (names for argument places), which is close to Smalltalk, where
attributes have names. (Cf. also LOCO, Subsection 3.4.12). In ALF, an object is represented as a compound term with the functor as the object name, and the arguments for
the attribute values (cf. Vulcan, Prolog++, Subsections 3.4.10, 3.4.16, resp.).
An example of ALF syntax is:
Hearty(thing=X:) <Healthy(thing=X:Person(profile=Profile(age=W:,country=Y:,
hobby=Sport(name="jogging",level=Z:)))),
LessThan(smaller=W:,larger=65),
SportsLoving(Y:),
LevelLessThan(lower="novice",higher=Z:).
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The argument places of predicates are named, so that only the relevant arguments need
be supplied, and in an arbitrary order. Logical variables (marked by : suxes) can be
\classed", and class quali cation can be nested inde nitely. The above clause states that
any person who is healthy, less than 65 years old, comes from a sports-loving country, and
has a hobby of jogging with an expertise level greater than \novice" is hearty.
Uni cation is accomplished through a special method in the class Object. Rules, facts,
and queries are instances of the class Clause, whilst predicates are grouped into the class
Predicate. To send Smalltalk messages from ALF programs, the predicates SendN have
been built in as subclasses of Predicate. These predicates take arguments receiver,
answer, selector and parameters. There is also a built-in Exists in ALF predicate.
This answers true, if its single argument is exists in the database.
ALF provides a librarying facility. Clauses in ALF are grouped into AlfPrograms. Instances
of the class AlfProgram have instance attributes ruleDictionary, author, date,
comment, and name. The class attribute pgmDictionary of AlfProgram registers all AlfPrograms in the system, keyed by name.

3.5.2 PRIZ and NUT
The programming environments PRIZ and NUT, developed at the Institute of Cybernetics,
Estonian Academy of Sciences [MT90], di er greatly from all solutions considered above.
Both the treatment of logic and OO are non-traditional. Logic programming is understood
in a broad sense as the use of constructive proofs for building correct programs, and
not merely as predicate Horn clause programming. Programs in PRIZ and NUT are
speci cation-level rather than algorithms, and the logic lies in planning, not in execution
as in Prolog-like languages. The logic language underlying these systems is low-level (in
contrast to Prolog, for instance), and OO is used to provide a better input language.
Horn clause programming has a clear semantics, but it cannot be maintained, or it is
hard to maintain it in practice. To overcome the de ciencies of the depth- rst search
and the circumstance that variables can't be varied etc., special cut and assert/retract
predicates and other techniques are usually utilized. However, these do not have neat
logical semantics. Roughly, Horn clause resolution means deriving the formula
8x(P (x) ! 9yR(x; y));
where x are input variables, y are output variables, P is a check for input variables, and
R is an input-output relation.
In some cases it is possible (and for planning purposes it almost always is) to make R
dependent on y only. Then the above formula reduces to
8x(P (x) ! 9yR(x));
which is equivalent to
9xP (x) ! 9yR(x; y):
Now both the antecedent and consequent of the implication are closed formulae, and can
be treated as propositional constants:

P ! R:
The language of PRIZ is actually a bit more complicated, and the general form of a formula
is:
(U ! V )&X ! Y:
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Overlines stand for conjunctions over vectors. The latter formula can be read as, \Y can
be computed from X and (functions realizing) (U ! V )". It turns out that nesting over
depth 2 can always be avoided by introducing new propositional constants.
It has been proved that there exists a complete proof search procedure for the above-type
formulae. Besides that, the proof tree|which actually proves nothing more than that a
solution exists|will always \contain" the very algorithm to nd that solution (the -term
corresponding to the tree is exactly what is needed). The decribed approach to program
synthesis is called deductive by the authors, and the calculus used is called structural synthesis rules. The kind of logic programming used is called propositional logic programming,
to emphasize the contrast to Horn clause one, which is predicative. In propositional logic
programming, rst a planner constructs the contours of the algorithm (using logic), and
consequently, a solver computes the solution (either mechanically or using tools di erent
from logic).
To provide a user-friendly front end, an OO style input language is provided. No distinction
between classes and objects is made, and single inheritance has been provided.
A \program" is a list of speci cations. A speci cation is written in the form
object:type-speci er,
where type-speci er can be one of the following:
1. a primitive type: numeric or text,
2. a name of an object already speci ed,
3. a structure of the form (x1 : t1 ; : : : ; xk : tk [; relations]) where (x1 : t1 ; :::; xk : tk
are speci cations, and relations are either equations of the form E1 (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) =
E2 (x1 ; : : : ; xk ), where E1 and E2 are arithmetical expressions, or references to preprogrammed functions in the form xi1 ; : : : ; xim ! xi ff g, where f is the function
name.
In speci cations, components of other objects can be referred to using the dot-notation.
This slightly corresponds to message sending.
The solver can only explicate a variable from an equation, if the values of all the other
variables in that equation have become known. The solver cannot solve equation systems
in the strong sense. The idea of equation solving is close to constraint-orientation [BS86].
The speci cation is translated into formulae, and so is the query. The planner has to derive
the query formula from the speci cation ones.
The example
rectangle:
(a,b,s,p,d:numeric
s=a*b
p=2*(a+b)
d=sqrt(a^2+b^2))
square:rectangle a=b
thissquare:square s=25

will yield the following formulae:
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rectangle -> rectangle.a
rectangle -> rectangle.b
rectangle -> rectangle.s
rectangle -> rectangle.p
rectangle -> rectangle.d
rectangle.a & rectangle.b & rectangle.s &
rectangle.p & rectangle.d -> rectangle
/* rectangle and its components */
rectangle.s & rectangle.a -> rectangle.b
rectangle.s & rectangle.b -> rectangle.a
rectangle.a & rectangle.b -> rectangle.s
/* the equation s=a*b */
...
/* the other equations similarly produce formulae */
square -> square.a
square -> square.b
...
/* all the above axioms about rectangle hold
also with square */
square.a -> square.b
square.b -> square.a
/* the equation a=b */
thissquare -> thissquare.a
thissquare -> thissquare.b
...
/* all the above axioms about square hold also
with thissquare */
thissquare.s
/* the equation s=25 */

If now, a query ->thissquare.a is set forth, the planner will rst analytically nd the
algorithm, and then the numerical solution a=5 will be computed. If square.a->square.s
queried, no numerical solution is possible, and the analytic solution s=a^2 will be synthesized.
NUT is an advanced, more object-oriented version of PRIZ.

3.5.3 FOOPlog
The FOOPlog proposal [GM87], similarly to PRIZ and NUT, takes a non-traditional standpoint about logic. Usually, functionality, logic, and OO are viewed as (the) three orthogonal paradigms. The authors of FOOPlog claim, on the contrary, that actually, only
two orthogonal paradigms|logical and OO|exist. They take a broad view on the logic
paradigm, stating that a logic language is one whose programs consist of sentences in a
well-understood logical system, whose operational semantics is deduction in that system,
and whose denotational semantics is given by a class of certain algebraic models. After that
they observe that both the functional and conventional logic (i.e. Horn clause) paradigms
are logical in their sense|the functional paradigm relies on a kind of equational logic, and
the conventional logic paradigm relies on rst-order Horn clause logic. Finally, to avoid the
emerging collision, they rename the Horn clause logic paradigm into relational paradigm.
The FOOPlog proposal pretends to merge all the above-mentioned three paradigms: functional, object-oriented, and relational. To ful l the task, a hierarchy of languages is intro-
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duced: OBJ serves as a basic functional language, FOOPS integrates functionality and OO,
Eqlog integrates functionality and relations, and FOOPlog integrates all three. The authors distinguish between functional-level and object-level data. The former are structured
via sorts, the latter via classes.
On the functional level, functions, and on the object level, methods are de ned via equations. Unlike to PRIZ and NUT, equations in OBJ and its \successors" can be applied only
left-to-right, acting as rewrite rules, progressively transforming terms to reduced forms.
One may think of these equations as of explicit function de nitions (possibly involving
recursion scheme etc.), in contrast to implicit de nitions (constraints) of PRIZ and NUT.
On the object level, equations de ning a method are written by indicating its e ect on
each slot (attribute). To simplify the notation, equations merely stating that a particular
method does not a ect particular slots, can be omitted.
The operational semantics on both levels is rewriting. The denotational semantics is formulated in terms of initial algebras. Given an order-sorted signature  and a set of equations
E , the emerging initial algebra can be intuitively characterized by the two following conditions:

no junk: every element of the algebra is denoted by some -term;
no confusion: two -terms denote the same element if their equality can be proved, using
the equations E as axioms.

Programs consist of modules. Function-level modules essentially de ne abstract data types,
whereas object-level modules abstract machines. An abstract machine is an equivalence
class of behaviorally equivalent algebras.
FOOPS introduces a novel error-handling technique. For every user-de ned sort S, an
error supersort S? is automatically created to contain the error messages associated with
the sort S. Errors are therefore handled as normal data of error supersorts, and this in a
sense legalizes error situations. An analogous technique is also utilized with classes, where
error superclasses are associated with user-de ned classes.
In [GM87] FOOPS is discussed thoroughly, mainly from the perspective of the ideas on
ADT's and abstract machines, and also on re ection. The concrete details of FOOPlog
(which would be our main interest), the interaction of OO and relations in this language,
are not considered in that paper, unfortunately.

3.5.4 Maude
The language Maude [Mes90] is a further development on the line of OBJ, FOOPS, and
FOOPlog. A solution to the dilemma between timeless, static understanding of logic, and
dynamic aspects of computation, such as input-output, concurrency, changing of values
(or, more generally, changing of database), has been proposed in a form of rewriting logic.
As before, logicality in programming is understood in a wide sense. Nonetheless, what
formerly was called equational logic, has now (possibly due to developments in logic and
automated proving) openly and with a sound justi cation been renamed into rewriting.
Indeed, equations (or constraints) are only axioms for a certain static algebraic structure,
not containing too much hints on how to search derivations (i.e. on how to compute
actually). Rewriting logic, on the contrary, formalizes the very way how to search for
derivations, and covers the dynamic aspect, thus being a sort of metatheory over the
former.
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Though very interesting and outstanding in its originality, the Maude philosophy is distanciated from the general understanding of the logic paradigm, maintained in this thesis,
and is not considered in more detail here.

3.6 Comparison
The solutions considered vary widely, since di erent authors have proceeded from di erent
starting-points, and have kept in mind di erent purposes. Their views on the OO and
logic paradigms do not coincide, and neither do their objectives for merging do.
A merging objective is a \weighed sum" of two controversial strives towards convenience
and towards uniformity. Aiming at convenience (i.e. at ease of expressibility) tends to lead
to a solution where many techniques are available, but have been incorporated in an ad
hoc way. Strive for uniformity, vice versa, may set limits on the amount of features that
can be captured.
The combinations where logical features are introduced into OO languages, typically have
been designed to be convenient. Most frequently, they enrich an OO language with means
for deductive retrieval, providing constructs to perform backtrackable uni cation and resolution. Expressibility support was also the main objective behind the Prolog/Loops language interface.
The combinations where a logic language serves as a basis, and OO features have been
added, mostly put more emphasis on uniformity. Some of them capture only few OO
concepts and techniques, but give them a neat logical basis (Prolog/KR, Objects as intensions, Object clauses). Characteristically, in many cases, modi cations have been made
to the classic Horn clause logic programming. E.g. \single-valuedness" is the norm for
LOCO predicates; in solutions where logical variables have been used for object representation, they have been given a wider scope than just one clause etc. Thus many of those
approaches actually embody a search for logical foundations of OO.
Hybrid solutions are the strongest devotees to uniformity. They view both the OO and
logic paradigms extremely exibly, being eager to vastly modify both of them for the sake
of uniformity.
From among the solutions where logical features were introduced into and OO language,
Orient84/K and KSL/logic make use of logic programming to get the merits of the deductive retrieval mechanism readily present there (the methods unify (foreach unify),
and ForAll, respectively). KSL/Logic goes further than Orient84/K, viewing logic constructs as objects. This choice is unique to KSL/Logic. CBL can be viewed from two
aspects. One might simply say that it merely o ers a systematic way of writing complex
conditionals in de nitions. But equally one might claim that the similarity of the style
used in its conditional de nitions to the logic programming style is striking. Still, not
the full power of the logic programming uni cation is applied in CBL, it only appears in
matching of factual and ctive parameters at de nition calls. Also, clauses do not consist
of truth-valued members only, all LISP terms are allowed as members, and so it is more
like some functional language where conditionals are easily expressible.
A comparison of solutions where OO features have been introduced into logic languages,
is presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Most of the solutions are class-based, and rely on class
inheritance. Prolog/KR, CPU and LOCO do not distinguish between classes and objects,
and inheritance in them is delegation-like. The other major di erences of these solutions
can be pointed out, studying how objects and classes are represented, how state changes
are modelled, and how inheritance is understood. Methods are essentially represented via
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predicates, and de ned as predicates usually are in logic programming, i.e. by means of lists
of clauses. Only Chen's and Warren's `Objects as intensions' do not talk about methods,
but actions on objects, nevertheless, are performed via resolving goals with clauses.

Representation of objects and classes
As the method de nitions are stored in lists of clauses, it is clear that objects and classes
must be represented in a way that enables them to refer to sets of clauses. In nearly
all the solutions, both objects and classes are represented as atoms (NB! we use Prolog
terminology here, meaning `individual constant', not `atomic formula', when saying `atom').
In some solutions (Mandala, POL, CPU, Conery's proposal) clauses of method de nitions
are somehow marked (e.g. pre xed) by such atoms. Most solutions, however, collect all
the method de nitions owned by a given class (or by a given object, in classless systems)
as well as other related information (attribute descriptions/values, supers etc.) into a class
(object) de nition. In those, the atom standing for the class (object) appears in the header
of its de nition.
The proposal by Zaniolo does not allow dynamics. Since object states cannot change in
this system, an object can be identi ed by its state. This enabled Zaniolo to represent
classes by predicates with argument places for state attributes, and objects by literals with
ground arguments. In Conery's proposal, classes similarly are represented by predicates,
but since objects are dynamic there, these predicates have an additional argument place
for the object atom-ID.
In Mandala, objects are represented by literals (perpetual processes) with arguments for
state attributes, class atom-ID, and streams. Di erently from Conery's proposal where
object predicate interpretations changed in time, Mandala relies on the usual static logic,
and streams are used to distinguish between object state revisions. The circumstance
that both in Mandala and Conery's proposal instance and class representations are one
argument of another, makes instance/class links dynamic in them.
In Vulcan, SCOOP, `Objects as Intensions', and ObjVProlog, the atoms to represent objects are generated by the system in order to guarantee their uniqueness. In those languages, the user-end representation of an object is a logical variable.
In some of the solutions where objects are represented by atoms, anonymous (intensional)
messages are allowed. In writing such messages, the receiver object is left open by indicating
an uninstantiated logical variable as its ID. In [LM88], it is pointed out that Zaniolo's
proposal essentially supports a variant of intensionality. In that language, a receiver can
be a partially speci ed object of a given class, represented by a literal with containing
uninstantiated variables in its argument terms.

Modelling state changes
Zaniolo's approach is fully static, and so is Prolog++ on its objects' level. ESP, LOOKS,
POKRS, SPOOL and Prolog++ (on the instances' level) do not attempt to give state
dynamics any logical interpretation, and make use of imperative assignments. Attributes in
those languages are represented by (\illogical") variables similar to those used in procedural
languages.
Among more logical approaches to tretaing state changes, two are the most wide-spread.
In [LM88] they are called procedural states and declarative states, respectively.

 Predominantly, states are revised using the assert and retract built-in predicates.
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Table 3.1: Comparative table on integrations of OO into logic languages (beginning)
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Table 3.2: Comparative table on integrations of OO into logic languages (end)
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These predicates and most of their variants do not have neat logical semantics. In
ObjVProlog, slightly cleaner predicates assume and forget are made use of.
 Mandala and Vulcan (on its underlying Concurrent Prolog level) exploit streams.
These lists of yet unprocessed messages (also called communication channels) serve
as revision identi ers when occurring among predicate arguments.
The philosophy of the CPU dynamic instances also is close to that of the stream-based
solutions (recursion, communication channels).

In `Objects as Intensions', a history of states fully speci es an object. Thus an object is
essentially an in nite list of states. Therefore, the logical mechanism behind `Objects as
Intensions' needs no dynamics at all. During execution, state lists just become more and
more instantiated.
In Conery's proposal, special so-called object predicates are used to capture dynamics.
Their interpretation changes in time. Time transitions are committed at resolutions with
object clauses.
The choice in favor of variants of assert and retract allows the concept of attribute to
be understood more generally. Since attributes in such cases are represented by predicates,
a \value" of an attribute need not be a single individual, most generally it is a function
whose range consists of sets of tuples of individuals. The only remaining di erence between
attributes and methods in such an approach is that methods can be de ned only once and
forever, whereas attribute values can always be rede ned.
The similarity between attributes and methods is so strong when both are represented by
predicates, that some solutions of the just-commented kind allow \messages" that \invoke"
attributes from outside. In other words, remote calls can be made to attributes to retrieve
their values. This, of course, is not adhering to the principle of encapsulation, but it is still
better than no protection, since such a discipline usually at least prevents changing values
from outside (attributes are read-only for outside objects).
Backtracking restores past states in `Objects as Intensions', in Conery's proposal, and in
ObjVProlog. The e ects of imperative assignments and plain asserts-retracts are not
removed at backtracking.

Understanding inheritance
In usual OO systems, if a class (or object) owns a method de nition, this de nition
overrides any de nitions of the same method from above in the class/superclass (object/prototype hierarchy). In the context of logic this means that if its given invocation
failed when it was attempted to resolve the call goal with the de nition clauses owned by
a class (object), no de nition clauses from above are searched for or tried. This kind of
inheritance is called call/return in [Gal86]. Most solutions adapt this approach to inheritance.
In procedural OO languages, concatenation of method de nitions might not make sense. It
would yield a new method with its invocation equivalent to serial invocation of the original
ones. But in logic programming, invocation of such a concatenation would mean that if
resolution with the clauses from the rst de nition failed, the clauses from the second
de nition are attempted, and if they fail, the third de nition is tried etc. Thus it may
turn out reasonable to let method de nitions cumulate down the hierarchy. This is what
is called the success/failure understanding of inheritance in [Gal86]. The ultimate purpose
of a method invocation according to it is not to get the invocation result somehow, but to
get it result successfully, if possible.
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In Prolog/KR, ESP, and POL, cumulation is the default inheritance mode. Overriding can
be achieved, if desired, using special language constructs. The simplest of them|cut|is
readily present in Prolog.
In CPU, there are no preprogrammed inheritance modes. Inheritance semantics can be
exibly de ned in metaunits via metaprogramming.
In logical terms, cumulation can be termed as monotonic (adding new axioms can only
increase the set of theorems). Overriding is non-monotonic (adding new axioms may refute
some of the former theorems).
Concerning the hybrid solutions, we merely make a few remarks at the moment.
ALF is similar to KSL/Logic in that logical constructs are objects, and in that uni cation
is accomplished through a special method. In addition to this, it is noteworthy that, from
the logic view-point, objects are represented by individuals denoted by compound terms
with functors standing for classes and argument places meant for attribute values. The
uni cation mechanism used is very interesting.
In PRIZ, two layers can be clearly distinguished. The internal layer is logical and does
not pretend to suit for comfortable OO programming. The external user-end layer, on the
contrary, takes cares of OO-style expression, but does not aspire for leaving an impression
of high logicality on a user.
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Chapter 4

Towards a New Solution: Kernel
Ideas and Logical Basis
This chapter contains a proposal towards a new merger. The proposal has been inspired
by a belief that the two merging objectives ideals that we referred to in Section 3.6|
convenience and uniformity|are badly compatible. To overcome the diculty, Section 4.1
suggests a two-layer architecture of a merger system. The rest of the chapter is an outline
of the internal (logical) layer whom we choose to base on modal logic. It is organized as
follows.
Section 4.2 discusses developments towards structurality within the logic paradigm. Section 4.3 argues that there are two dimensions of evolution in OO. Then, in Section 4.4,
the exact functions of each of the two layers are xed. This section might be viewed as
an attempt to extract from the OO principles, concepts, and techniques those having natural logical counterparts. Section 4.5 serves as an introduction to (general) modal logic.
Sections 4.6{4.9, elaborate the concrete modal logics for the internal layer. Section 4.10
discusses the pragmatics of the designed logics, i.e. their application as programming languages. Section 4.11 illustrates the created formalism by some examples, and evaluates it.
Finally,

4.1 Two-Layer Architecture
One of the reasons for the confrontation of convenience and uniformity in mergers lies in
the very nucleus of the OO and logic paradigms. OO tries to ease the software development
process and o ers many shortcuts, and it was \invented" by practical people. Theoretical
explanations to the mechanisms behind OO techniques have nearly always been given after
these techniques having found their way to practice already.
The logic paradigm emerged in a circle of more theoretical people, and it originally cares
more about uniformity than about being suitable for large practical applications. The
logic paradigm community has been concerned about clear semantics, and the \deviation"
of Prolog constructs like !, is, assert, retract from the \logicality ideal" has often
been worried about. Most of modi cations that might give them a logical blend, bring
along increased complexity. Despite this, for the sake of uniformity, these modi cations
sometimes still are used.
Such ideals are seldom fully appreciated by practical people. The authors of a combination
of ADT's, logic programming, and databases [WWE89], for instance, write, \. . . Also, it
would be better if operations that change the state of the system were made rst class (read:
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not non grata, | T.U.) concepts in Prolog, rather than considering them as distasteful
\side e ects". . . ". It may be debatable whether such amendments would improve Prolog,
but the spirit of Prolog would de nitely be lost.
Complaints have also been made in the OO community that mergers by logic people of
OO with logic are too theoretical, the terminology exploited is unfamiliar, there is too
much \logic overhead" in the syntax etc. That's all true, but, in fact, nothing di erent has
usually been intended.
In our proposal, we will not try to compromise between the convenience ideal of OO and
the uniformity ideal of logic. To escape from swinging between the two, we propose a
two-layer system architecture, of which we fully elaborate the internal layer, while with
regard to the front-end layer, we only work out some guidelines for future design.
The internal (underlying) level will be based on logic. We will try to give explanations to
OO concepts and techniques in terms of logic, and apply these to build up the computing
mechanism. We will not care too much about preserving the conventional OO terminology
or about traditions of syntax in this layer. Instead of that, we rather will seek to capture
some general semantics of OO.
The user-visible or front-end layer should serve as an interface between the internal level
and a user. Its main task would be to make the language friendly (convenient) and syntactically \OO-like" (recall that a semantics to OO will be given in the internal layer). In this
layer, uniformity should be of no big concern, various shorthands in sholud be enabled etc.
It should be easy to create variants for concrete applications of this layer without changing the internal layer due to the generality of the latter. Note that a similar two-layer
architecture has been used in PRIZ.
In terms of implementation (not carried out in this thesis), the nal execution of userwritten programs could be laid on the shoulders of a Prolog interpreter. Translation from
the front-end layer language into the internal layer one could be implemented through
a metainterpreter written in Prolog. The internal layer language will essentially be an
extension to Prolog, and could be interpreted by another metainterpreter written in Prolog.
This schema is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.2 Trends of Structuring within the Logic Paradigm
Tendencies towards thinking more along the lines of software engineering are a relatively
recent development within the logic paradigm. The techniques that are proposed, continue to be accompanied by theoretical studies. In logic programming, two directions in
structuring can be observed: modularization (structuring of programs, i.e. grouping of
clauses) and typing (structuring of data, i.e. grouping of individuals). Note that in OO,
such a distinction between structuring directions would not work, since the OO objects
and classes are a hybrid of programs and data (data-drivenness).
As examples of works in the direction of modularization, we mention [Mil86], [Che87],
and [Day89]. A number of studies has also been carried out where modules are viewed as
worlds, with more or less explicit parallels drawn to the possible-worlds' semantics of modal
logics. From among the solutions reviewed in Chapter 3, Prolog/KR, Mandala, and CPU
take this approach. From among proper modal enhancements of Prolog we mention two.
An interesting MULTILOG proposal [KG86] has not been directly related to OO by its
authors, but its possible connections are obvious. The MOLOG proposal [Far86] does not
pretend to o er modularization, but instead allows a very wide understanding of modal
operators. In the OO applications of the \modal logic paradigm", the accessibility relation
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Figure 4.1: User program interpretation schema.
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between worlds correlates with the isa relation.
Typing quite naturally leads to many-sorted logics. In many-sorted logics, each individual
has a xed sort, the sorts of arguments of functors and predicates are xed, and so are
the sorts of values of functors. Thus, sorts closely correspond to types. Plain many-sorted
logic o ers no relations between sorts. Hence, the subtype/supertype relation has no
counterpart there. To provide such a counterpart, order-sorted logics have been developed
[Wal89, Obe89, Sch89]. In order-sorted logics, a partial ordering is de ned between sorts
which basically is a subsort/supersort relation.
A good example of an order-sorted logic based language is EPOS (Extended Prolog for
Order-Sorted Resolution) [HV87]. The LOGIN Prolog extension, which laid the basis for
ALF, can be also viewed as relying on a variant of order-sorted logic. Its main peculiarity is
that since there are no sorts in LOGIN, it is individuals that are ordered there. The ordering
itself, thereby, is not programmer-declared, but automatically determined by the structure
of terms denoting individuals. What \normally" would be sorts, have to be imitated
via individuals in LOGIN. In a sense, the ordering in LOGIN is a hybrid between an
individual/type relation and a subtype/supertype relation. In the OO context, this would
correspond to a classless system where objects are ordered by means of an object/prototype
relation.
The developments in the direction of typing in the logic paradigm allow OO objects to be
actually modelled via individuals as such, instead of merely representing them by atoms
referring to lists of clauses, like it is usually done in the modularization-prioritizing approach. The main disadvantage of proceeding from the typing instead of the modularization
idea, is that dynamic states will be hard to capture. Indeed, predicates that change their
interpretation in time, are much more acceptable to logic than terms that change their interpretation in time. (Cf. Vulcan (Section 3.4.10), where static objects can be represented
as terms, and also comments on exibility and rigidity in Section 4.5.)
Mainly because of the mentioned reason, in our proposal we will proceed from the modularization direction of Prolog structuring. We will also use modal logic.
Since for the logic paradigm, modules speci cally are lists of clauses (\chunks of knowledge"), we decide to underline this speci city by calling them units within this paradigm
in the rest of this thesis. This is in harmony with the terminology of [MN86].

4.3 Units. Two dimensions of evolution
In the previous section, we decided that in the design of the internal layer, we will proceed
from the modularization direction of Prolog structuring. In this section, we determine
what will the main building blocks, i.e. units be.
Since units are meant to create modularity, and since in OO, it is objects and classes
that carry out modularity, it is natural to start from determining the logical counterpart
concepts to their constituents, i.e. attributes and methods. To this end, we rst must agree
upon, where the main di erence between these two kinds of properties is. In our opinion,
the evolution of answers to this question in pure OO systems and|thereafter|in mergers
with logic has been the following:

 Attributes are hidden, methods are public (generally!). That is an orthodox

OO view, but it is more about a discipline of use of properties, rather than about
what properties are (see Section 4.4 below). As such, it is right, of course.
 Attribute values are individuals, methods are operations on them, speaking
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in logical terms. This has traditionally been so in OO systems, but it has been
abandoned in most mergers with logic. The reason is that if methods are operations
on attributes, then attributes necessarily are dynamic, and the most straightforward
thing in generally static Prolog is predicates (through assert's and retract's, or in
some nicer way). This leads to the next choice of the primary distinguisher.
 Attributes are dynamic, methods are static. This is view is characteristic to
majority of the mergers with logic. Dynamics is usually achieved through assert's,
retract's, and the like. Both attributes and methods are predicates in these mergers.
Thus not only may an attribute be \multivalued" (the predicate be non-functional),
but it can also be \parametric" (the predicate has some input argument places) and
\conditional" (the de nition clauses do have bodies). This view is pretty far from
the traditional OO one, but not too far, since covers it.
The last-mentioned distinction criterion is still not fully logical, because it is not free
from the \illogical" constructs assert, retract, or like. In order to get rid of them, we
de ne object hierarchy revisions (shortly, revisions), as variants of the object hierarchy
which emerge due to substitutionary changes being made into the total knowledge about
the object hierarchy, and revision hierarchy, as the hierarchy determined by the temporal
succession of revisions, and adopt the following distinguisher:

 Attribute values are inherited along the revision hierarchy, methods are
inherited along the object hierarchy (we rename `inheritance hierarchy' into

`object hierarchy' to reserve the word `inheritance hierarchy' to become a common
denominator for `revision hierarchy' and `object hierarchy'). This choice is justi ed
by the following analogy. A method de nition (it may be viewed as a method \value")
of an object normally does not change after the object creation. But it varies from
object to object. Consider the overriding mode of inheritance. Given an object that
owns a de nition of a method, the de nition maintains its validity while moving
downwards in the object hierachy, until an object is reached at that owns a di erent
de nition of the same method. Attribute values, on the contrary, vary both from
object to object and from revision to revision. An attribute value of an object,
assigned at a given object hierarchy revision, maintains its validity, until a revision
is reached at, at which a new value is assigned to the object. We can say that the
object hierarchy revision owns a value of a given attribute of a given object, if this
value is being assigned to the attribute at that revision. Brie y reformulating all
said, attribute values are shared between revisions, and methods are shared between
objects.

The described approach allows us to treat attributes and methods in similar manner. Both
will be predicates, and the only di erence between them will be the way how they can be
shared.
In Section 4.4, we will argue that for the purposes of the internal layer, there is no need to
distinguish between classes and objects. We therefore use the term `object' as a common
denominator for `object' and `class' in the rest of this chapter. The term `isa relation' will
be used as a general term for both instance/class and subclass/superclass relations, and
for object/prototype relation.
Taking into account the convention about the usage of the word `object', we can state now
that for the static case, it is enough that units be in a one-to-one correspondence with
objects and contain the de nitions (value assignments) which the respective objects own.
An unit (or object) hierarchy O would formally be a pair hO; isa i, where O is a set of
units (objects), and isa is an isa relation between them.
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For the case of dynamic objects, units must be pairs hobject, revisioni, and must contain the
de nitions (value assignments) that the respective object at the respective revision becomes
owner of. Thus, a two-dimensional unit hierarchy arises, which we call the product of the
two original hierarchies. Each of the dimensions|the object hierachy and the revision
hierarchy|embodies one evolutionary aspect of OO. Revisions can be also thought of as
time instants, and the revision hierarchy as time ow, and also called this way. To the
ordinary isa relation, the relation \succeeds to" corresponds in the revision hierarchy.
The formal de nition of product is the following.

De nition 4.1 (Product of hierarchies) Assume that we are given an object hierachy
O = hO; isaO i, where O is a set of objects and isaO is an isa relation between them, and a
revision hierarchy T = hT; isaT i, where T is a set of revisions and isaT is an isa relation
between them. Then the product of these two hierarchies is a hierarchy U = hU; isaU i of

(two-dimensional) units , where the set of units U and the isa relation isaU between them
are de ned as follows:

U = fho; ti : o 2 O and t 2 T g
ho; ti isaU ho ; t0i i o isaO o0 and t = t0;
or o = o0 and t isaT t0
0

The structure of a two-dimensional unit hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
We see revisions as useful for two reasons. First, they create uniformity, since attributes and
methods become analogical to each other. Second, they o er simple versioning known from
software engineering and database applications. This latter argument in favor of revisions
also explains why we decided to proceed from revisions of the entire object hierarchy instead
of revisions of each particular object. Object revisions would not have allowed restoration
of object universe revisions, because the succession of revising di erent objects would not
have been recorded.
In his major work on time in AI [Sho88, p 19], Y. Shoham argues that two problems
connected to time|the persistence problem and the frame problem|essentially coincide.
The persistence problem lies in predicting that a piece of knowledge, valid at the present
time instant, will remain valid troughout a lengthy future interval. The frame problem (we
referred to the frame assumption in Subsection 3.4.13 already) is to assume, if a transition
is made from one situation into another, and some things are claimed to change at this
transition, that everything else will remain unchanged.
These two problems coincide in our logical interpretation of OO, too! Persistence means
that if some property has been de ned at the current object universe revision, then it
normally (unless it will be rede ned) maintains its current de nition in the future. The
frame assumption means that if the creation of the current object universe revision was
not caused by a rede nition of a given revision property or object-revision property, then
the last past de nition of this property is still valid. It is obvious that the two formulations
which we herewith made in our terminology, are reformulations of each other. The fact that
inheritance along revisions provides a solution to the frame problem, was rst explicitly
pointed out in the MULTILOG proposal [KG86].
Property de nitions (value assignments) will be represented by clauses annotated with
their owners. Inter-unit taxonomic knowledge (i.e. the isa relations), on the contrary, will
be not represented in \normal" clauses. For objects, the isa relation should be stored in
a separate block of the program that essentially codes the graph of the object hierarchy,
and for revisions, as we will see in Section 4.10, their ID's will implicitly determine the
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Figure 4.2: Two-dimensional unit hierarchy.
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isa relation. The reason for such separating of taxonomic knowledge is that we want to
obtain better computational eciency by letting uni cation instead of resolution to infer
property bindings. The same approach has been taken in both LOGIN [AN86] and EPOS
[HV87], and is particularly emphasized in the latter.

4.4 Tasks of the Layers
In order to determine the tasks of each layer, we return to the four principles of OO
that we reviewed in Subsection 2.2.1. It turns out that the two rst of the principles
can be viewed as involving two aspects: they state what facilities an OO system must
o er, but they also enforce a discipline on the usage of these facilities. We choose to
follow the facilitating aspects of the OO principles in designing the logical language and
its corresponding deduction mechanism of the internal layer, so to establish a broad and
general fundament for our system. The restrictive functions of the OO principles will be
left to be carried out by variants of language syntax of the front-end layer.
We now examine the principles in detail.

 Data abstraction, as mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1 already, involves modularization

and information hiding. Here the division into aspects is obvious. Modularization
requires our logical language to possess constructs for working with modules (units),
and the deduction mechanism to be adequate w.r.t. the semantics of modules. Information hiding, on the contrary, requires no new constructs, provided that there exist
means in the language for work with modules. It merely introduces restrictions on
the usage of developed language (most typically, disabling direct \remote calls" to
attributes, and hence forcing to use methods to access them). We consider it natural
to let the syntax of the front-end language enforce such disciplines onto the user.

 Behavior sharing means that modules are able to share certain parts of their contents.

Hence, the logics that we design should be able to handle various sharing relations
between modules. What exactly must be sharable and in which manner, should be
up to the front-end language syntax.

 Evolution means that the hierarchy of modules (i.e. the con guration and the contents

of modules) is changing. We speak about requirements evolution, when a user re nes
or extends the modules' hierarchy (between program executions), and about solving
by evolution, when the system does it (during execution). The internal layer must
be able to handle the changes where the user doesn't intervene directly, i.e. time
dimension must be considered. The front-end layer has to make it convenient for the
user to manually change the program.

 With regards to correctness, we argued in Subsection 2.2.1 already that it hardly
can be called a principle in the same sense as the previous ones are. However, for
our two-layer architecture, it implies two guidelines. The internal layer deduction
mechanism should be sound w.r.t. the semantics that the OO paradigm gives to the
logical language. It should also be as complete as possible. The front-end layer should
provide the diagnostics and error handling ingredients of the correctness ideal.

A summary on the aspects of the OO principles and their implications for the tasks of
the layers is presented in Table 4.1. The tasks of the layers together with the general
relationship of OO and logic in our merger, are also illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Principle

Internal layer
Front-end layer
(Facilitating aspect) (Restrictive aspect)
Data abstraction Means for handling Means for xing
modules
hiding disciplines
Behavior sharing Means for handling Means for xing
sharing relations
sharing disciplines
between modules
Evolution
Time
Means for program
dimension
management
Correctness
Soundness and
Diagnostics and
completeness
error handling
Table 4.1: Aspects of the OO principles and their implications for the tasks of the layers.
In the internal layer, we will not distinguish between objects and classes, and talk only
about objects. The reason for this is that the di erence between objects and classes of classbased systems, as well as their di erence of them both from objects of classless systems,
lies only in the information hiding and sharing disciplines associated to each of them. (The
circumstance that in class-based systems, classes serve as templates for object creation,
does not matter because they also serve as templates for subclasses, and so the creation
di erences between objects and classes also reduce to sharing disciplines). Thus, these
distinctions will appear necessary only in the front-end layer.

4.5 An Introduction to Modal Logic
The word `logic' has two meanings: a framework for analysis, and a tool for representation
and reasoning [Wal88]. The rst meaning implies that logic is a branch of science; the second implies that logics (multiple!) are triples hlanguage, deduction mechanism, semanticsi
being studied in this branch of science. The phrase `modal logic' likewise has two meanings. In this section we present an introduction to modal logic the branch of science, so
to prepare for designing the particular modal logics that our internal layer relies on. We
limit our study to rst order modal logic.
Like it is with standard logics, languages of modal logics can be propositional or predicate
languages. In the propositional case, predicates are restricted to be nullary. Terms and
atomic formulae are de ned as in standard logics. As a novelty, modal operators are
introduced. Usually, there is one main modal operator 2, which requires the ordinary
de nition of formula be augmented by the case:
If A is a formula, then 2A is a formula.
An auxiliary operator 3, used for shorthands, is de ned by the equivalence

Df 3: 3A  :2:A:
Depending on the pragmatics of a given logic, 2A might be read as \A necessarily" (aletic

logics), \A is known" (logics of knowledge), \A is believed" (logics of belief (epistemic
logics)), \A is provable" (logics of provability) etc. In temporal logics (majority of them
are modal) the reading of 2A most frequently is \A always" or \A always since now", but
there are several more variants.
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(expl. access
disciplines)
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[units]
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(impl. access
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[inheritance]

Program
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Time
dimension

Deduction
(unification,
bactracking)

Diagnostics &
error handling

Front-end layer

Internal layer

Figure 4.3: Tasks of the two layers (relationship between OO and logic).
In aletic logics and in the just-mentioned temporal logics, 3A also has natural readings.
These are \A possibly" and \A eventually (since now)".
Deduction mechanisms of logics can be of many di erent forms. A deduction mechanism
can be axiomatic calculus (either Hilbert-style, or Gentzen's sequent or natural calculus),
analytic tableaux, resolution calculus etc. In the following, only Hilbert-style axiomatizations and resolution calculi will be considered.
Most frequently the Hilbert-style calculus of a modal logic contains at least the axiom

K: 2(A ! B ) ! (2A ! 2B ) (monotonicity axiom)
and the rule

N: 2AA (Godel's rule, necessitation rule);

and then the logic is called normal.
Provability in all normal logics of the following formulae is often used:

M: 2(A&B ) ! (2A&2B );
C: (2A&2B ) ! 2(A&B );
L: (2A _ 2B ) ! 2(A _ B ):
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Typical modal axioms besides K are:

D:
T:
B:
4:
5:

2A ! 3A;
2A ! A;
A ! 23A; :
2A ! 22A;
3A ! 23A:

These ve axioms together with K and N yield fteen modal logics (not 32, as it might
be assumed, since these axioms are not independent). The so-called Lemmon notation for
these most known normal modal logics consists in indicating the axioms' code-names. We
can talk about logics KD, KT, KT4 (S4), KTB4 (=KT5, S5), KD45 etc.
There are many papers discussing how resolution systems for modal logics must look like,
see e.g. [AM86, Cha87, Ohl88]. The main disagreements appear at two points:

 What ratio of work is to be done during the preparation phase (i.e. while trans-

forming the negation of a given formula into Horn clauses) for deduction proper?
Reformulated, which formulae must de ned to be Horn clauses in a given modal
logic?
 Is it resolution or uni cation that takes into account the modal axioms and rules?

Consider the logic S4, for example. In this logic, we have 2A  22A (it results from T
and 4). So at the rst point of debate, we must decide whether we want to allow formulae
of the form 22A to be counted as literals (independently of what we would allow A to
be in such cases). We might require double boxes to be removed at the transformation
phase. But we might also let deduction proper to do the job. In the latter case, the
transformation algorithm must augment its resulting input clause base by all clauses of
the form 22A 2A, where A's are all the literals occurring in the \normal" input clauses.
In the case when we trust the task of coping with double boxes to transformation, the
formula
p&(p ! 2q) ! 22q;
for instance, should yield a clause set

p ;
2q p;
2q:
If we want to hand the task over to deduction, the transformation will have to produce
clauses

p ;
2q p;
22q;
22p 2p;
22q 2q:
At the second point of debate, we are faced with the choice on how we are going to deduce
r from p q and 2q r, for instance. This deduction obviously requires the axiom

p
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T to be used somehow. If we want let resolution do such deductions, our input clause set
must again contain additional clauses, this time of the form A 2A. And again it is the

task of the transformation phase to insert all such auxiliary clauses. The deduction tree
will then be the following:

p

q

p

2q K

q

2q

p

2q

r:

r

Another alternative is to give the \awareness" about T to uni cation, just setting that a
negative literal A and a positive literal 2A always unify. Then the deduction tree simply
is:

p

q

p

2q

r:

r

The choices that particular authors make, are guided by their personal tastes. From the
eciency standpoint of implementations, however, it seems in most cases optimal to let
transformation remove as much \modal load" as possible, and to put uni cation to cope
with the remainder.
The canonical semantics to normal modal logics are formulated in terms of Kripke models.
A Kripke model is a quadruple hW; R; D; I i, where:






W is a non-empty set whose elements are called possible worlds;
R is a binary relation on W called accessibility relation;
D is a non-empty set called domain;
the interpretation I gives a meaning to each individual symbol, function symbol
and predicate symbol at each world. Traditionally, individual symbols and function
symbols are required to be rigid, i.e. their interpretations cannot change from world
to world, and only predicate symbols are exible, i.e. they can have di erent meanings
in di erent worlds. Recently, semantics with exible function symbols have also been
studied.

The interpretation I is extended to give meanings to all expressions of the language in the
following way:









I (w; f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )) = I (w; f )(I (w; t1 ); : : : ; I (w; tn ));
I (w; p(t1 ; : : : ; tn )) = I (w; p)(I (w; t1 ); : : : ; I (w; tn ));
I (w; :A) = true i I (w; A) = false;
I (w; A&B ) = true i I (w; A) = I (w; B ) = true;
I (w; A ! B ) = true i I (w; A) = false or I (w; B ) = true;
I (w; 8xA) = true i for all d 2 D, I (w; A[ xd ]) = true;

I (w; 2A) = true i for all w0 2 W , such that wRw0 , I (w0 ; A) = true.
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Each logic lays certain restrictions on the accessibility relation, thus restricting the class
of models the logic admits. A formula is said to be satis ed by a model if it is true at all
the worlds of this model. A formula is satis able if there exists a model in a given model
class which satis es it. A formula is valid if each model of the given model class satis es
it.
Restrictions on R resulting from the most common axioms of normal modal logics, are the
following:

D.
T.
B.
4.
5.

seriality
re exivity
symmetry
transitivity
euclidity

:
:
:
:
:

for each w 2 W there exist w0 2 W such that wRw0 ,
for each w 2 W , wRw,
for each w; w0 2 W if wRw0 then w0 Rw,
for each w; w0 ; w00 2 W if wRw0 and w0 Rw00 then wRw00 ,
for each w; w0 ; w00 2 W if wRw0 and wRw00 then w0 Rw00 .

The considered axiomatizations of 15 normal modal logics are complete w.r.t. the correponding Kripke semantics in the propositional case. In the predicate case, some of them
turn out incomplete.
A classic introduction into modal logic is the book by B. F. Chellas [Che80].
If there is more than one modal operator in the language of a given modal logic, it is
called multimodal. The most systematic style of denoting modal operators in multimodal
logics requires that there be a set 0 of (simple) parameters such that for each a 2 0 ,
we have a modal operator [a]. The writing haiA is a shorthand for :[a]:A. The theory of
normal multimodal logics has been developed in [Cat88]. A Hilbert-type axiomatization of
a normal multimodal logic consists of the axiomatizations of a number of normal unimodal
logics plus of several (maybe none) axioms of the form

G

; ; ; :

h i[ ]A ! [ ]hiA ( ; ; ; -incestuality axiom);

where ; ; ;  are abstract parameters.
The set  of parameters is de ned as follows:
1.  is a abstract parameter.
2. If and are abstract parameters, then [ and ; are abstract parameters.
.
The corresponding abstract modal operators are understood as follows:
[]A  A;
[ ; ]A  [ ][ ]A;
[ [ ]A  [ ]A&[ ]A:
Kripke semantics can be easily generalized for the purpose of multimodal logics. Instead of
having one accessibility relation R, a model now involves a set R = fRa : a 2 0 g of them,
with one per each atomic parameter. The model class for a given logic is determined by
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restrictions on individual accessibility relations enforced by the corresponding unimodal
logics, plus by additional restrictions on the whole family of accessibility relations, that
result from the incestuality axioms.
Resolution systems for multimodal logics are thoroughly discussed in [Ohl90]. The MOLOG
and MULTILOG Prolog developments that we referred to in Section 4.2 already, are also
both multimodal.

The next four sections (Sections 4.6{4.9) work out and study the concrete modal logics
for the internal layer. The rst three of them concentrate on the one-dimensional case,
gradually expanding the variety of inheritance modes, while the fourth generalizes the
results of the rst three for the two-dimensional case.
In all these sections, given an isa relation on the set U of units, isa will stand for its
re exive-transitive closure, which is formally de ned by the following inductive schema:
1. for any u 2 U , u isa u;
2. for any u; u0 ; u00 2 U , if u isa u0 and u0 isa u00 then u isa u00 .
It is easy to see that for the isa relation isaU in the product U = hU; isaU i of two hierarchies
O = hO; isaO i and T = hT; isaT i,

ho; ti isaU ho0 ; t0 i i o isaO o0 and t isaT t0:

4.6 MU = Modal Units
U

The logic MUU that this section is devoted to, is meant for reasoning about (static) unit
hierarchies where \everything is inheritable".
Given a unit hierarchy U = hU; isa i, MUU is a normal multimodal logic with U as the set
of parameters. The formula [u]A is read as \A inheritably in u".
Subsection 4.6.1 describes the design motifs of MUU . The three following subsections
formally present the axiomatics, the Kripke semantics, and the resolution calculus for
the propositional fragment of MUU , and prove that each of these three is sound and
complete w.r.t. two others. Subsection 4.6.5 comments on the full (predicate) MUU .
In Subsection 4.6.6 explains some principal obstacles to straightforward improvements of
MUU .

4.6.1 Motivation
L. Monteiro and A. Porto [MP90] distinguish between two orthogonal dimensions in modes
of inheritance. Along the rst dimension, inheritance can be cumulative (they call it
extension mode) or overriding. This distinction is not new (cf. Section 3.6). Along the
second, novel dimension, inheritance can be semantic or syntactic.
Suppose that u isa v. Semantic (also termed relational or predicate) inheritance by u
essentially means that the literals that hold in v, are available as facts to u, i.e. that
u is allowed to use the semantics of the contents of v for resolutions. Syntactic (also
termed de nitional or clause) inheritance by u means that the clauses that v owns, are
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available to u, i.e. that u is allowed to use the syntax of the contents of v for resolutions.
Or, reformulated, if u inherits in the semantic mode, then in order to nd the predicate
interpretations in u, rst the predicate interpretations are computed separately for the
clause sets of u and its parents are computed separately, and then these interpretations
are composed. If u inherits in the syntactic mode, then in order to nd the predicate
interpretations in u, rst the clause sets that u and its parents own, are composed, and
then the predicate interpretations for the composed clause set are computed. One could
say that the di erence between the semantic and syntactic modes lies in the succession of
interpreting and composition.
In the light of OO, semantic inheritance roughly corresponds to the delegation of classless systems, and syntactic inheritance resembles the \inheritance" that works along the
instance/class links in class-based systems. Indeed, if an object O of a classless system is
supposed to perform a method, it delegates the job to the ancestor object O' that owns
the corresponding de nition. The state of O' may get a ected through this. In class-based
systems, on the contrary, an object O which is supposed to perform a method, does the
job itself, and only \borrows" the relevant de nition from its class C. The state of C never
gets a ected by this.
One more way to put the di erence between semantic and syntactic inheritance in the OO
terms, would be to say that in the syntactic mode, code of some owner is passed to the
inheriter and executed by the inheriter, whilst in the semantic mode, code is executed by
its owner, and only results are passed to the inheriter.
Altogether, the two dimensions yield four modes:
Predicate
Clause

Extension Overriding
PE
PO
CE
CO

The following example from [MP90] demonstrates that all the four modes really di er.
Consider two units:
u:
v:
isa
p(x) q(x)
q(1)
q(2)
In the unit u, the values for the arguments of the predicates in u are as follows:

p

q

PE 2 1,2
CE 1,2 1,2
PO 2 1
CO 1 1
We will incorporate overriding neither into MUU nor into the further logics in this thesis,
and consider it only at the pragmatical level (see Subsection 4.10.1)|allowing to enforce it
via cuts. But we will now give the motivation for MUU , demonstrating how the extension
(cumulation) cases of the above example can be translated into modal logic in a uniform
(and we dare also say, convenient) way.
The full computation process for PE and CE by u in the example is the following:

 Semantic inheritance:
u:

v:
p(x)
q(1) q(2)

q(x)

interpreting

7!

u:

v:
p(2)
q(1) q(2)

composition

7!

u:
p(2)
q(1); q(2)
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 Syntactic inheritance:
u:

v:
p(x)
q(1) q(2)

q(x)

composition

7!

u:
p(x) q(x)
q(1); q(2)

interpreting

7!

u:
p(1); p(2)
q(1); q(2)

It can be easily seen that the modes di er in how the clause p(x) q(x) which is owned
by v, is used in resolutions. Independently of the mode, it can be used to resolve goals
of the form p(t) of u. But the unit that will be appointed to demonstrate the resolvent
q(t), is mode-dependent. In the semantic mode, q(t) will be set up as a goal speci cally
for v, since interpreting will be carried out in each unit separately, and since the clause
p(x) q(x) that it must be interpreted together, is owned by v. In the syntactic mode,
q(t) can be viewed to become a goal for u, since the predicate interpretations for u will
be computed on the basis of the composition of the clause sets owned by u and v, and in
such a computation, the clause p(x) q(x) can interact with the interpretations of q(t)
in both v and u.
Modal logic enables to mark the two di erent usages of p(x) q(x) more explicitly.
We choose to treat units as parameters, with the initial intention that [u]A should mean
\A in u". But since at the present stage we assume that everything holding in some unit,
can be inherited by all of its descendants, the exact meaning of [u]A has to be stronger.
Indeed,we can safely say [u]A only if it is sure that A holds in u as well as in all its
descendants. Thus, the correct reading of [u]A is, \A inheritably in u".
The two steps in the procedure of interpreting under inheritance predict us two axioms:
Kvu: [v]A ! [u]A if u isa v;
and
Ku: [u](A ! B ) ! ([u]A ! [u]B ):
The rst axiom corresponds to composition (it \copies" clauses), and the second corresponds to starting interpreting proper. For the second, the connection is more eyestriking
from its following equivalent formulation:
[u]A&[u](A ! B ) ! [u]B:
Recalling that in semantic inheritance, composition takes place after interpreting proper,
we see that if a clause p q owned by v, is desired to be inheritable semantically by u, it
should be translated into modal logic as:
[v]p [v]q;
since then only the results of interpretation proper in v, i.e. the derived facts of v, will be
subject to composition. Indeed, from this translation we can obtain:
[u]p

[v]p Kvu
[u]p

[v]p

[v]q

[v]q

but we cannot obtain [u]p [u]q. (It could be said that the execution of the code for p is
laid on the shoulders of the code's owner (note [v]q in the antecedent of the conclusion).)
In syntactic inheritance by u, composition is made before interpreting proper, and the
translation for same clause p q of v would be
[v](p q);
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since in this case, it is original input clauses that will be composed. From this translation
we obtain:
[v](p q)
[u](p q) Kvu
[u]p [u]q Ku
(It could be said that the execution of the code for p is made the task of the inheriter
(note [u]q in the antecedent of the conclusion).) We can also further obtain [u]p [v]q if
needed:
[u]p [u]q
[u]q [v]q Kvu
[u]p [v]q
(This corresponds to the case when v owns the code of q.)
Consider how the proposed way of translation works in the example (the style of below
proofs is rather informal, using side by side the classical resolution rule and some fragment
of the axiomatical calculus of MUU ):

 Semantic inheritance:
[u]p(y)

[u]p(y)
[v]p(y)

[v]p(y) Kvu
[v]q(x)

[v]p(x)

[v]q(x)

y=2

[v]q(2)

 Syntactic inheritance:

[u]p(y)

[u]p(y)

[v](p(x) q(x))
[u](p(x) q(x)) Kvu
[u]p(x) [u]q(x) Ku
[u]q(y)
y=1

[v](p(x) q(x))
[u](p(x) q(x)) Kvu
[u]p(x) [u]q(x) Ku
[u]q(y)
[v]q(y)

[u]q(y)

y=2

[u]q(1)

[v]q(y) Kvu

[v]q(2)

Below, we will write semantically inheritable clauses in the form [v](p [v]q). Its equivalence to the form [v]p [v]q will be proven in the next subsection. In order to prove this
equivalence, we will use an axiom
4u;z : [z]A ! [u][z]A;
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which says that if A inheritably in z then it holds inheritably in u that A inheritably in z .
In other words, we assume that every unit has an access to see what holds in other units.
The purpose of the new writing for semantically inheritable clauses is to reach at a uniform
form for all acceptable clauses: in each clause there will be a modality over the whole clause
(the owner of the clause), and an optional modality over each literal in the body of the
clause.
Consider the clause [v](p [v]q; r). Together with a goal statement [u]p, it will give:
[v](p [v]q; r)
[u](p [v]q; r) Kvu
[u]p [u][v]q; [u]r Ku;Cu
[u]p [v]q; [u]r 4u;v
[v]q; [u]r

[u]p

The lastly considered clause produces mixed inheritance which is neither semantic nor
syntactic. This is an example of a case where it is not possible to annotate pairs hunit,
predicatei, and goals must be annotated instead [MP90]. Annotating at goals, the \traditional" writing for this clause would be:

v: p

q; self : r:

Besides coping with inheritance, i.e. with implicit access by unit to other units, MUU also
will allow explicit access which in OO is termed as message sending. No special language
syntax is needed for this. To illustrate this, we slightly expand our last example, considering
now the clause [v](p q; [v]r; [z ]s):

[u]p

[v](p [v]q; r; [z ]s)
[u](p [v]q; r; [z ]s) Kvu
[u]p [u][v]q; [u]r; [u][z ]s Ku;Cu
[u]p [v]q; [u]r; [z ]s 4u;v ;4z;v
[v]q; [u]r; [z ]s

The traditional writing for this clause would be:

v: p

q; self : r; z : s:

4.6.2 Axiomatics
The Hilbert-style calculus of MUU consists of the following rules and axioms:

 The rules and axioms of the classical propositional Hilbert-style calculus.
 Intra-unit rules and axioms. For each unit u 2 U , these together with the
previous group axiomatize the corresponding unimodal sublogic of MUU . 2 stands
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for [u], where u is an arbitrary unit from U .

N:

A
;
2A
2(A ! B ) ! (2A ! 2B );
2A ! 3A;
2A ! 22A;
3A ! 23A:

K:
D:
4:
5:
By Nu , Ku , Du , 4u , and 5u we will denote N, K, D, 4, and 5 for u, respectively.
 Inter-unit axioms. These determine the relationships between di erent modalities.
For each u; v; z 2 U we have:
Kvu: [v]A ! [u]A if u isa v;
4u;z : [z]A ! [u][z]A;
5u;z : hziA ! [u]hziA:
All the three are incestuality axioms. Indeed,

Kvu = G;v;u; : hi[v]A ! [u]hiA;
4u;z = G;z; u z ; : hi[z]A ! [u; z]hiA;
5u;z = G;z;u;z : hzi[]A ! [u]hziA:
( ; )

Remark. It is clear that in principle, the axioms 4u and 5u, can be left out from the
axiomatics of the whole MUU , since they coincide with 4uu and 5uu . But we still decided to

write them down explicitly, since they belong to the axiomatics of the unimodal sublogics
of MUU .
The following theorem shows that the condition on u; v in Kvu can be weakened.

Theorem 4.1 For each u; v 2 U , if u isa v, then the formula
Kvu: [v]A ! [u]A
is provable in MUU .

Proof. By induction on the de nition of isa .
1. u = v.

A!A
[u](A ! A) Nu
[u]A ! [u]A Ku
2. u isa v0 and v0 isa v.
[v]A ! [v0 ]A Kvu (ind. assumption)
[v0 ]A ! [u]A Kvu (axiom)
[v]A ! [u]A
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The following theorem states that in case of nested modalities only the innermost one
essentially matters.

Theorem 4.2 Given a sequence  of modalities and a modality m, the formula
mA  mA
is provable in MUU .

Proof. By induction on the length of M.
1. length()=1.
[z ]A ! [u][z ]A 4u;z

hzi:A ! [u]hzi:A
hui[z]A ! [z]A

u;z

5

[u][z ]A ! hui[z ]A Du
[u][z ]A ! [z ]A

[u][z ]A ! hui[z ]A Du
[z ]A ! [u][z ]A 4u;z
[z ]A ! hui[z ]A

hzi:A ! [u]hzi:A 5u;z
hui[z]A ! [z]A
hziA ! [u]hziA 5u;z
[z ]:A ! [u][z ]:A 4u;z

huihziA ! hziA
[u]hz iA ! huihz iA Du
[u]hz iA ! hz iA

[u]hz iA ! huihz iA Du
hziA ! [u]hziA 5u;z
hziA ! huihziA
[z ]:A ! [u][z ]:A 4u;z

huihziA ! hziA
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2.  = m0 0 .
m0 0 mA  0 mA (ind. base)
0 mA  mA (ind. assumption)
m0 0 mA  mA


The following theorem was referred to in the previous subsection.

Theorem 4.3 `MUU 2(2A ! B )  (2A ! 2B ).
Proof.

2A ! 22A 4
(22A ! 2B ) ! (2A ! 2B )
2(2A ! B ) ! (2A ! 2B ) K

3:A ! 23:A 5
32A ! 2A

:A ! (2A ! B )
B ! (2A ! B )
2(:2A ! (2A ! B )) N
2(B ! (2A ! B )) N
2:2A ! 2(2A ! B ) K
2A ! 2(2A ! B ) K
2:2A _ 2B ! 2(2A ! B )
(32A ! B ) ! 2(2A ! B )
(2A ! 2B ) ! 2(2A ! B )


The Gentzen-style sequential calculus for MUU consists of the following rules and axioms:

 The rules and axioms of the classical propositional Gentzen-style sequential calculus.
 Modal rules. We take them together into one very general rule. , , , ,  and
 denote nite sets of formulae, m denotes a modality, m and m0 denote nite sets
of modalities, and v and v0 denote nite sets of units.

muvjv0 .

; ; m ! ; ; m0 
hui; [v] ; m ! [u]; hv0 i; m0
if u isa v; v0 , and k [ k  1.

Theorem 4.4 The Hilbert-style and the Gentzen-style sequential calculi of MUU are equivalent.

Proof. For each of the two calculi, we have to prove that its axioms are derivable and its
rules are admissible in the other. As regards the classical propositional rules and axioms
this is clear. For the modal rules and axioms, the proofs follow below.
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 Nu.
!A

! [u]A mju
 Ku.
A; B ! A
A; B ! B
A; (A ! B ) ! B
uju
[u]A; [u](A ! B ) ! [u]B mu
[u](A ! B ) ! ([u]A ! [u]B )

 Kvu. u isa v.
A!A
vj
[v]A ! [u]A mu

 4u;z .
A!A
zj
[z ]A ! [z ]A mz
j
[z ]A ! [u][z ]p mu

 5u;z .
A!A
hziA ! hziA mjzz
hziA ! [u]hzip mju

 Df hui.
A!A
! A; :A
! [u]A; hui:A mjuu
:hui:A ! [u]A
A!A
:A; A !
hui:A; [u]A ! mjuu
[u]A ! :hui:A
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 muvjv .
0

Case 1.  = A,  =.

A; ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! ; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2
:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! :A
[u](:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! :A) Nu
[u]:; [u]:[z10 ]1 ; [u]:hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [u][z1 ]1 ; [u]hz2 i2 ! [u]:A Ku;Cu
4
0 ;5
0
[u]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! [u]:A u;(z1;z2 ) u;(z1;z2 )
(v;v0 )
[v0 ]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [v ] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! [u]:A Ku
huiA; [v ] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! hv0 i; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2

Case 2.  =,  = A.

; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! A; ; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2
:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; ; [z1 ]1; hz2 i2 ! A
[u](:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! A) Nu
[u]:; [u]:[z10 ]1 ; [u]:hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [u][z1 ]1 ; [u]hz2 i2 ! [u]A Ku ;Cu
4
0 ;5
0
[u]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! [u]A u;(z1 ;z2 ) u;(z1;z2 )
(v;v0 )
[v0 ]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [v ] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! [u]A Ku
[v] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! [u]A; hv0 i; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2

Case 3.  [  =, = A [  .

; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! ; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2
:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ;  ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! :A
[u](:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ;  ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! :A) Nu
[u]:; [u]:[z10 ]1 ; [u]:hz20 i2 ; [u]  ; [u][z1 ]1 ; [u]hz2 i2 ! [u]:A Ku ;Cu
4
0 ;5
0
[u]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u]  ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! [u]:A u;(z1 ;z2 ) u;(z1;z2 )
[u]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u]  ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! hui:A Du
[u]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 !
(v;v0 )
[v0 ]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [v ] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! Ku
[v ] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! hv0 i; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2
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Case 4.  [  =,  = A [  .

; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! ; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2
:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! A
[u](: ; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! A) Nu
[u]: ; [u]:[z10 ]1 ; [u]:hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [u][z1 ]1 ; [u]hz2 i2 ! [u]A Ku;Cu
4
0 ;5
0
[u]: ; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! [u]A u;(z1 ;z2 ) u;(z1;z2 )
[u]: ; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! huiA Du
[u]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [u] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 !
(v;v0 )
[v0 ]:; :[z10 ]1 ; :hz20 i2 ; [v ] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! Ku
[v ] ; [z1 ]1 ; hz2 i2 ! hv0 i; [z10 ]1 ; hz20 i2
Case 5.  [ [  [  =. This case is trivial, since the premise and the conclusion
coincide.


For the presented Gentzen-style calculus, cut elimination does not hold. An example is
the formula
2 ( 2 A & B ) ! 2 (A & 2 B )
1 2
3
4
The informal explanation for this is a clash of two contradicting pairs of requirements is
the following. The axioms for the hypothetical cut-free proof can only be of the forms
A;  ! A;  and B;  ! B;  (there must be at least one axiom of each form). While
hanging box 2 onto the antecedent A, some successor of the succedent A becomes boxed.
Due to the subformula property this successor can only be A&2B , so the boxes 2 and 3
must be introduced in the same application of the modal rule. Symmetrically, boxes 1 and
4 must be introduced in the same application of the modal rule. But, due to the structure
of the formula, it is clear that box 2 must be introduced before box 1, and box 4 must be
introduced before box 3. Contradiction.
In some cases, reductions can help avoid cuts (cf. the classical sequential predicate calculus
where cuts can be eliminated, but not reductions):

A; 2A ! A
A; 2A ! 2A
A; 2A ! A&2A
2A; 2A ! 2(A&2A)
2A ! 2(A&2A)
The Ohlbach-style calculus for MUU makes use of an auxiliary language constructs called
world paths.

De nition 4.2 (World paths) Assume that for each u 2 U , we have a countable set
Fu = ffu ; fu ; : : :g of symbols whose elements we call world variables of the unit u. Then:
1

2
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1. 0 is a world path.
2. Every world variable is a world path.

Formulae in this extended language are labelled with world paths (labels are written as
parenthetical pre xes). The calculus contains the following rules and axioms:

 Labelled versions of the rules and axioms of the classical propositional
Gentzen-style sequential calculus. In the axiom, the axiom formula must have

same label in the antecedent and in the consequent. In the cut, the cut formula must
have same label in both premises. In all the other rules, the major and the minor
formulae must have same label.
 Modal rules. They are four in number. g denotes a world path, h and h0 denote
nite sets of world paths, f denotes a world variable, and unit(f ) is the unit of f .
[v] !.

(f )A; (h) ! (h0 )
(g)[v]A; (h) ! (h0 )

where unit(f ) isa v.

! [u].

(h) ! (f )A; (h0 )
(h) ! (g)[u]A; (h0 )
where unit(f ) = u and f does not occur anywhere in the conclusion sequent
and lower in the proof.

hui!.

(f )A; (h) ! (h0 )
(g)huiA; (h ) ! (h0 )
where unit(f ) = u and f does not occur anywhere in the conclusion sequent
and lower in the proof.

!hvi.

(h) ! (f )A; (h0 )
(h) ! (g)hviA; (h0 )

where unit(f ) isa v.

Theorem 4.5 The Gentzen-style sequential and the Ohlbach-style calculi of MUU are
equivalent in the sense that a sequent  !  is provable in Gentzen style i the sequent
(0) ! (0) is provable in Ohlbach style.
Proof. If-only part. We indicate a bottom-up transformation procedure of Gentzen-style

proofs into Ohlbach-style proofs. At each step, we guarantee that that the non-modalized
formulae of the premise of the rule application under transformation get equal labels in
the correponding sequent of the resulting proof.
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We consider only the modal rule muvjv , the rest are trivial. In the rst two of the three
cases below, it is assumed that the world variable f is of the unit u and occurs nowhere in
the already built fragment of the resulting proof. h, h0 , k and k0 denote world paths.
Case 1.  = A,  =.
0

(f )A; (f ) ; (k )m ! (f ); (k0 )m0 
(q)[v ] ; (k )m ! (f )A; (q0 )hv0 i; (k0 )m0  [v]!;!hv0 i
(g)huiA; (q )[v ] ; (k )m ! (q0 )hv0 i; (k0 )m0  hui!
Case 2.  =,  = A.
(f ) ; (k )m ! (f )A; (f ); (k0 )m0 
(h)[v ] ; (k )m ! (f )A; (h0 )hv0 i; (k0 )m0  [v]!;!hv0 i
(h)[v ] ; (k )m ! (g)[u]A; (h0 )hv0 i; (k0 )m0  ![u]
Case 3.  [  =.
(f ) ; (k )m ! (f ); (k0 )m0 
(h)[v ] ; (k )m ! (h0 )hv0 i; (k0 )m0  [v]!;!hv0 i

If part. For each sequent  of the Ohlbach-style language we de ne its translation ]

into the usual label-free language. For all axioms and rules of the Ohlbach-style calculus
we then show that their translations are provable/admissible in the Hilbert-style calculus
which, as we know from Theorem 4.4 already, is equivalent to the Gentzen-style sequential
calculus.
Let g denote the label-free sequent obtained from  by ltrating out its member formulae
labelled by g. Suppose F  is the set of all world variables occurring in . Then
] = 0 _

_

f 2F 

[unit(f )]f :

 The classical axiom.
Case 1. g = 0.

Case 2. g 6= 0.

(A; Q ! A; Q0 ) _ R
(A; Q ! A; Q0 ) _ R
[z ](A; Q ! A; Q0 ) _ R Nz

 Classical rules. We conside two-premise rules. One-premise rules are even simpler.
Case 1. g = 0.

S1 _ R
S2 _ R
S1 &S2 _ R
S_R

S1 &S2 ! S
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Case 2. g 6= 0.
[z ]S1 _ R
[z ]S2 _ R
[z ]S1 &[z ]S2 _ R
[z ](S1 &S2 ) _ R

S_R

S1 &S2 ! S
[z ](S1 &S2 ! S ) Nz
[z ](S1 &S2 ) ! [z ]S Kz

 [v] !.

Case 1. g = 0.
(Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](A; T ! T 0 ) _ R
(Q ! Q0 ) _ ([u]A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Ku
(Q ! Q0 ) _ ([v]A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Kvu
([v]A; Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ R
Case 2. g = f .

[u](A; Q ! Q0 ) _ R
([u]A ! [u](Q ! Q0 )) _ R Ku
([v]A ! [u](Q ! Q0 )) _ R Kvu
[u]([v]A !) _ [u](Q ! Q0 ) _ R Th. 4.2
[u]([v]A; Q ! Q0 ) _ R Lu

Case 3. g 6= 0, g 6= f .
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](A; T ! T 0 ) _ R
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ ([u]A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Ku
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ ([v]A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Kvu
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ [z ]([v]A !) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ R Th. 4.2
[z ]([v]A; Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ R Lz

 ! [u].

Case 1. g = 0

Case 2. g 6= 0.

(Q ! Q0 ) _ R _ (! [u]A)
(Q ! [u]A; Q0 ) _ R
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ R _ (! [u]A)
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ R _ [z ](! [u]A) Th. 4.2
[z ](Q ! [u]A; Q0 ) _ R Lz
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 hui!.

Case 1. p = 0

(Q ! Q0 ) _ R _ (huiA !)
(huiA; Q ! Q0 ) _ R

Case 2. g 6= 0.

[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ R _ (huiA !)
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ R _ [z ](huiA !) Th. 4.2
[z ](huiA; Q ! Q0 ) _ R Lz

 !hvi.

Case 1. g = 0.
(Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](T ! A; T 0 ) _ R
(Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](:A ! (T ! T 0 )) _ R
(Q ! Q0 ) _ ([u]:A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Ku
(Q ! Q0 ) _ ([v]:A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Kvu
(Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ hviA _ R
(Q ! hviA; Q0 ) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ R

Case 2. g = f .

[u](Q ! A; Q0 ) _ R
[u](:A ! (Q ! Q0 )) _ R
([u]:A ! [u](Q ! Q0 )) _ R Ku
([v]:A ! [u](Q ! Q0 )) _ R Kvu
[u](Q ! Q0 ) _ hviA _ R
[u](Q ! Q0 ) _ [u]hviA _ R Th. 4.2
[u](Q ! hviA; Q0 ) _ R Lu

Case 3. g 6= 0, g 6= f .
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](T ! A; T 0 ) _ R
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](:A ! (T ! T 0 )) _ R
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ ([u]:A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Ku
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ ([v]:A ! [u](T ! T 0 )) _ R Kvu
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ hviA _ R
[z ](Q ! Q0 ) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ [z ]hviA _ R Th. 4.2
[z ](Q ! hviA; Q0 ) _ [u](T ! T 0 ) _ R Lz
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Theorem 4.6 In the Ohlbach-style calculus for MUU , cuts can be eliminated.
Proof. The standard cut elimination procedure for the classical rst-order predicate logic
goes through.



Theorem 4.7 MUU is decidable.
Proof. The decision procedure is the following. Given a formula, we build its reduction
tree, and leave the labels of the minor formulae of applications of [v] ! and !hvi \open".
More precisely, at each of such applications, we give the minor formula a label X , where X
is a metavariable (\meta" in the sense that it does not belong to the language) of the unit
v, and has not occurred lower. From a so-built reduction tree, a proof tree can be obtained
i the leaves can be transformed into axioms. For a given leaf sequent this is possible i
there is a formula there which is a member of both the antecedent and the consequent,
and its corresponding labels satisfy one of the following conditions:
 they are both paths and they are identical,
 one of them is a path (say f ), and the other is a metavariable (say X ), and

unit(f ) isa unit(X ),
 they are both metavariables (say X and X 0 ), and there exists u 2 U such that
u isa unit(X ); unit(X 0 ).
Since the construction of the reduction tree always terminates, and since each of the nite
number of leafs of this tree has a nite number of pairs of antecedent and consequent
formulae, and since the check for each of such pairs terminates, the whole procedure always
terminates.



4.6.3 Semantics
The restrictions on the accessibility relations in the model class (the Kripke semantics) of
MUU are the following:

Du-M. seriality

: for any w 2 W there exist w0 2 W such that
wRu w0 ,
: if u isa v then for any w; w0 2 W if wRu w0 then
Kvu-M. inclusion
wRv w0 ,
4u;z -M. quasi-transitivity : for any w; w0 ; w00 2 W if wRu w0 and w0 Rz w00 then
wRz w00 ,
5u;z -M. quasi-euclidity : for any w; w0 ; w00 2 W if wRuw0 and wRz w00 then
w0 Rz w00 .

Theorem 4.8 (Soundness) If a formula is provable in MUU , then it is valid in the
Kripke semantics of MUU , i.e. it is satis ed by every model meeting the restrictions Du -M,
Kvu-M, 4u;z -M, and 5u;z -M. Moreover, none of these restrictions can be left out.
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Proof. The classical propositional rules and axioms, the rule Nu, and the axiom Ku are

validity preserving transitions/valid formulae in any class of Kripke models. It is therefore
sucient to prove for each axiom Ax from among the axioms Du , Kvu , 4u;z , and 5u;z , that:
1. if a model meets Ax-M, then Ax is satis ed by that model;
2. there exists a model which meets all the restrictions except for Ax-M, and which
does not satisfy Ax.

 Du. (We skip the index u.)
8w9w0 wRw0
 8w9w0 [wRw0 &(:I (w0 ; A) = true _ I (w0 ; A) = true)]
 8w9w0 [(wRw0 &:I (w0 ; A) = true) _ (wRw0 &I (w0 ; A) = true)]
 8w9w0 [(wRw0 ! :I (w0 ; A) = true) ! (wRw0 &I (w0 ; A) = true)]
 8w[8w0 (wRw0 ! :I (w0 ; A) = true) ! 9w0 (wRw0 &I (w0 ; A) = true)]
 8w[I (w; 2A) = true ! I (w; 3A) = true]
 8w I (w; 2A ! 3A) = true
 Kvu. u isa v.
1.

8ww0 [wRu w0 ! wRv w0 ]
! 8ww0 [wRu w0&:I (w0 ; A) = true ! wRv w0 &:I (w0; A) = true]
 8ww0 [:(wRu w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true) ! :(wRv w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true]
 8ww0 [(wRv w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true) ! (wRu w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true]
! 8w[8w0 (wRv w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true) ! 8w0 (wRu w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true]
 8w[I (w; [v]A) = true ! I (w; [u]A) = true]
 8w I (w; [v]A ! [u]A) = true
2. Consider a model (see Figure 4.4), where

W
Ru
Rv
I (wu ; p)
I (wv ; p)
In this model
and

=
=
=
=
=

fw; wu ; wv g;
f(w; wu ); (wu ; wu ); (wv ; wu)g;
f(w; wv ); (wu ; wv ); (wv ; wv )g;
false;
true:

:(wRuwu ! wRv Ru)
I (w; [u]p ! [u]p) = false:

The model meets Du -M, 4u;z -M, and 5u;z -M.

 4u;z .
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R

v

u isa v

w

v

R

R

R

u

v

v
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u

u

R

u
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Figure 4.4: A countermodel to redundancy of Kvu -M.
1.

8ww0 w00[wRu w0 &w0 Rz w00 ! wRz w00 ]
! 8ww0w00 [wRu w0 &w0 Rz w00 &:I (w00 ; A) = true
! wRz w00 &:I (w00 ; A) = true]
 8ww0w00 [:(wRu w0 &w0 Rz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true)
! :(wRz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true)]
 8ww0w00 [(wRz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true)
! (wRu w0 ! (w0 Rz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true))]
! 8ww0[8w00 (wRz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true)
! (wRu w0 ! 8w00 (w0 Rz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true))]
 8w[8w00(wRz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true)
! 8w0(wRu w0 ! 8w00(w0 Rz w00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true))]
 8w[I (w; [z]A) = true ! I (w; [u][z]A) = true]
 8w I (w; [z]A ! [u][z]A) = true
2. Consider a model (see Figure 4.5), where
W = fw; wu ; wz1 ; wz2 g;
Ru = f(w; wu ); (wu ; wu ); (wz1 ; wu ); (wz2 ; wu)g;
Rz = f(w; wz1 ); (wu ; wz1 ); (wz1 ; wz1 ); (wz2 ; wz1 );
(wu ; wz2 ); (wz1 ; wz2 ); (wz2 ; wz2 )g;
I (wz1 ; p) = true;
I (wz2 ; p) = false:
In this model

:(wRu wu&wuRz Rz ! wRz Rz )
2

and

I (w; [z]p ! [u][z]p) = false:

2
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Figure 4.5: A countermodel to redundancy of 4u;z -M.

 5u;z .

The model meets Du -M, Kvu-M, and 5u;z -M.

1.

8ww0 w00 [wRu w0&wRz w00 ! w0 Rz w00 ]
 8ww0 w00 [wRu w0 ! (wRz w00 ! w0 Rz w00 )]
! 8ww0 w00 [wRu w0&I (w00 ; A) = true
! (wRz w00 ! w0Rz w00 &I (w00 ; A) = true)]
! 8ww0 [9w00 (wRuw0 &I (w00 ; A) = true)
! (wRz w00 ! 9w00(w0 Rz w00 &I (w00 ; A) = true))]
 8w[9w00 (wRu w0&I (w00 ; A) = true)
! 8w0 (wRz w00 ! 9w00(w0 Rz w00 &I (w00 ; A) = true))]
 8w[I (w; hziA) = true ! I (w; [u]hziA) = true]
 8w I (w; hziA ! [u]hziA) = true
2. Consider a model (see Figure 4.6), where
W = fw; wu ; wz1 ; wz2 g;
Ru = f(w; wu ); (wu ; wu ); (wz1 ; wu ); (wz2 ; wu)g;
Rz = f(w; wz1 ); (wz1 ; wz1 );
(w; wz2 ); (wu ; wz2 ); (wz2 ; wz2 )g;
I (wz1 ; p) = true;
I (wz2 ; p) = false:
In this model

:(wRu wu&wRz Rz ! wuRz Rz )
1

1
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Figure 4.6: A countermodel to redundancy of 5u;z -M.
and

I (w; hzip ! [u]hzip) = false:

The model meets Du -M, Kvu-M, and 4u;z -M.



De nition 4.3 (Standard models) Assume we are given a unit hierarchy U = hU; isa i.
Then we say that a Kripke model hW; fRu : u 2 U g; I i is a standard model of MUU , if:
 W = f0g[ S W , where W 's are pairwise non-intersecting non-empty nite sets,
u2U

u

u

 and for any w; w0 2 W and u 2 U ,
wRu w0 i there exists u0 2 U such that w0 2 Wu0 and u0 isa u:

Theorem 4.9 For any U , the standard models of MUU belong to the model class of MUU .
Proof. We have to prove that standard models meet the restrictions Du-M, Kvu-M, 4u;z -M,
and 5u;z -M.
 Du-M. Choose an element wu 2 Wu (this is always possible since Wu is required to
be non-empty). For any w 2 W , wRu wu .
 Kvu-M. Assume that u isa v, w; w0 2 W , and wRuw0 . The latter is equivalent to that
there exists u0 2 U such that w0 2 Wu0 and u0 isa u, which together with u isa v
yields u0 isa v. This in turn is equivalent to wRvw0 .
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 4u;z -M and 5u;z -M. For any w; w0 ; w00 2 W , w0 Rz w00 is equivalent to that there exists
z0 2 U such that w00 2 Wz0 and z0 isa z. This in turn is equivalent to wRz w00 .


Theorem 4.10 (Completeness) If a formula is valid in the Kripke semantics of MUU ,
i.e. if it is satis ed by every model meeting the restrictions Du -M, Kvu -M, 4u;z -M, and
5u;z -M, then it is provable in MUU .
Proof. We show that if a formula is not provable in MUU , then there is a model in the
Kripke semantics of MUU which does not satisfy this formula.
Assume that some formula C is not provable. This means that its reduction tree cannot
be rebuilt into a proof. Choose a leaf  !  of the reduction tree, which cannot be
transformed into an axiom. We now can de ne the following standard model:
Wu = 8
ff : f 2 Fu and f occurs in the reduction tree,g
>> true
if  contains (0)p;
<
I (0; p) = > false
if  contains (0)p;
>:
arbitrary otherwise,

8
>> true
>>
>>< true
I (f; p) = > false
>>
>> false
>: arbitrary

if  contains (f )p;
if  contains (X )p where unit(f ) isa unit(X );
if  contains (f )p;
if  contains (X )p where unit(f ) isa unit(X );
otherwise.

Translate now each formula (g)A as I (g; A) = true, each antecedent formula (X )A as
8u(u isa unit(X ) ! (8f 2 Fu)I (f u ; A) = true), and each consequent formula (X )A
as 9u(u isa unit(X ) ! (8f 2 Fu )I (f u ; A) = true). By induction on the height of the
reduction tree, we prove that on the thread from the chosen leaf to the root, translations
of the antecedent member formulae are true, and translations of the consequent member
formulae are false.
For the members the leaf sequent, this holds by the de nition of our model. For all the
other sequents, we make use of the inductive assumption about the premise sequent(s) of
the rule application that produced it. The case of classical propositional rules is simple.
In the case of the modal rules we rely on the following arguments:

 [v] !. By the inductive assumption, we have that 8u(u isa v ! (8f 2 Fu)I (f; A) =
true), which due to standardness of the model is equivalent to 8f (gRv f ! I (f; A) =
true), i.e. to I (g; [v]A) = true.
 ! [u]. By the inductive assumption, we have that I (f; A) = false, where f is of unit
u. Due to standardness of the model, gRu f . Hence, I (g; [u]A) = false.
 hui!. By the inductive assumption, we have that I (f; A) = true, where f is of unit
u. Due to standardness of the model, gRu f . Hence, I (g; huiA) = true.
 !hvi. By the inductive assumption, we have that :9u(u isa v ! (8f 2 Fu )I (f; A) =
true), which due to standardness of the model is equivalent to :9f (gRv f ! I (f; A) =
true), i.e. to I (g; hviA) = false.
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The end formula (0)C in the consequent of the root translates into I (0; C ) = true. According to what we just proved, this translation is false. Hence, C is not satis ed by the
model.


We now de ne a concept of simple models, where units and worlds are in a one-to-one
correspondence (the models corresponding to naive intuition).

De nition 4.4 (Simple models) Assume we are given a unit hierarchy U = hU ; isa i.
Then we say that a Kripke model hW; fRu : u 2 U g; I i is a simple model of MUU , if:
 W = f0g [ U ,
 and for any w; w0 2 W and u 2 U ,
wRu w0 i w0 2 U and w0 isa u:
It is obvious that every simple model is standard model.
In the simple models, the usual de nition of I at modalized formulae:

I (w; [u]A) = true i for all w0 2 W such that wRu w0 , I (w0 ; A) = true,
becomes equivalent to:

I (w; [u]A) = true i for all w0 2 U such that w0 isa u, I (w0 ; A) = true,
and this is in concert with the intuitively clear idea that A can inheritably hold in u for w
only if A holds at all the units inheriting from u.
The relationship between isa and accessibility relations in simple models is illustrated by
the example in Figure 4.7.
Note that a formula that is satis ed by every simple model of MUU , need not be provable
in MUU . An example is the formula
[u](p _ q) ! [u]p _ [u]q
for U where there exist no v 2 U such that v isa u. In simple models in such a case, for
every formula A and for every w 2 W , I (w; [u]A) = I (u; A), and hence our formula is
always satis ed. The following standard model, however, does not satisfy it, which means
that it is not provable:

Wu
I (wu1 ; p)
I (wu2 ; p)
I (wu1 ; q)
I (wu2 ; q)

=
=
=
=
=

fwu ; wu g
true
false
false
true
1

2
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Figure 4.7: Example of a simple model|MUU .

4.6.4 Resolution calculus
In order to present the resolution calculus for MUU , we rst must x which formulae of
the language of MUU we are going to treat as Horn clauses.

De nition 4.5 (Horn clauses) Formulae [v](p

; [z ]), where p is an atomary formula, and  are nite sets of atomary formulae, v is a unit, and z is a nite set of units,
are called input clauses. Formulae [u], where  is a nite set of atomary formulae
and u is a nite set of units, are called goal statements.
The resolution calculus for MUU contains one rule

 Rvu.

[v](p
; [z ])
[u]p; [u ]
[u] ; [z ]; [u ]

if u isa v.

Theorem 4.11 (Soundness) If a given goal statement G is resolvable to the empty
goal statement by means of a given set C of input clauses, then it can be proved in MUU
that C ! G .
Proof. By induction on the height of the resolution tree.
1. Height=1.

C ! >:
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2. Height > 1.

C ! [v](p ; [z ])
C ! [u](p ; [z ]) Kvu
C ! ([u]p [u] ; [u][z ]) Ku;Cu

C ! ([u] ; [z ]; [u ]) ind. assumption
C ! ([u] ; [u][z ]; [u ]) 4u;z
C ! ([u]p; [u ])



Theorem 4.12 (Completeness) If for a given set C of input clauses and for a given
goal statement G , it can be proved in MUU that C ! G , then G is resolvable to the
empty goal statement by means of C .
Proof. We show that from assuming that G is not resolvable to

by means of C , it
results that there exists a simple model which satis es all the input clauses from C while not
satisfying G . Relying on Theorem 4.8, we then can conclude that C ! G is not provable.
The simple model we need, is de ned by the following condition:
I (u; p) = true i [u]p is resolvable to by means of C :

Suppose that some formula [u]p is not resolvable to . According to how we de ned the
model then I (u; p) = false. This evidently yields that I (0; [u]p) = false, which means that
[u]p is not satis ed by the model.
We assume that G is not resolvable to by means of C . Since G is a conjuction of
formulae of the form [u]p, it is clear then that one of those formulae is not resolvable,
and thus not satis ed by the model. Hence, the whole conjuction G is not satis ed by the
model.
It now remains to prove that the input clauses C are satis ed by the model. Assume the
contrary, i.e. that there is an input clause [v](p
; [z ]) in C which is not satis ed by
the model. In this case, exists w 2 W such that
I (w; [v](p
; [z])) = false;
which means that there must exist u 2 U such that
I (u; (p ; [z ])) = false:
This is only possible if
I (u; p) = false;
I (u; q) = true for all q 2 ;
I (u; [z]r) = true for all [z]r 2 [z ]:
The latter condition is equivalent to
I (z; r) = true for all [z]r 2 [z ]:
Using the de nition of our model, we on one hand conclude that [u]p is not resolvable to
. But on the other hand we similarly conclude that [u] and [z ] are resolvable to ,
which together with noticing that resolving [u]p with [v](p
; [z ]) gives [u] ; [z ],
means that [u]p still is resolvable to . Contradiction.
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4.6.5 The predicate case
In the three previous sections, we studied the propositional fragment MUU . It is obvious,
however, that for practical applications this fragment is too poor. In almost all practical
examples, properties must be allowed to have parameters, i.e. there have to be predicate
symbols and terms in the language. It will be also clear from the examples in Section 4.11
that often it is desirable to allow arbitrary terms instead of only constants (unit names)
as the parameters of modalities.
In the present thesis, we nevertheless study only the propositional fragments of the \OO
logics" formally, since this is enough to clarify the principles, and saves us from too many
overhead in the presentation. In examples, predicate languages are used. We limit the
formal consideration of the full predicate logics to the following general comments.
We consider it natural to require traditionally that in the semantics individual symbols
and function symbols be rigid, and the domain be constant. The majority of the theorems
that we prove or hint at throughout the presentation then hold in the full logics. There are
no big problems in the Kripke semantics or in the resolution calculi for the predicate logics
(the resolution rule for a full logic is obtained from that of the corresponding propositional
fragment by adding the uni cation step). As regards to the axiomatic calculi, the following
can be said:

 The sound and complete Hilbert-style calculus for a given full logic can be obtained
by adding the so-called Barcan formula

8x2A ! 28xA
as an axiom to the rules and axioms of the classical predicate Hilbert-style calculus
and to the modal rules and axioms of the corresponding propositional fragment.
 There exist no brilliant Gentzen-style sequential calculi for the full logics. This is
essentially due to Barcan formula which cannot be hidden into an introduction rule
of some logical operator.
 The sound and complete Ohlbach-style calculus for a given full logic can be obtained
simply by adding the introduction rules of quanti ers to the Ohlbach-style calculus
of the corresponding propositional fragment.

4.6.6 Discussion
We mentioned at the end of Subsection 4.6.3 that not every formula which is satis ed by
all the simple models, is provable. This might seem a defect of MUU , since simple models
closely correspond to the intuitive semantics of units. We now show that, in fact, this
\defect" is natural, and cannot thus be recovered.
According to Theorems 4.8, 4.10, provability in MUU is equivalent to being satis ed by
all the standard models of MUU , and this is a much stricter condition than being satis ed
by all the simple models of MUU . The di erence between standard and simple models is
that in simple models there is exactly one world per each unit, whereas in standard models
there can be several. It might seem good therefore to augment the restriction set on the
accessibility relations in the Kripke semantics of MUU by the following restriction:

Uu-M. uniqueness : for any w; w0 ; w00 2 W , if wRu w0 and wRuw00 then
w0 = w00 .
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We prove that adding the restriction Uu -M into the Kripke semantics of some logic yields
an additional theorem
Uu: huiA ! [u]A
in its complete calculus.

Theorem 4.13 The schema Uu is satis ed for all the models which meet the restriction
Uu-M.
Proof. (We skip the index u.)
8ww0 w00 (wRw0 &wRw00 ! w0 = w00 )
 8ww0 (wRw0 ! 8w00(wRw00 ! w0 = w00 ))
! 8ww0 (wRw0 &I (w0 ; A) = true ! 8w00(wRw00 ! w0 = w00 &I (w0 ; A) = true))
! 8ww0 (wRw0 &I (w0 ; A) = true ! 8w00(wRw00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true))
 8w(9w0 (wRw0 &I (w0 ; A) = true) ! 8w00(wRw00 ! I (w00 ; A) = true))
 8w(I (w; 3A) = true ! I (w; 2A) = true)
 8w I (w; 3A ! 2A) = true

At the rst glance it seems acceptable to add the formula Uu as an axiom to the Hilbertstyle calculus of MUU . And its following equivalent formulation seems even more persuasive:
[u]:A _ [u]A:
An axiom Uu would allow us to prove that a box distributes over a disjunction:
[u](:A ! B ) ! ([u]:A ! [u]B ) Ku
[u](A _ B ) ! (huiA _ [u]B )
[u](A _ B ) ! ([u]A _ [u]B ) Uu
Unfortunately, Uu as axiom of MUU has some undesirable side e ects. Assume that
u0 isa u, and we get the following proof in MUU :
[u]:A ! [u0 ]:A Ku0
[u]:A ! hu0 i:A Du0
u

hui:A ! hu0i:A Uu
[u0 ]A ! [u]A

Together with Kuu0 , this implies [u0 ]A  [u]A which makes it senseless to have units in isa
relation, since the sets of formulae that hold in them, cannot di er at all.
The reason behind the unpleasant surprise is that we did not take into consideration the
intended reading of [u]A which was \A inheritably in u". huiA, accordingly, had to be read
as \it does not hold that :A inheritably in u". If huiA, it is possible that the cause for
:A not to hold inheritably in u, is that A holds in some unit u0 isa u, which does tell us
nothing about whether A holds in u (inheritably or not), i.e. nothing about whether [u]A.
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The argument can be reformulated as follows. Suppose it does not hold that A inheritably
in u. If we had a right to conlude from this that :A inheritably holds in u, we would reach
at the conclusion that A can hold in no u0 isa u, which clearly would not be what we do
want.
In terms of the simple models, what would happen when accepting Uu , is that all the
worlds accessible from somewhere by Ru , i.e. the worlds that correspond to some unit
u0 isa u, would collapse into one.
A partial solution to the discussed \defect" will be given in the next section.
Another comment concerns the world 0 of simple models. It might seem that 0 should
contain some universal knowledge that all the units could use (say, built-in predicates or
like). So it might be proposed that the formula
Uu : A ! [u]A
be added as an axiom to the Hilbert-style calculus of MUU . But if we do accept Uu , we
get the following proof in MUU :
[u]:A ! hui:A Du
:A ! [u]:A Uu
:A ! hui:A
[u]A ! A
Together with Uu , this implies that [u]A  A which is even worse than the result we got
when trying to incorporate Uu into MUU , since now for arbitrary u; u0 2 U , we will have
that [u]A  A  [u0 ]. In terms of the simple models, it means that we tried to collapse all
the worlds into one.
The correct way to look at 0 would be to take it, as if it were some observer who is external
w.r.t. the unit hierarchy, and who can see everything that happens within it, while the
unit hierachy itself even doesn't know that he/she is there. It might seem that the rule
Nu still relates 0 and u, but this is not so. In terms of the simple models, this rule merely
says that if 0 can prove A, then u can prove A. In other words, one is allowed to conclude
that A holds in u, referring to 0, only if A is a logically inevitable truth and not something
that holds just occasionally.

4.7 MU |Inheritability Not Inevitable
0

U

The logic MU0U which we will describe in this section, is an advanced variant of MUU ,
where the restriction that \everything be inheritable" has been removed.
Given a unit hierarchy U = hU; isa i, MU0U is a normal multimodal logic, where for each
u 2 U there are two parameters|u and u #. The formula [u]A is read as \A in u", whereas
the formula [u #]A is read as \A inheritably in u". Note that [u] of MUU corresponds to
[u #] of MU0U , not to [u] of MU0U , as it might be expected.
The organization of this section roughly repeats that of the previous one. Only the presentation is more compact|many proofs are omitted.

4.7.1 Motivation
In many cases, the assumption that everything is inheritable, turns out too strong. It might
occur necessary to allow units own knowledge, which is not subject to inheritance. To this
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end, we develop a logic MU0U below, where for each unit we have two parameters|u and
u #. [u]A will mean \A in u", whereas [u #]A will mean \A inheritably in u" (corresponding
to what in MUU was denoted as [u #]A).
If [u]A holds, it is guaranteed that A holds in u, and nothing is asserted about whether A
holds in other units. Hence, it is evident that [u #]A is stronger statement than [u]A, and
this predicts the following axiom for MU0U :
Kuu# : [u #]A ! [u]A:
Since [u #] corresponds to [u] in MUU , the axiom Kvu of MUU maps to the following axiom
in MU0U :
Kvu##: [v #]A ! [u #]A if u isa v:
In Subsection 4.6.6, we tried to supplement the axiomatics of MUU with the formula Uu .
The circumstance that in MU0U it is possible to speak about formulas that guaranteedly
hold for one unit, removes the reasons that made this impossible, and in MU0U , we will
make Uu an axiom.
In Horn clauses, in MUU we allowed one modality over the whole clause, and optional
modalities over the literals in the body. The modality over the whole clause pointed to the
owner of the clause, whereas modalized literals in the body meant messages. In MU0U , we
will allow clauses to be inheritable or to hold guaranteedly only just in their owners, and
accordingly, arbitrary parameters will be allowed in clause modalities. In message sending,
on the contrary, we only require that the receiver be able to demonstrate the goal, and
do not demand its descendants to be able to do the same. Parameters of goal modalities,
therefore, will be limited to units.
As a nal remark, we stress that [u](p ! ) does not mean that a \code" of a property p
is private for the unit u. Although this \code" is inaccessible implicitly through inheritance,
it still can be accessed explicitly via messages.

4.7.2 Axiomatics
The Hilbert-style calculus of MU0U consists of the following rules and axioms:

 The rules and axioms of the classical propositional Hilbert-style calculus.
 Modal rules and axioms For each u; v; z 2 U we have: ( and  can be either #
or the empty word)

A
;
[u]A
Ku: [u](A ! B ) ! ([u]A ! [u]B );
Du: [u]A ! huiA;
Uu: huiA ! [u]A;
Kuu#: [u #]A ! [u]A;
Kvu##: [v #]A ! [u #]A if u isa v;
4u;z: [z]A ! [u][z]A;
5u;z: hziA ! [u]hziA:

Nu:
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Theorem 4.14 For each u; v 2 U , if u isa v then the formula
Kvu##: [v #]A ! [u #]A
is provable in MU0U .

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.1.


Theorem 4.15 For each u 2 U , the formula
Du# : [u #]A ! hu #iA
is provable in MU0U .

Proof.

u#

[u #]A ! [u]A Ku
[u]A ! huiA Du
[u #]A ! huiA
[u #]A ! hu #iA

u#

[u #]:A ! [u]:A Ku

huiA ! hu #iA



Theorem 4.16 Given a sequence  of modalities and a modality m, the formula
mA  mA
is provable in MU0U .

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.2.

The Gentzen-style sequential calculus for MU0U consists of the following rules and axioms:

 The rules and axioms of the classical propositional Gentzen-style sequential calculus.
 Modal rules. We formulate them in two rules. , , , ,  and  denote nite
sets of formulae, m denotes a modality, m and m0 denote nite sets of modalities, v
and v0 denote nite sets of units, v and v0  denote nite sets of parameters.

muvjv0 .
if u isa v; v0 .
muv#j# v0 #.

; ; m ! ; ; m0 
hui; [v] ; m ! [u]; hv0 i; m0 

; ; m ! ; ; m0 
hu #i; [v #] ; m ! [u #]; hv0 #i; m0 
if u isa v; v0 , and k [ k  1.
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Theorem 4.17 The Hilbert-style and the Gentzen-style sequential calculi of MU0U are

equivalent.

Proof. Omitted. It follows the schema of Theorem
4.4. To the axiom Uu , omission of the
v
jv0 
restriction k [ k  1 from the rule mu corresponds.

For the presented Gentzen-style calculus, cut elimination does not hold.
In order to present the Ohlbach-style calculus for MU0U , we rst de ne world paths for
MU0U .

De nition 4.6 (World paths) Assume that for each u 2 U , we have a symbol cu whom
we call the world constant of the unit u, and a countable set Fu = ffu ; fu ; : : :g of symbols
whose elements we call world variables of the unit u. Then:

1

2

1. 0 is a world path.
2. Every world constant is a world path.
3. Every world variable is a world path.

The calculus contains the following rules and axioms:

 Labelled versions of the rules and axioms of the classical propositional
Gentzen-style sequential calculus.
 Modal rules. They are eight in number. g denotes a world path, h and h0 denote

nite sets of world paths, f denotes a non-zero world constant or variable, and unit(f )
is the unit of f .
[v] !.

[v #] !.

where unit(f ) isa v.

! [u].

! [u].

(cv )A; (h) ! (h0 )
(g)[v]A; (h) ! (h0 )
(f )A; (h) ! (h0 )
(g)[v #]A; (h) ! (h0 )

(h) ! (cu )A; (h0 )
(h) ! (g)[u]A; (h0 )
(h) ! (f )A; (h0 )
(h) ! (g)[u]A; (h0 )
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where unit(f ) = u and f does not occur anywhere in the conclusion sequent
and lower in the proof.

hui!.

hu #i!.

(cu )A; (h) ! (h0 )
(g)huiA; (h ) ! (h0 )
(f )A; (h) ! (h0 )
(g)hu #iA; (h) ! (h0 )

where unit(f ) = u and f does not occur anywhere in the conclusion sequent
and lower in the proof.

!hvi.

!hv #i.

(h) ! (cv )A; (h0 )
(h) ! (g)hviA; (h0 )
(h) ! (f )A; (h0 )
(h) ! (g)hv #iA; (h0 )

where unit(f ) isa v.

Theorem 4.18 The Gentzen-style sequential and the Ohlbach-style calculi of MU0U are
equivalent in the sense that a sequent  !  is provable in Gentzen style i the sequent
(0) ! (0) is provable in Ohlbach style.
Proof. Omitted. It follows the proof schema of Theorem 4.5.


Theorem 4.19 In the Ohlbach-style calculus for MU0U , cuts can be eliminated.
Proof. Omitted. It follows the proof schema of Theorem 4.6.


Theorem 4.20 MU0U is decidable.
Proof. Omitted. It follows the proof schema of Theorem 4.7.
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4.7.3 Semantics
The restrictions on the accessibility relations in the model class (the Kripke semantics) of
MU0U are the following:

Du-M.

: for any w 2 W there exist w0 2 W such that
wRu w0 ,
Uu-M. uniqueness
: for any w; w0 ; w00 2 W , if wRu w0 and wRu w00 then
w0 = w00 ,
: for any w; w0 2 W if wRu w0 then wRu# w0 ,
Kuu#-M. inclusion
: if u isa v then for any w; w0 2 W if wRu# w0 then
Kvu##-M. inclusion
wRv# w0 ,
4u;z-M. quasi-transitivity : for any w; w0 ; w00 2 W if wRu w0 and w0 Rzw00 then
wRz w00 ,
5u;z-M. quasi-euclidity : for any w; w0 ; w00 2 W if wRu w0 and wRz w00 then
w0 Rz w00 .
seriality

Theorem 4.21 (Soundness) If a formula is provable in MU0U then it is valid in the
Kripke semantics of MU0U , i.e. it is satis ed by every model meeting the restrictions Du M, Uu -M, Kuu# -M, Kvu## -M, 4u;z -M, and 5u;z -M. Moreover, none of these restrictions can
be left out.

Proof. Omitted. It follows the proof schema of Theorem 4.8. It also uses Theorem 4.13.


De nition 4.7 (Standard models) Assume we are given a unit hierarchy U = hU; isa i.
Then we say that a Kripke model hW; fRu ; Ru# : u 2 U g; I i is a standard model of MU0U ,
if:

 W = f0g[ Su2U Wu, where Wu's are pairwise non-intersecting non-empty nite sets,
each having one distinguished element wu ;

 and for any w; w0 2 W and u 2 U ,
wRu w0 i
wRu# w0 i

w 0 = wu ;

there exists u0 2 U such that w0 2 Wu0 and u0 isa u:

Theorem 4.22 For any U , the standard models of MU0U belong to the model class of MU0U .
Proof. Omitted. It follows the proof schema of Theorem 4.9.


Theorem 4.23 (Completeness) If a formula is valid in the Kripke semantics of MU0U ,
i.e. if it is satis ed by every model meeting the restrictions Du -M, Uu -M, Kuu# -M, Kvu## -M,
4u;z -M, and 5u;z -M, then it is provable in MU0U .
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Proof. Omitted. It follows the proof schema of Theorem 4.10.

For MU0U , the de nition of simple models takes the following form:

De nition 4.8 (Simple models) Assume we are given a unit hierarchy U = hU ; isa i.
Then we say that a Kripke model hW; fRu ; Ru# : u 2 U g; I i is a simple model of MU0U , if:
 W = f0g [ U ,
 and for any w; w0 2 W and u 2 U
wRu w0 i
wRu# w0 i

w0 = u;
w0 2 U and w0 isa u:

Again, obviously, every simple model is standard model. In simple models, in full accordance with intuition, we have that:

I (w; [u]A) = true i I (u; A) = true,
I (w; [u #]A) = true i for all w0 2 U such that w0 isa u, I (w0 ; A) = true.
The relationship between isa and accessibility relations in simple models is illustrated by
the example in Figure 4.8.
R

u,u

u
R

isa

u1 ,u1 ,u

R

isa

u2 ,u2 ,u

u

u

1

2

R
u21 ,u21 ,u2

0

,u

isa
u

21

Figure 4.8: Example of a simple model|MU0U .

4.7.4 Resolution calculus
For MU0U , we de ne Horn clauses in the following way:
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De nition 4.9 (Horn clauses) Formulae [v](p

; [z ]), where p is an atomary formula, and  are nite sets of atomary formulae, v is a parameter, and z is a nite set
of units, are called input clauses. Formulae [u], where  is a nite set of atomary
formulae, and u is a nite set of units, are called goal statements.

The resolution calculus for MU0U contains two rules:

 Ru .
 Rvu# .
where u isa v.

[u]p; [u ]
[u](p
; [z ])
[u] ; [z ]; [u ]
[u]p; [u ]
[v #](p
[u] ; [z ]; [u ]

; [z ])

Theorem 4.24 (Soundness) If a given goal statement G is resolvable to the empty
goal statement by means of a given set C of input clauses, then it can be proved in MU0U
that C ! G .
Proof. By induction on the height of the resolution tree.
1. Height=1.
2. Height > 1.

C ! >:

 Ru .
C ! [u](p ; [z ]) Kvu
C ! ([u] ; [z ]; [u ]) ind. assumption
C ! ([u] ; [u][z ]; [u ]) 4u;z
C ! ([u]p [u] ; [u][z ]) Ku;Cu
C ! ([u]p; [u ])
 Rvu# .
C ! [v #](p ; [z ])
v#
C ! [u #](p ; [z]) Ku#
C ! [u](p ; [z ]) Kuu#
C ! ([u] ; [z ]; [u ]) ind. assumption
C ! ([u] ; [u][z ]; [u ]) 4u;z
C ! ([u]p [u] ; [u][z ]) Ku;Cu
C ! ([u]p; [u ])


Theorem 4.25 (Completeness) If for a given set C of input clauses and for a given
goal statement G , it can be proved in MU0U that C ! G , then G is resolvable to the
empty goal statement by means of C .
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.12 goes through with almost no changes.
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4.7.5 Discussion
As we had to experience in Subsection 4.7.3, though the axiom Uu caused the standard
models of MU0U to have a distinguished world for each unit, it still did not collapse the
concept of standard model to that of (intuitive) simple model, since non-distinguished
worlds were not excluded.
Due to this, the example for MUU from the end of Subsection 4.6.3 of a formula that is
satis ed by all simple models but unprovable, applies for MU0U , too, except that in MU0U ,
it must be written as:
[u #](p _ q) ! [u #]p _ [u #]q:
The way to get round of this would be to introduce the following restriction on the accessibility relations, which would forbid the non-distinguished worlds:

Fu#-M.

nishedness : for any w; w0 2 W , if wRu# w0 then there exists
u0 2 U such that u0 isa u and wRu0 w0 .

We prove that adding the restriction Fu# -M into the Kripke semantics of some logic yields
an additional theorem
^ 0
Fu#:
[u ]A ! [u #]A

0
u isa u
in its complete calculus.

Theorem 4.26 The schema Fu# is satis ed for all the models which meet the restriction
Fu#-M.
Proof.
8ww0 [wRu# w0 ! (9u0 isa u)wRu0 w0 ]
 8ww0 [wRu# w0&:I (w0 ; A) = true ! (9u0 isa u)wRu0 w0 &:I (w0 ; A) = true]
 8ww0 [:(wRu# w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true) ! :(8u0 isa u)(wRu0 w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true)]
 8ww0 [(8u0 isa u)(wRu0 w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true) ! (wRu# w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true)]
! 8w[(8u0 isa u)8w0(wRu0 w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true) ! 8w0(wRu# w0 ! I (w0 ; A) = true)]
 8w[(8u0 isa^u)I (w; [u0 ]A) = true ! I (w; [u #]A) = true]
 8w I (w; (
[u0 ]A ! [u #]A)) = true
u0

isa u


Though Fu# as an additional axiom would collapse the concept of standard model to the
concept of simple model, we still do not want to make it axiom. The reason is that the
theory MU0U so far has been monotonic w.r.t. extensions of U , i.e. that for any extension
Ue of U , the theory MU0U has been a subset of the theory MU0Ue .
Fu# as axiom would spoil this monotonicity. Indeed, assume we are given a unit hierarchy
U = hU; isai and a unit u 2 U . Consider the unit hierarchy Ue = hUe; isaei where Ue =
U [ fueg and isae = isa [ fhue ; uig. In MU0Ue , an exemplar

^

u0

[u0 ]p ! [u #]p

isa u
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of Fu# of MU0U is not provable, since it is not satis ed by the following simple model of
MU0Ue :

I (u0 ; p) = true if u0 isa u;
I (ue ; p) = false:
Concluding the discussion of the logic MU0U , we wish to mention that there seems to exist
another approach to building up MU0U , where the only parameters would be units and the
symbol #. This approach has not been studied carefully yet, but it seems that the following
set of modal rules and axioms would do:

Nu:
N#:
Ku:
K#:
Du:
Uu:
T#:
Kvu##:
4u;z :
4#;z :
4#;#:
5u;z :
5#;z :

A
;
[u]A
A
;
[#]A
[u](A ! B ) ! ([u]A ! [u]B );
[#](A ! B ) ! ([#]A ! [#]B );
[u]A ! huiA;
huiA ! [u]A;
[#]A ! A;
[v][#]A ! [u][#]A if u isa v;
[z ]A ! [u][z ]A;
[z ]A ! [#][z ]A;
[#]A ! [#][#]A;
hziA ! [u]hziA;
hziA ! [#]hziA:

To the former modalities of the form [u #], the composition [u][#] would correspond in
this approach. Every # essentially belongs to the closest unit leftwards it. Iterated #'s
are equivalent to one #. There is no axiom 5#;# , to avoid R# become symmetric in the
semantics.
The relationship between isa and accessibility relations in simple models in the described
approach is illustrated by the example in Figure 4.9.

4.8 MU |Inheriting Not Inevitable
00

U

The logic MU0U made it possible to block inheritance \from above", i.e. to say of a formula
that holds in a unit, whether it holds inheritably, or its holding is guaranteed just for
this particular unit. The logic MU00U whom we describe in this section, enables also dual
blocking \from below", allowing to say of a formula that holds in a unit, whether its holding
can be derived without relying on inheriting, or it just holds.
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Figure 4.9: Example of a simple model|MU0U , alternative approach.
Given a unit hierarchy U = hU; isa i, MU0U is a normal multimodal logic, where for each
u 2 U there are four parameters|u, u #, u ", u #". Modal formulae are read as follows:
[u]A
[u #]A
[u "]A
[u #"]A

reads as
reads as
reads as
reads as

\A, without using inheritance, in u",
\A, without using inheritance, inheritably in u",
\A in u",
\A inheritably in u.

Note that [u "] of MU00U corresponds to [u] of MU0U , and that [u #"] of MU00U corresponds
to [u #] of MU0U and to [u] of MUU .
At the present stage, the logic MU00U has not been studied as carefully as MUU and MU0U .
By organization, this section is similar that of the two previous ones, though it considers
no axiomatics other than the Hilbert-style one, and does not consider Kripke semantics.

4.8.1 Motivation
Like MU0U allowed to block inheritance \from above", it is also thinkable to consider
blocking \from below". To try this, we develop a logic MU00U below, where for each unit,
there are four parameters|u, u #, u ", u #", and modal formulae are read as follows:
[u]A
[u #]A
[u "]A
[u #"]A

reads as
reads as
reads as
reads as

\A, without using inheritance, in u",
\A, without using inheritance, inheritably in u",
\A in u",
\A inheritably in u.

Note that the modalities of MU0U get new, di erent notations in MU00U .
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From the readings it is clear that [u]A and [u #]A are stronger statements than [u "]A and
[u #"]A, respectively. This predicts us the following two axioms for MU00U :

Kuu": [u]A ! [u "]A;
Kuu##": [u #]A ! [u #"]A:
Similarly, since \holding inheritably" involves more than \just holding" (as we observed in
Subsection 4.7.1), [u #]A and [u #"]A are stronger statements than [u]A and [u "]A, which
predicts us another pair of axioms for MU00U :

Kuu#: [u #]A ! [u]A;
Kuu#"" : [u #"]A ! [u "]A:
The last axiom is the correspondent to the axiom Kuu# of MU0U .
The axioms Kvu## and Uu of MU0U take the following shapes in MU00U :

Kvu#"#": [v #"]A ! [u #"]A if u isa v;
Uu": hu "iA ! [u "]A:
We do not postulate

Uu: huiA ! [u]A

in MU00U . The argument behind this is the following. Suppose that huiA, i.e. that it can't
be derived without reference to inheriting, that :A holds in u. This does not exclude that
:A might still hold in u, which would mean that A does not hold in u, and that the more it
would not be derivable without reference to inheriting, that A holds in u. But Uu excludes
this possibility.
In Horn clauses, in MU0U , where inheritance could be blocked \from above", we allowed
clause modalities either to claim inheritability or not, whereas goal modalities were not
allowed to require inheritability. In MU00U , with regards to blocking \from below", we
will act in a dual manner. Namely, clause modalities will always have to claim holding
without reference to inheriting (since input clauses are a kind of \initial knowledge"), whilst
goal modalities will be allowed to require demonstration \just so" or without reference to
inheriting.
The relationship between di erent modalities of MU00U , and their usage in Horn clauses, is
illustrated in Figure 4.10.
We have to admit that MU00U is more interesting for theory than for practical applications.
We have not found counterparts to blocking \from below" in OO languages. The examples
in Section 4.11 will not go further than MU0U either.

4.8.2 Axiomatics
The Hilbert-style calculus of MU00U consists of the following rules and axioms:

 The rules and axioms of the classical propositional Hilbert-style calculus.
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Figure 4.10: Modalities in MU00U .

 Modal rules and axioms For each u; v; z 2 U we have: ( and  can be either #,
the empty word, #" or ")

Nu:
Ku:
Du":
Uu" :
Kuu#:
Kuu#"" :
Kuu":
Kuu##":
Kvu#"#":
4u;z:
5u;z:

A
;
[u]A
[u](A ! B ) ! ([u]A ! [u]B );
[u "]A ! hu "iA;
hu "iA ! [u "]A;
[u #]A ! [u]A;
[u #"]A ! [u "]A;
[u]A ! [u "]A;
[u #]A ! [u #"]A;
[v #"]A ! [u #"]A if u isa v;
[z ]A ! [u][z ]A;
hziA ! [u]hziA:

Theorem 4.27 For each u; v 2 U , if u isa v then the formula
Kvu#"#": [v #"]A ! [u #"]A

4.8. MU00U |Inheriting Not Inevitable
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is provable in MU00U .

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.1.


Theorem 4.28 For each u 2 U , the formulae
Du: [u]A ! huiA;
Du#": [u #"]A ! hu #"iA;
Du#: [u #]A ! hu #iA
are provable in MU00U .

Proof. Analogous to the Proof of Theorem 4.15.


Theorem 4.29 Given a sequence  of modalities and a modality m, the formula
mA  mA
is provable in MU00U .

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.2.


4.8.3 Resolution calculus
For MU00U , Horn clauses are de ned as follows:

De nition 4.10 (Horn clauses) Formulae [v](p

; [z ]), where p is an atomary

formula, and  are nite sets of atomary formulae, v is a unit,  is either empty word
or #, and z is a nite set of parameters formed of only unit symbols and "'s, are called
input clauses. Formulae [u], where  is a nite set of atomary formulae, and u is a
nite set of parameters formed of only unit symbols and "'s, are called goal statements.

The resolution calculus for MU00U contains four rules:

 Ru .
 Ruu# .

[u](p
; [z ])
[u]p; [u ]
[u] ; [z ]; [u ]
[u #](p
[u]p; [u ]
[u] ; [z ]; [u ]

; [z])
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 Ruu" .

 Rvu#" .

[u "]p; [u ]
[u](p
; [z])
[u "] ; [z ]; [u ]
[v #](p
[u "]p; [u ]
[u "] ; [z ]; [u ]

; [z ])

where u isa v.

Theorem 4.30 (Soundness) If a given goal statement G is resolvable to the empty
goal statement by means of a given set C of input clauses, then it can be proved in MU00U
that C ! G .
Proof. By induction on the height of the resolution tree.
1. Height=1.

C ! >:

2. Height > 1.

 Ru .
C ! [u](p ; [z ]) Kvu
C ! ([u] ; [z ]; [u ]) ind. assumption
C ! ([u] ; [u][z ]; [u ]) 4u;z
C ! ([u]p [u] ; [u][z ]) Ku;Cu
C ! ([u]p; [u ])
 Ruu# .
C ! [u #](p ; [z])
C ! [u](p ; [z ]) Kuu#
C ! ([u]p [u] ; [u][z ]) Ku;Cu

C ! ([u] ; [z ]; [u ]) ind. assumption
C ! ([u] ; [u][z ]; [u ]) 4u;z
C ! ([u]p; [u ])
 Ruu" .

C ! [u](p ; [z ])
C ! [u "](p ; [z ]) Kuu"
C ! ([u "]p [u "] ; [u "][z ]) Ku;Cu

C ! ([u "] ; [z ]; [u ]) ind. assumption
C ! ([u "] ; [u "][z ]; [u ]) 4u;z
C ! ([u "]p; [u ])
 Rvu#" .
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C ! [v #](p
C ! [v #"](p
C ! [u #"](p
C ! [u "](p
C ! ([u "]p [u "]

C ! ([u "] ; [z ]; [u ]) ind. assumption
C ! ([u "] ; [u "][z ]; [u ]) 4u;z
C ! ([u "]p; [u ])

; [z ])
v#
; [z ]) Kv#"
v#"
; [z ]) Ku#"
u#"
; [z ]) Ku"
; [u "][z ]) Ku";Cu"



4.9 Logics for Two Dimensions
We claimed in Section 4.3 that OO involves two evolutionary dimensions|object hierarchy
and time|which gives a rise to a two-dimensional product hierarchy. In this section we
show how from logics for two hierachies O = hO; isaO i, T = hT; isaT i, a logic for their
product U = hU; isaU i can be obtained. We present a general schema of how 2MUU ,
2MU0U , and 2MU00U emerge, and do not consider each logic separately in detail.
All the three logics 2MUU , 2MU0U , and 2MU00U are normal multimodal logics, where the
parameter set for the logic 2MUU (2MU0U , 2MU00U ) is the union of the parameter sets of
2MUO (2MU0O , 2MU00O ) and 2MUT (2MU0T , 2MU00T ).

4.9.1 Motivation
Given an object o 2 O and a revision  2 T , we assume that the formulations \A in o
at  " and \A at  in o" are equivalent. This predicts us that modalities with parameters
from di erent one-dimensional logics should commute.
In Horn clauses, we see it necessary that there be two modalities over clauses, one of them
being an object modality, and the other being a revision modality. Goals can be either nonmodalized, or be covered with one or two modalities, where in the case of two modalities,
again, one of them has to be an object modality, and the other a revision modality.

4.9.2 Axiomatics
The Hilbert-style calculus of 2MUU (2MU0U , 2MU00U ) consists of the following rules and
axioms:






The rules and axioms of the classical propositional Hilbert-style cal culus.
Modal rules and axioms of 2MUO (2MU0O , 2MU00O ).
Modal rules and axioms of 2MUT (2MU0T , 2MU00T ).
Commutation axioms For each parameter o of MUO (MU0O , MU00O ), and for each
parameter  of MUT (MU0T , MU00T ), we have:
[o][ ]A  [ ][o]A;
[o]h iA  h i[o]A:
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4.9.3 Resolution calculus
The resolution calculi for 2MUU , 2MU0U and 2MU00U can be obtained by combining the
resolution calculi of MUO and MUT , MU0O and MU0T , and MU00O and MU00T , respectively.
In below, we present the resolution calculus for 2MUU .
Horn clauses are de ned as follows for 2MUU :
For 2MUU , we de ne Horn clauses in the following way:

De nition 4.11 (Horn clauses) Formulae [v][](p

; [z ]; [#]; [z 0 ][#0 ]), where p is
an atomary formula, , ,  and  are nite sets of atomary formulae, v is an object, 
is a revision, z and z 0 are nite sets of objects, and # and #0 are nite sets of revisions,
are called input clauses. Formulae [u][ ], where  is a nite set of atomary formulae,
u is a nite set of objects, and u is a nite set of revisions, are called goal statements.
The resolution calculus for MUU contains one rule:
v; .
 R u;
(
(

)
)

[u][ ]p; [u ][  ]
[v][](p
; [z ]; [#]; [z 0 ][#0 ])
[u][ ] ; [z ][ ]; [u][#]; [z 0 ][#0 ]; [u ][  ]
if u isaO v and  isaT .

4.10 Pragmatics
There are two pragmatical issues whose discussion we above postponed till this section:
the overriding mode of inheritance, and representation of revisions (time instants). In the
discussion of these, we use the MU0U notation for modalities.

4.10.1 Overriding
Though we did not provide any means to facilitate the overriding mode of inheritance in
the designed logics, it still becomes possible to work with this mode on the pragmatical
level, using cuts to this end.
In practical resolution, we assume that the goals in a goal statement are ordered, and that
the clauses owned by same unit and de ning same predicate are ordered. Given a predicate
p and a unit u, the ordered set of u-owned de ning clauses for p we call the de nition of p at
u. When resolving a goal p at u, we require that the de nitions of p at u and its ancestors
be attempted in accordance with their hierarchical order (bottom-up, left-to-right). Due
to this convention, it is always easilily possible to rearrange the de nition of p at a unit v,
u isa v, in such a way that the de nitions of p at v's ancestors would never be attempted
when resolving a goal at u. It is sucient to add the following clause to the de nition of
p at v: (n is the arity of p)

#

[v ]( p(X1,...,Xn)

!, fail ).

Indeed, if resolution with the clauses from the de nition of p at v failed, normally the
de nitions at v's ancestors would be tried. By the above addition, however, next the added
clause will be attempted, the goal will always unify with the clause head successfully, and
the result will be a non-backtrackable failure.

4.11. Examples
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4.10.2 Revisions
The dimensions of object hierachy and time are not completely analogous. There are two
signi cant characteristics of time instants (revisions) that objects do not have:

 Among the time instants, one is always distinguished|the current time instant. At

any stage of evolution, this instant has no descendant instants. It is also usually (at
least in case of linear time) assumed that new instants could be created only from
this instant. In the object hierarchy, there is no correspondent to this phenomenon.
 When specifying in a program some action that would cause a new revision, we
normally do not know, at which revision this action will be performed at run-time.
Thus, clauses not only have to be able to relate explicitly given revisions, they also
must be able to relate unspeci ed revisions about which only the action that causes
transition from one to another, is known.
The idea of keeping trace after current instant seems to be alien to logic. Also, since
the succession of actions is unknown before execution, the best we can do, is to allow
all arbitrary sequences of actions and the resulting revisions of these sequences to be
considered, and to leave it open which of these sequences take place in the actual time
ow. We therefore identify revisions with sequences of actions, and de ne revisions and
the isa relation between them as follows:

De nition 4.12 (Revisions, isa relation) Assume we are given a set of actions Act.

Then:

1. 0 is revision;
2. if a is action and 1 , . . . , m are revisions, then a(1 ; : : : ; m ) is revision, and for
any i = 1; m, a(1 ; : : : ; m ) isa i .

In such an approach, all the ancestors of a revision are contained in it as \suxes".
The described approach has strong commonality with using streams to model dynamics.
The di erence is that due to inheritance along the revisions hierachy, the frame problem
has been solved. Indeed, if an action act has no in uence on a predicate p, then in stream
programming, we must write the following input clause:
p(act(Past), X1,...,Xn)

p(Past, X1,...,X).

In our approach, goals
[a(Past)]p(t1,...,tn)

are directly resolvable with suitable inheritable input clauses owned by Past, an the clause
stating \no change" is unnecessary.

4.11 Examples
In this section, we provide two short examples. The rst of them was used in Subsection 3.4.16, where we described Prolog++, and the second was used in Subsections 3.4.13
and 3.4.14, where we described `Objects as Intensions'.
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4.11.1 Family Relationships Example
In this example, taken from [Mos90], the father of a family is stored only in the object
for the eldest of children. For each person, his next older and next younger siblings are
stored in his/her object. Data about the father for non-eldest children other siblings can
be derived. Note that since we do have cumulation, we do not need to introduce the
auxiliary property eldestSibling of human for computing fathers, which in Prolog++
was inevitable.

#](
#](
#](
#](
#](
#](
#](
#](

[human
[human
[human
[human
[human
[human
[human
[human

#
#
#

father(X)
olderSibling(Y),[Y]father(X) )
married
spouse( ) )
sibling(older,X)
olderSibling(Y),[Y]sibling(older,X) )
sibling(older,X)
olderSibling(X) )
sibling(younger,X)
youngerSibling(X) )
sibling(younger,X)
youngerSibling(Y),[Y]younger(older,X) )
brother(X)
sibling( ,X),[X]sex(male) )
age(Age)
[general]thisYear(Now),birth(Then), Age is Now-Then )

[male ]( spouse(X)
wife(X) )
[male ]( retirementAge(65) )
[male ]( sex(male) )
[chris](
[chris](
[chris](
[chris](
[chris](

name('Chris Moss') )
height(183) )
birth(1944) )
wife(Karen) )
olderSibling(jane) )

4.11.2 Stack Example
This example de nes a standard stack which is empty at revision 0.
[stack][0] ( contents([]) )
[stack][0 ]( isempty
contents([]) )
[stack][0 ]( top(El)
contents([El| ]) )
[stack][push(El)(Past) ]( contents([El|Rest])
!,[Past]contents(Rest) )
[stack][pop(El)(Past) ]( contents(Rest)
!,[Past]contents([El|Rest]) )

#
#

#

#

4.11.3 Evaluation
It can be seen from the simple examples which we provided here, that the designed logics
have a rather good expressive power. They also demonstrate that despite the expressive
power, the language variants are not overcomplicated and cause minimum overhead (recall
that we wanted to have the internal layer general). We wish to underline once again that
for the purpose of a concrete application area, it might be made a task of the concrete
front-end layer to provide shorthands for syntactic constructs occurring more frequently
than others.
For deeper evaluation, certainly, much bigger examples would be needed. Such evaluation,
however, would require some working system prototype.

Chapter 5

Conclusions
The hope that it should be possible to exploit the merits of the OO and the logic paradigms
simultaneously, has given an impetus to a search for a combination of those paradigms.
Two of the problems that merger attempts have to face, are coping with modules and
sharing (with both the implicit and explicit forms of access to objects) and coping with
state changes. Our contribution to the study of these two problems can be summarized as
follows.
We feel that in handling modules and sharing, the form of clauses that we adopted in
the designed logics, is adequate w.r.t. the OO spirit. Indeed, we modalize each clause as a
whole, and we also partially modalize the goals in its body. A clause modality indicates the
object (or the object revision) to whose de nition the clause belongs, and gives information
on the accessibility of the clause by inheriters. Goal modalities point to the objects (object
revisions) to whom the task of demonstrating these goals is appointed to and tell how the
goals must be demonstrated. If a goal modality is omitted, then the clause modality is
applied. Hence, essentially either the inheriter itself will have to demonstrate the goal, or
a message is sent to some other object (object revision).
The simple but expressive clause forms shows that modal logic is a suitable tool for reasoning about modules and sharing.
It has also been one of the key ideas in the proposal of this thesis that evolution in OO is
two-dimensional. We feel that it is really appropriate to consider the essential di erence
between attributes and methods to lie in that attribute values are inherited along the
hierarchy of time instants, whereas methods are inherited along the object hierarchy. As
we emphasized in Section 4.3, this solves the frame problem and also creates uniformity.

5.1 Future work
Though there has been much research going on during the recent years on possibilities to
combine OO and logic, there are still many open questions in the eld. Each of the mergers
reported in literature solves some subproblems of the main problem, and so far none of
them is universally satisfactory. There is therefore enough area in the realm for intensive
further research.
With regards to the concrete proposal of the present thesis, the following steps should be
taken to reach at a prototype of a working system:

 Detailed design of the front-end layer.
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 Implementation.
Also, the following directions should be worthwhile of future study:

 Kripke semantics for MU00U . Alternative approaches to build up MU0U and MU00U ,
where the only parameters are units and symbols #, ".
 Possible link between the overriding mode of inheritance and linear logic.
 Other solutions than the present for coping with revisions.
 Dynamic object hierarchies. At the present stage, the designed logics allow only
objects be dynamic, while the isa links between them must be static.

Only when the present thesis was in the stage of completion, the author got to know
about the work by M. Kifer et al. [KLW90]. Even basing on super cial acquaintance with
the mentioned work, it is evident that a major breaktrough has been made there. The
connection between the formalisms of the present thesis and that work deserves studying.
There is also an obvious necessity to consider some larger examples in order to nd out
what lessons could be learnt from these.
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